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Memorandum
To: Joan Wang, Bonneville Power Administration  

From: Andrew W. Wood & Tyler Mahone, DNV 

Date: 8/3/2022 

Subject: 2021-2022 Residential HVAC Expert Panel Summary Memo 

This memorandum documents process, participants, and activities completed as part of the expert panel 
review of BPA’s 2016-2021 Residential HVAC market model and related market research. The activities 
summarized below were completed between April 2021 and June 2022. 

Residential HVAC Market Research Overview 
DNV assembled and facilitated a panel of independent experts and regional stakeholders to provide 
comments, advice, and review of BPA’s Residential HVAC market model starting in 2021. BPA has done 
significant work to characterize the residential HVAC market and quantify Momentum Savings from this 
market.  In 2019 the team completed a full-market model that determines how HVAC electricity 
consumption in the Pacific Northwest is changing over time and quantifies Momentum Savings using 
data such as the HVAC distributor sales data, among many other sources. BPA received input on this 
interim model from the Regional Technical Forum’s (RTF) Market Analysis Subcommittee. In 2021, BPA 
began to update the model and inputs to produce and finalize the estimates of energy consumption and 
Momentum Savings for 2016-2021. Updated model inputs include 2016-2020 HVAC sales data collected 
and analyzed in partnership with the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA), updated program data 
from the Regional Conservation Progress report, and market data on insulation. DNV provided a panel of 
experts to provide subject matter expertise in specific applications during this model update process. 
DNV’s first panel facilitation occurred in April 2021.  

Further details on BPA’s HVAC market research and final 2016-2021 Residential HVAC market model can 
be found on their website at: HVAC Market Research - Bonneville Power Administration (bpa.gov) 

Expert Panel Process 
The goal of the expert panel process is to provide BPA with independent expert review and advice on 
their market research, methodologies, market model, and results. Additionally, the expert panel process 
ensures continuous engagement in BPA’s market research from its stakeholders representing the 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council (Council), NEEA, the Regional Technical Forum (RTF), and 
internal BPA staff. DNV accomplished this goal by assembling and facilitating a panel of independent 
experts and regional stakeholders. DNV recruited the independent expert panelists while BPA recruited 
regional stakeholders as appropriate for this market. 

Expert panel feedback was gathered through technical working sessions and targeted desk review and/or 
discussions. For each panel engagement, BPA would request facilitation of expert review by DNV. DNV 
would then meet with BPA and its modeling contractor to understand the objectives of each review and 
identify the appropriate panelists.  DNV would then schedule any required meetings, distribute materials 

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings/hvac-market-research
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for review, facilitate the discussion during meetings, provide detailed meeting minutes, and gather any 
requested feedback from each panelist.  

BPA and its modeling contractor document all panelist feedback in a detailed comment tracker and 
provide a response to each piece of feedback that clearly summarizes any actions taken to address the 
feedback. After each round of review, the completed comment tracker and any meeting minutes are 
provided to the panel for final check prior to closing out the review. This process ensures BPA and its 
modeling contractor can efficiently incorporate panelist feedback into their work, and provides 
transparency to all parties involved. Each expert engagement occurred over a 2 – 8 week period 
depending on the scope of the review requested. The comment tracker and all meeting minutes are 
available to the public via embedded links below. 

Expert Panelists 
The panel included both experts who participated in differing capacities throughout the review process. 
In addition to the participating regional stakeholders, independent experts recruited by DNV were 
classified into four categories to ensure that expertise on all elements of the modeling process were 
available to BPA. 

 Market/Industry Expert: A market/industry subject-matter expert (SME) has a strong 
understanding of residential HVAC market dynamics in the Northwest including who the market 
players are, what the market trends are, and how the supply chain typically works for residential 
HVAC equipment. In addition, the market/industry SMEs is up to date on current and any 
potential future federal or state codes and standards impacting the residential HVAC market, and 
ideally has past “boots on the ground” experience working within the residential HVAC market 
(e.g., have worked with/for a manufacturer, distributor, installer, etc.). BPA requested the expert 
panel to include market/industry SMEs with expertise on the smart thermostat and insulation 
markets. A market/industry expert helps BPA ground its research and analysis in reality and 
makes sure BPA is not missing any important aspects of the regional market when trying to 
model annual full-market stock and sales.  

 Technology Expert: The technology SME has engineering expertise and a strong understanding 
of how residential HVAC technologies – including air-source and variable speed heat pumps, 
ductless heat pumps, central air conditioners, gas furnaces, electric furnaces, electric resistance 
heating, boilers, smart thermostats, and insulation – work, and preferably know how to model 
energy consumption for these technologies using SEEM models and other residential building 
engineering models. Technology experts are up to date on technology trends and issues, 
emerging technologies, and current and any potential future federal or state codes and 
standards impacting the residential HVAC market. A technology expert understands how 
different technical specifications and installation conditions (such as presence of advanced smart 
thermostats and insulation levels) affect the equipment’s performance and energy consumption, 
which technologies are appropriate for which applications and can explain tradeoffs in efficiency, 
cost, and performance across numerous technology categories. BPA prefers technology experts 
that also understand the supply chain and current market trends. 

 Market Analysis Expert: A market analysis expert is someone with experience using a mix of 
datasets such as sales data, regional building stock assessment data, utility program data and 
census data, and analyzing them for the broader regional market/population. A market analysis 
expert is well versed in assessing the representativeness and uncertainties of a sample dataset to 
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determine whether and how to use it to make inferences on the population. A market analysis 
expert has knowledge of inputs, methods and outputs of stock turnover models and is preferably 
familiar with the Council’s power plans and baseline methodologies. 

 Sampling/Statistical Expert: A sampling/statistical SME has a strong understanding of sampling 
methods and techniques. They can review and provide feedback to BPA on sampling plans for 
primary data collection in a way that ensures the data are robust and representative of the 
population. They help inform BPA on the appropriate use of primary and secondary data sources, 
including appropriate uses of weights. 

 Regional Stakeholder: Regional stakeholders are those from the Council, NEEA, RTF, or BPA that 
participated on behalf of their organization. 

Table 1 shows the independent experts and regional stakeholders in the residential HVAC expert panel. 
Each of the independent experts that participated in this panel are listed based on their primary 
expertise, but each has expertise in multiple classifications. 

Table 1. Expert Panelists 
Panelist Name Expert Classification Affiliation during panel 

Michael Flatt Market/Industry Expert Lennox 

Mark Jerome Market/Industry Expert CLEAResult 

Chris McKinney Market/Industry Expert FE Company 

Abram Conant Technical Expert Proctor Engineering 

Bob Davis Technical Expert ECOTOPE 

Kevin Madison Technical Expert Willdan 

David Baylon Market Analysis Expert Independent 

Mitt Jones Market Analysis Expert Cadmus 

Miriam Goldberg Sampling/Statistics Expert DNV Energy 

Ryan Brown Regional Stakeholder NEEA 

Christian Douglas Regional Stakeholder Council - RTF 

Christopher Dymond Regional Stakeholder NEEA 

Havala Hanson Regional Stakeholder NEEA 

Tina Jayaweera Regional Stakeholder Council 

Jennifer Light Regional Stakeholder Council - RTF 

Robert Weber Regional Stakeholder BPA 
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Review Activities 
The panel kicked off in April 2021, and had 10 total panel engagements, ending with the review of draft 
Residential HVAC market model results in April 2022. Table 2 on the next page shows the full list of panel 
engagements, topics covered, and panelists involved.  

Appendix A follows the activities table. The appendix contains a comment matrix that documents all 
comments received during this period and the responses/changes made as a result by BPA and its 
modeling contractor. Comments resulting from both working sessions and desk reviews are documented 
in the comment matrix. 
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Table 2 – Expert Panel Completed Activities 

# Review 
Type 

Panel Engagement 
Period 

Topics 
Reviewed Independent Experts Regional Stakeholders Associated 

Meeting Minutes 

1 Working 
Session April 2, 2021 

2019 HVAC 
Sales Data 
Analysis 

Dave Baylon, Mark Jerome, Chris 
McKinney, and Bruce Severance 

(Mitsubishi)* 

Ryan Brown, Adam Hadley (RTF)*, 
Havala Hanson, Tina Jayaweera, and 

Jennifer Light  
Notes BPA 

Residential HVAC Se   
 

2 Working 
Session July 15, 2021 Model 

Overview 

Dave Baylon, Abram Conant, Bob 
Davis, Mark Jerome, Mitt Jones, 

and Chris McKinney 

Ryan Brown, Christian Douglas, 
Christopher Dymond, Havala Hanson, 

Tina Jayaweera, and Jennifer Light 
Notes BPA Res 

HVAC Expert Meetin   

3 Desk 
Review July 23, 2021 SEEM Updates N/A Christian Douglass N/A 

4 Working 
Session July 28, 2021 

Unit Energy 
Consumption 
(UEC) Update 

Dave Baylon, Abram Conant, Bob 
Davis, Mark Jerome, Kevin 

Madison, and Chris McKinney 

Ryan Brown, Havala Hanson, Tina 
Jayaweera, and Jennifer Light Notes BPA Res 

HVAC Expert Panel S        

5 Targeted 
Discussion August 20, 2021 Air Source Heat 

Pump UECs N/A Christian Douglass N/A 

6 Targeted 
Discussion September 23, 2021 

New 
Construction 

UECs 
David Baylon and Bob Davis  N/A N/A 

7 Working 
Session October 27, 2021 Market Data 

Updates 
Dave Baylon, Mark Jerome, Mitt 

Jones, and Chris McKinney 

Ryan Brown, Havala Hanson, Christian 
Douglas, Tina Jayaweera, and 

Jennifer Light 
Notes BPA Res 

HVAC Model Update      
 

8 Desk 
Review 

October – 
November, 2021 

Weatherization 
(Wx) Workbook 

Review 

David Baylon, Mark Jerome, and 
Mitt Jones 

Christian Douglas, Tina Jayaweera,  
Jennifer Light, and Robert Weber N/A 

9 Working 
Session December 3, 2021 

UEC Results 
and Follow-up 

Items 

Dave Baylon, Bob Davis, Abram 
Conant, Mark Jerome, and Kevin 

Madison 

Ryan Brown, Christian Douglas, Havala 
Hanson, Jennifer Light, and Robert 

Weber 
Notes BPA Res 

HVAC Expert Panel S     
 

10 

Desk 
Review & 
Working 
Session 

April – June, 2022 Draft Model 
Results 

David Baylon, Abram Conant, Bob 
Davis, Mark Jerome, Mitt Jones, 

Kevin Madison, and Chris 
McKinney 

Ryan Brown, Christian Douglas, 
Christopher Dymond, Havala Hanson, 
Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Robert 

Weber 
BPA Res HVAC 

Expert Panel Draft Re   
 

*These participants only participated in the first panel session.  
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Appendix A – Comment Tracker 

The comment response matrix documents all comments received during this process, the responses by 
BPA and its modeling contractor, and any actions or adjustments taken as a result of the comment. 

Tracker is attached to memo as an xlsx file. 
Click here to view attachments 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Residential HVAC Expert Panel 


Expert Panel Session #5: UEC Updates – December 3, 2021 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Andrew Wood, Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Bretnie Eschenbach, Sarah Widder 


Experts: Abram Conant (Proctor Engineering Group), Mark Jerome (ClearResult and member of RTF), 


Kevin Madison (Wilden), David Baylon (Independent and member of RTF), Christian Douglass (RTF CAT), 


Jennifer Light (Council Staff), Ryan Brown (NEEA), Havala Hanson (NEEA), and Robert Weber (BPA) 


Unable to attend: Bob Davis (Ecotope), Tina Jayaweera (Council staff), and Christopher Dymond (NEEA) 


Agenda 
Today’s focus is on the model’s UEC Results: 


• Recap of our UECs & Methodology 


• Summary of Model UEC Updates  


• Review UEC Results 


• Discussion and Next Steps 


Goals 
BPA/Cadeo’s goal for today is to report back on the decisions they have made throughout the UEC 


development process and share the results of those decisions.  


They will be putting these updated UECs together with the updated market data to output model 


results. They hope the panelists will leave this session with a good understanding of exactly what 


updates they have made to the UECs and how those updates will ultimately impact the market model’s 


results.  


As they review the updates please keep these questions in mind: 


• Our goal in this model update was to improve the UECs to align with the best and any new 
available empirical data 


• Are there any UECs or updates where you have particular concerns or suggestions?  


• Are there additional empirical studies we should include in our comparisons to verify our 
results? 
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Before moving onto the Recap, Tyler noted that this is a good session to address any questions you had 
in previous sessions that were not answered. 


Recap of UEC Methodology 
Developing UECs is the most complex part of the model. The methodology has not changed, but Cadeo 


is providing a brief recap as a reminder. The UECs are impacted by a number of factors that are all 


interconnected, but they try to capture these factors in the model and in our UECs. 


UEC Segmentation and Approach 
Cadeo models the UECs in SEEM using RBSA SEEM-modelable homes and using the RTF Calibration 


Factors, which account for the presence of secondary heating or cooling. They segment UECs by the 


model’s cells, and then model all ducted homes with all ducted technologies, all zonal homes as all zonal 


technologies for all model segment combinations (“cell”). The model cells are defined by building type, 


building vintage, climate zone, shell and duct characteristics, primary heating and cooling technologies. 


They model almost all UECs directly in SEEM, except for thermostats. They made adjustments external 


to SEEM for thermostats.  


There were no questions from the panel about the UEC methodology.  


2021 Model Updates 
At the start of this model update in July, BPA/Cadeo reviewed several opportunities to update the model 


with the panel. After the July meeting, they implemented the updates with the panelists’ guidance.  


The updates to the UECs fall into three categories: Modeling updates (or updates to SEEM), HVAC 


Technology updates (to our approach to those technologies), and Measure Savings Updates where UECs 


rely on savings-based calculations.  


Modeling Updates 


Incorporated the RTF’s new calibration factors 
The largest update to the model was implementing the RTF’s new calibration factors. BPA/Cadeo 


engaged with Christian and Josh (RTF CATs) over the past several months to get feedback and guidance 


on use of the new calibration factors. As updated UECs will show, implementing these new calibration 


factors has had the biggest impact on updated UECs. They worked through the application of the 


Manufactured Home calibration factors with Christian and Josh, as the RTF doesn’t have a single set of 


calibration factors applicable to all technologies. For manufactured homes, they implemented 


calibration factors specific to each technology based on the results’ alignment with empirical data.  


Other things BPA/Cadeo have updated related to the calibration factors were the thermostat setpoints, 


schedule assumptions, and weather station mapping to be consistent with the RTF’s calibration 


approach. 


The panel had no questions on this update. 


Considered incorporating SEEM RBSA II homes  
As part of this process, BPA/Cadeo considered incorporating SEEM RBSA II homes to the model since 


those homes were not available to them in the last model. They conducted some scenario analysis and 
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found it would be tricky to add RBSA II homes to the model since in the last model they already ran 


more RBSA I-modelable homes than the RTF ran in their calibration process, and incorporating the RBSA 


II homes would be a significant effort, essentially rebuilding modellable homes.  


They also found in their scenario analysis that the impact of adding RBSA II homes to the model would 


have minimal impact on the UECs results. For the subset of data they analyzed, the calibration factors 


had a much larger impact on the UECs than the homes modeled. BPA/Cadeo solidified this decision with 


Christian in the summer.  


Havala asked whether Cadeo was going to investigate the RBSA 3 results once they come out. Bretnie 


responded that would be a conversation they will have with RTF for the 2021 plan model (not for this 


model update). In the future, it is a possibility to reconsider the approach to SEEM modelable homes. It 


depends on the sample size and the data, if the data set is large then it may make sense to just use RBSA 


3 homes or considering adding all three RBSA data sets into one. 


David stated that the calibration factors have a big impact, so it isn’t surprising that BPA/Cadeo didn’t 


find a difference between RBSA II and RBSA I homes compared to the calibration impact. He has 


concerns with the calibration factors but realizes these are what BPA/Cadeo have to use. He is 


concerned that Cadeo hasn’t used the most up to date information from the RBSA (by not including 


RBSA 2 homes in the modelable homes). He noted that Cadeo should look at what QC the RBSA is doing 


on their data. Bretnie responded that they wanted to use the best available data for this model update, 


but they found that adding RBSA 2 homes did not significantly change the resulting average UEC values. 


Havala added that for RBSA 3 NEEA is making an effort to add questions on heat pumps so they are 


hoping to get improved quality of data on HVAC systems. Sarah then explained that when considering 


incorporating SEEM RBSA II homes as prototypes for the model, they are just looking at the geometry 


and shell characteristics of homes from the RBSA for the prototypes, and they found that those 


attributes were not significantly different between RBSA 1 and 2. BPA/Cadeo are using RBSA II to inform 


HVAC trends and how they compare to sales data and other inputs to the model.  


Considered changing the new construction UEC approach 
BPA/Cadeo considered changing their new construction UEC approach, since at the time of the 2019 


model they only had RBSA I modellable homes and RBSA I had limited homes to define new construction 


UECs. So at that time they defined new construction homes as 2000 vintage or newer to differentiate 


new home consumption from existing homes that would use more energy. For this model update, they 


evaluated the impact of adding RBSA II homes on the UECs, as well as changing the vintage definition. 


They found two things from reviewing our new construction approach: the available modellable homes 


in RBSA II aren’t significantly newer than their existing data set and the modelable homes they did have 


available don’t have significantly different home characteristics than the current data set.  


They found that RBSA II wouldn’t increase the new home sample size unless they made the vintage 


cutoff 2007 or older. So, they compared home characteristics of newer vintage homes to understand 


how different the newer-vintage homes in RBSA II are, and how much newer vintage homes have 


changed over time since 2000. They found U- & R- values for floors, walls, ceilings, and windows did not 


change significantly in each RBSA data set or with newer vintage cutoffs. However, they did find a larger 


difference in ACH50 which has roughly a 3-4% difference in UECs when the data sets are combined. They 


decided that a 3-4% difference in UECs did not justify the effort needed to add the new homes from 
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RBSA II, especially considering the relatively small number of new construction homes in the region 


compared to existing homes.   


BPA/Cadeo’s goal with the new construction UECs is to adequately capture the difference in 


consumption between an existing home and a new one. Through this analysis, they think the model 


accomplishes this with the current approach. Bretnie added that the RBSA 3 data set will be useful in 


modeling new construction homes, once it’s available. 


David commented that between 2000 to 2015 codes had marginal impact and real impact would be 


from HVAC equipment efficiency levels (which Bretnie added that the model captures). And more recent 


code impacts would not be captured by RBSA II so if RBSA 3 doesn’t reflect that code impacts then they 


should readjust how they are developing new construction estimates.  


Finally, NEEA reports savings for code improvements, so if they updated the UECs to reflect the most 


recent code cycle, they would need to back those code savings out of the model. Right now there isn’t 


any overlap, so keeping the New Construction UECs as-is eliminates double counting from NEEA’s code 


savings. BPA/Cadeo reviewed all of this analysis with Bob Davis and David Baylon in September and they 


collectively agreed it made the most sense to keep the current approach. 


HVAC Technology Approaches 


Updated ASHP CC&S assumptions 
They reviewed new data since the last model that would change or improve their approach to ASHPs, 


and found BPA’s 2019 CCS Baseline Study provided opportunities to update some of our ASHP 


assumptions.  


BPA’s CCS study indicated CCS is occurring outside of programs, except for controls, which programs still 


influence quite a bit. The study found only 25% of homes without CCS programs had auxiliary heat 


lockout correctly set (compared to 65% of CCS program sites having auxiliary heat lockout correctly set). 


CCS Input Updates: 


1. Updated sizing to reflect BPA study results (w/o CCS: 2% undersized, w/CCS 7% oversized), which got 


more efficient compared to the last model’s SEEM settings.  


2. Updated airflow inputs to be the same, with and without CCS (based on BPA study findings) – 1.0 CFM 


multiplier, which made w/o CCS more efficient compared to the last model’s SEEM settings.  


3. Updated SEEM control input. They updated without CCS to be the least efficient control input (from 


“103” to “100”) and with CCS to be less efficient compared to the last model’s SEEM settings but still 


more efficient than without CCS (from “101” to “102”). The “without CCS” update shifts from a majority 


with strip heat lockout >40 deg F to majority with poor lockout settings, more of a baseline ASHP case.  


David asked for clarification on the least efficient controls. Bretnie responded that the updated SEEM 


controls setting is in line with results of the BPA study. The study found that there was either no lock out 


or very high temperature settings for lockout, and when they ran their SEEM calibration they found 


these updated control settings aligned best with the BPA study results. David then asked about 


compressor lockout, and Bretnie responded that it wasn’t great but it wasn’t as bad as the backup. Mark 


said by default, doing nothing meets the spec. 
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Jennifer commented that RTF’s analysis of the BPA CCS study are different than what is on this slide, and 


asked for clarification on why. She said their analysis found that 90%, of both within the market and the 


CCS program participants, had correct compressor lockout settings so that’s not the issue. But for the 


auxiliary heat lockout, I’m not seeing the discrepancy between 25% for market and 65% for participant 


group as this slide shows. Bretnie said that as BPA/Cadeo discussed with Christian earlier this year, the 


difference in interpreting the study results was related to filtering the data: for example, if the intent is 


look at the program vs. the market, then the filtering may be different than what is done for this model. 


Christian said that there was a large amount of dual fuel HPs in the BPA study, which have different 


control settings than electric backup. If you keep those dual fuel HPs, then you get the numbers being 


shown in these slides. Cadeo will follow up with Jenn and Christian to clarify the differences.  


Re-evaluated approach to VCHP 
In addition to updating the ASHP CCS inputs, BPA/Cadeo also re-evaluated their approach as a whole to 


ASHP. They previously assumed any ASHP with an HSPF of 10 or greater was a VCHP. Their analysis of 


sales data showed HSPF is not a good proxy for VCHP, so they changed their approach to use the 


available VCHP product lists instead to match model numbers in the sales and stock data to identify 


VCHPs. BPA/Cadeo discussed this approach earlier this summer with the panel and then implemented 


the decisions made during those earlier discussions. 


Re-evaluated DHP efficiency tiers 
BPA/Cadeo also discussed opportunities to create additional DHP efficiency levels, or configurations, 


based on new trends since the last model. They heard a lot about the trend to pair a DHP with a ducted 


air handler, but the panel agreed that trend isn’t significantly prevalent yet, so they chose not to create 


new configurations in this model update. They will continue to look for these trends in the sales data 


and next RBSA in future model updates. 


Measure Savings Updates 


Reviewed RTF measure updates for opportunities to align 
BPA/Cadeo reviewed the RTF’s measure updates since the last model, to look for opportunities to use 


newer data in the UECs. The two primary updates made as a result of RTF measure updates were 


associated with DHPs. Their DHP with eFAF approach uses the eFAF UEC and subtracts the RTF’s DHP 


with eFAF savings value to get DHP with eFAF consumption. They updated the savings value to reflect 


the RTF’s DHP with eFAF measure updates. 


BPA/Cadeo also updated their DHP with Zonal approach. Previously they used a combination of SEEM 


outputs to estimate DHP with Zonal consumption, but have since shifted to the same approach used for 


DHP with eFAF. They start with the Electric Zonal UEC and subtract the RTF’s DHP with Zonal savings 


value to get DHP with Zonal consumption.  


David asked whether they used the same methodology for DHP with eFAF as DHP with Zonal. Bretnie 


responded that consumption values are totally different but the approach to estimating consumption is 


now the same for these measures. Sarah added that the last model’s approach wasn’t completely off, 


but we decided this year to better align the RTF’s body of work with this empirical approach (and less 


SEEM modeling). The results slides later in the presentation explain this better. 
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In progress with smart thermostat savings 
BPA/Cadeo are currently in the process of reviewing NEEA’s new Smart Thermostat study to determine 


if they should update any of their thermostat savings assumptions in the model. They currently use the 


RTF savings rates in the model, so they will be considering if they should update those values based on 


the NEEA study. The results they are presenting right now are without advanced smart thermostats.  


Bretnie added that RTF is in the process of considering smart thermostat measure updates, it would be 


great to give BPA/Cadeo advanced heads up if the RTF plans to make significant changes. Jennifer does 


not have the information right now but her understanding is that NEEA study did not shift things a ton 


but will circle back with BPA/Cadeo when she knows more. 


Tyler asked if everyone is following the presentation thus far. Kevin and Abram said yes they are 


following and have nothing to comment right now. Jennifer is also following along but commented that 


they should revisit the earlier CC&S topic because their comments had been misrepresented and she’s 


not sure where we landed. BPA/Cadeo will follow up with Jennifer and Christian regarding CC&S. 


UEC Results 
BPA/Cadeo are reviewing a few key themes, focusing on specific technology results from their updates. 


The full results for all of the UECs are in the Appendix. 


Key themes include, 


• SF & MH Calibration Factors generally decreased consumption  


• Several ASHP Updates had interactive effects and savings align well with studies  


• DHP with Zonal Update now align with RTF savings  


Reminder to panel that the goal in this model update was to improve the UECs to align with the best and 
any new available empirical data. Questions for the panel are: 


• Are there any UECs or updates where you have particular concerns or suggestions?  


• Are there additional empirical studies we should include in our comparisons to verify our 
results? 


SF Calibration Factors generally decreased consumption 
Key thing to focus on in the figure on this slide is the green bar. The green bar represents electric 


heating consumption as an average consumption value of an average residential home in the region. 


When they are comparing UECs to the empirical studies, they are looking at the range of values from the 


studies, the sample sizes of each study, and aiming to be within the range of values, or close to the 


studies with the largest sample sizes.  


For single family, eFAF and Zonal electric UECs are the best example of the impact of the new calibration 


factors since calibration factors were the main update made to these UECs. For eFAF, they saw 


consumption decrease, and the new results agree well with empirical studies, which are the RBSAs in 


this case.  


David asked whether, for eFAF, there is not a large difference in UECs between climate zones. Sarah said 


BPA/Cadeo models separate UEC values by climate zone but for eFAF particularly the difference is small 


(HZ3 is slightly higher than HZ2, which is slightly higher than HZ1).  
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Kevin asked why the calibrated values (meaning the green bars or final model UECs) are lower than the 


observed values (meaning the RTF 2019 SEEM calibration values) and asked about where the RTF 2019 


SEEM calibration values come from. Bretnie responded that the values are in the RTF’s SEEM calibration 


presentation and clarified that the RBSAs are the observed values. Sarah explained that the RBSA values 


are not really metering studies but from energy bills, and the RBSA contractor parsed out the UECs from 


them. Kevin then asked why the final model UEC isn’t the same as RBSA 1 if they use the same 


calibration factor. Bretnie responded that the model value is in between RBSA 1 and 2, which shows 


how the RTF Calibration Factors used both data sets. Sarah also explained that the final model UEC has a 


much higher sample size of modelable homes (100+), since they are modeling every home in the region 


that could have an eFAF (a.k.a. every modelable ducted home) while the RBSA values are from the 


smaller sample size of homes with the eFAF. David added that the calibration factor adds characteristics 


that aren’t necessarily in every home.  


There’s a similar story with SF electric zonal UEC. And the updated UECs align will with empirical studies, 


of which we have more for this technology. 


Christian said so far these UEC values are looking good. 


MH Calibration Factors generally decreased consumption  
For manufactured homes, BPA/Cadeo also saw a decrease in consumption as a result of the new 


calibration factors, with the exception of ASHPs. They worked with Josh and Christian to use the most 


appropriate factors since the RTF uses different factors for different measures. Their final results use 


different factors specific to each technology. ASHP uses ASHP factors, for example, while other 


technologies use the Wx workbook or general manufactured home calibration factors.  


The UEC for eZonal in manufactured homes is best in HZ1, where there are the most homes. Bretnie 


noted that for MH sample sizes of empirical studies are often very small so in addition to these studies 


we also review the reasonableness of the UECs themselves (e.g. is HZ3 consuming more than HZ2).   


Dave asked what the 2013 DHP Billing Study meant. Bretnie responded that the study had eZonal as the 


baseline, meaning it had billing data on eZonal homes. Dave pointed out that there were no MH in that 


study. Bretnie explained that the RTF sometimes uses the same value for manufactured homes as for 


single family if there’s limited data on manufactured homes specifically. So they are using the SF eZonal 


values on this chart to compare with the model’s MH eZonal UEC and concluding that it makes sense 


that MH would use less than SF homes.  


Several ASHP Updates had interactive effects and savings align well with studies  
The new ASHP UECs are a combination of several updates: 


• The new calibration factors, which increased higher efficiency tier consumption and decreased 


lower efficiency tiers so there is less consumption difference between efficiency levels. 


• The updates related to the calibration factors (temperature setpoints, schedule), which 


decreased consumption slightly. 


• The CCS updates: control updates increased consumption, but airflow and sizing updates 


decreased consumption.  


• Note that the HSPF 10 UEC is a new UEC, split from VCHP. 
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As a result, SF ASHP updates resulted in flattening of UECs by HSPF, but overall not very different from 


previous model’s UECs. Single family ASHP consumption is reasonably close to empirical studies, 


however HZ1 is a little low. Also, in HZ3, the UEC is higher than the RBSAs. Given how small the sample 


sizes are for the RBSA values, BPA/Cadeo thinks their results are more believable, with consumption 


increasing between HZ2 and HZ3. 


SF ASHP conversion savings are low compared to empirical data 
ASHP savings, from an eFAF to an ASHP HSPF 8.5, are low compared to studies. BPA/Cadeo saw the 


ASHP eFAF consumption decrease quite a bit as a result of the calibration factors, so their savings end 


up a little lower than other studies.  


Christian said the new SF ASHP UECs certainly look a lot better than the old numbers and it’s probably 


ok that they are low because recent evaluation like from ETO showed that savings are lower than the 


empirical studies shown here. Joan asked in the chat: Christian is the ETO new eval result public? Could 


we get that source to compare? Jennifer responded in the chat: It is on their website 


https://www.energytrust.org/about/reports-financials/documents/. 


Kevin asked how they calculated the savings. Bretnie confirmed that they subtracted the ASHP modeled 


UEC from the eFAF modeled UEC. It’s our best way of interpreting UECs before putting the UECs in the 


model. 


Kevin asked if air conditioning is in the UEC value. Bretnie clarified that these are just heating savings 


values and that all of today’s presentation are on the heating end use. The cooling consumption and 


savings are in the model and will be presented as model results.  


Kevin asked why the UES values are so much lower than previous model’s values. Bretnie explained that 


the updated eFAF consumption dropped a lot, which is driving the lower savings. Kevin said that it looks 


like the baseline is lower now. He doesn’t think that this means anything was done wrong in the 


previous model and noted that lower eFAF consumption could be due to electricity getting more 


expensive and causing people to use their eFAF less.  


Jennifer commented that the RTF v5.1 savings (shown in red bars) are based off evaluations, not 


modeled savings. When RTF plans to update savings and incorporate new data like the ETO evaluation 


she anticipates the savings will drop.   


David followed up on Kevin’s questions and commented that the savings collapse requires a further 


explanation. He said the lower savings is probably not due to lower electricity price but maybe because 


heat pumps are not performing at their HSPF level. Bretnie said the lower savings is partly due to 


flattening of UECs across HSPFs and we also see that decrease in savings in the empirical studies as well. 


Mark thinks that these UECs and savings are probably a lot closer to real world than what we’ve 


imagined. 


MH ASHP Consumption Comparison 
Manufactured Homes saw an increase in consumption, primarily from the new calibration factors. This is 


the only case where they found an increase in consumption. BPA/Cadeo have much smaller sample sizes 


to compare to, but they are confident in the results in HZ1 where the majority of homes are.  



https://www.energytrust.org/about/reports-financials/documents/
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When looking at ASHP savings, we see a similar trend as with SF where savings are lower than previous 


model and a bit lower than RTF values but are in the range of empirical studies.  


SF DHP with Zonal Savings aligned with RTF estimate 
The new approach to DHP with Zonal consumption uses the RTF’s measure savings as the basis of 


estimation by subtracting DHP savings from Electric Zonal Consumption. The resulting UEC increased in 


HZ 1, and decreased in HZ 2 & 3, but the results fall within the range of the available empirical studies. 


Bretnie asked the panel if anyone had any questions, and no one responded. She then asked David 


whether this answered his earlier questions about the methodology. David responded that it does make 


more sense to him now. 


High Level Summary by Building Type 
David asked if the savings for the dual fuel heat pumps went up. Bretnie responded that this graph (on 


slide 42: Single Family, Heating Zone 1, As-is Shells and Ducts) just shows consumption. Sarah also 


clarified that the bars on the right side are for ground-source heat pumps. 


Multifamily UECs saw very little change since there are no new calibration factors. The changes we see 


are a result of updating thermostat setpoints, temperature schedules, CCS inputs, and weather station 


mapping, and the other measure-specific updates (DHP measures). Full updates are in the Appendix 


slides. 


Expert Panel Feedback 
David asked for them to go over what they did to the multifamily graphic in slide 44. Cadeo explained 


that there were not big changes to the calibration factors, so consumption did not change by much. 


David also asked if “DHP Full” means there is only a DHP, which Bretnie confirmed. A “DHP Full” means 


there is no other heating equipment besides the DHP, which is rare but it exists in the region. Kevin 


asked about the same topic but for single family, which Bretnie responded with the same answers she 


provided for multifamily. 


Christian in the chat: That DHP full for MH looks quite low. But I'm sure they are rare unicorns too. 


Joan noted that they only went over some key results during the presentation, but the rest of the results 


(in their entirety) are available in the appendices of the presentation. Joan asked the panel to review the 


presentation appendices over the next week and to provide any feedback they may have. She 


specifically asked for feedback from the panelists on any new empirical studies that could or should be 


included in the comparisons before they move onto the draft model results phase. BPA/Cadeo plan on 


finalizing the UECs by the end of the year. Joan asked Tyler to send a follow up to the panel to ask them 


to review the rest of the results in the slideshow that BPA/Cadeo did not go over during the 


presentation and asked the panel to respond to Tyler with a confirmation that the panelist understands 


the results. 


David asked if the panel would be receiving the appendix soon, and Joan responded that the appendix is 


located at the end of the slideshow that Tyler sent to the panel prior to the presentation. 


Bretnie then gave an overview of the appendix and how it is structured. The appendix is organized by 


building type, starting with single family homes, then manufactured homes, and finally the multifamily 


segment. Within each building type section, the results for the four heating types are shown: eFAF, 
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electric zonal, air-source heat pumps, and ductless heat pumps with zonal. For each of those, they show 


the before and after case, consumption comparisons with empirical data (if available), and then savings 


comparisons.  


David asked if there is any text that accompanies the graphics in the appendix. Bretnie responded that 


there is nothing beyond what is on the slides, but that they can answer any questions the panel may 


have while reviewing them. David then asked how to determine whether a value on the slides is for his 


review, or if it’s made up data for reference (like the ground-source heat pump (GSHP) data). Bretnie 


responded that for the technologies that are less common, like GSHPs, they are comparing them to 


other technologies that they do have data for. Sarah added that they could consider circulating the 


modeling methodology for all of the technologies implemented in T09, with a caveat that they are 


updating it now with all of the updates they just went over. Their methodology for modeling GSHPs 


follows the RTF’s approach from their (now deactivated) ground-source heat pump measure. David 


explained that he was just using GSHPs as an example. He also commented that it is worth noting when 


there is one case of a  technology, especially when they are in only one climate zone, in the comparison 


graphics. Sarah responded that BPA/Cadeo is trying to be as consistent as possible with their 


representation of the information and noted that there is a certain degree of engineering judgment for 


the cases with little empirical data. Sarah asked for feedback from the panel if anyone has any ideas on 


how to better represent these cases. David responded that he understands that, but that his question 


was whether all of that is written down. Sarah explained that it is written down and that if they resend 


the interim workbook for T09 that contains supporting documentation the panel should review it in 


parallel with the slide deck from this presentation to know what has been updated since they first sent 


out the workbook. David asked if she is referencing the workbook that was sent out last summer, and 


Sarah confirmed. Bretnie added that an updated version of the workbook will be part of the final model 


package.  


David asked if they are resending that model in its current form, or if they are resending the model from 


last summer. Joan clarified that she will send specific guidance with the materials being resent that will 


help focus the panelists’ review on the specific updates that have been made to improve the model 


results. She also explained that in 2022 BPA/Cadeo will be sending the panel an updated methodology 


memo, including all these results in workbooks and the model itself in the draft model review stage.  


Joan asked that for this December review, the panel looks at the updates that have been made and the 


results that are a product of these updates. Tyler said that for this review, BPA/Cadeo is looking for any 


red flags that the panel has identified in the results shown in the presentation. Mark did not have any 


questions. Jennifer did not have any further questions, neither did Havala or Ryan at that time.  


Next Steps 
• BPA/Cadeo will incorporate the new inputs into the model, along with the market data updates, 


• Start producing outputs, QC results, and iterate, 


• Then come back in 2022 with model results to ask panel to review results for reasonableness 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Residential HVAC Expert Panel 


Working Session 1 - April 2, 2021 


 


 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Housekeeping 
We welcome your input both on the call and following the call today or early next week. Feedback we’re 


open to includes other data sources, comments, and anything else you’d like to share. DNV is recording 


notes during this meeting, which will be sent out to the group afterwards. This meeting will also be 


recorded.  


Intros 
From DNV, attendees are Tyler Mahone, the project manager, Robert Eckart, the meeting facilitator, 


Mitch Rosenberg, who does quality control on results and recruits panelists, Andrew Wood, the project 


sponsor, and Chelsea Liddell, who is taking notes.  


The panelists on the call are David Baylon, who is an independent expert, and Mark Jerome, who is with 


ClearResult, and is a lifelong HVAC expert. Bruce Severance from Mitsubishi Motors and Chris McKinney 


from FE Company were unable to attend due to unforeseen circumstances. 


From NEEA, attendees are Havala Hanson, who is the manager of planning and analysis, and Ryan 


Brown.  


From the Northwest Power and Conservation Council staff, attendees are Tina Jayaweera, Jennifer 


Light, and Adam Hadley, who is an RTF contract analyst. 


From Cadeo, attendees are Dulane Moran, the project manager for the data we’re going through today, 


Kate Bushman, who is leading the model update which will use the data discussed today, and Elizabeth 


Daykin, the analytical lead for this project. 


From BPA, attendees are Joan Wang, the project lead for the residential HVAC market research, and 


Bonnie Watson. Bonnie would like to emphasize that everyone in attendance is part of the review panel 


and should speak up.  


Residential HVAC Market Data 
Agenda: 


- Background and project status. Dulane will give some context about the residential HVAC model 


update, which is imminent, and the panelists here will be involved with the process of refining 


and establishing that model.  
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- Data quality 


- Addressing data gaps and uncertainty 


- Weighting and analysis results 


- Next steps 


- She welcomes interruptions for questions or comments. 


Background and Context (slides 3-10) 
The residential HVAC model estimates the market size and the total sector’s energy consumption. It is a 


stock turnover model, to which sales data are an input. The model is built using two RBSA (Regional 


building Stock Assessment) studies, which characterize the mix of equipment in the regional building 


stock. The estimates from these studies are used as anchors, allowing general confidence around the 


trends that the model outputs. The data from the next RBSA will be collected in 2022.  


David is wondering if there is flexibility around what will be collected in the next RBSA. Ryan knows that 


the types of data collected have been discussed, and is unsure if there is still an option to change that. 


Joan emphasizes that today the meeting is about focusing on the sales data, which is an input to the 


model. Tyler commented that the RBSA is still being scoped, so it is not finalized yet. David emphasized 


that the RBSA is important to this project. Dulane replied that she believes that there is still engagement 


occurring around the RBSA design, and it is not in the field yet.  


Today’s meeting will be about reviewing Cadeo’s analysis of the sales data gathered by NEEA. These 


data are a major model input as they inform efficiencies. The schedule for the other expert panel 


meetings is tentatively:  


- UEC Refresh (June 2021) 


- Program Savings (July 2021) 


- Weatherization (August 2021) 


- Product Flow (December 2021) 


- Draft Model Results (February 2022) 


All these topics will be addressed in more detail during those meetings.  


The current tasks in-process as part of this effort include distributor data analysis (today’s topic), and 


the market research and summary (a parallel stream of work). The current distributor data analysis 


results have been incorporated into a memo and spreadsheet, which were distributed to the panelists. 


After today’s expert panel meeting, they will work to finalize this task, with an executive summary of the 


work to be prepared in May. The market research and summary are qualitative market intelligence 


collected. A draft memo has been submitted about this work, with a final draft expected in April, and an 


external share-out planned for the spring.  


The NEEA data they’re using is sales data collected annually from regional HVAC distributors. It has been 


collected for three years (2016-2019). Sometimes, for a given distributor, they can get additional data 


from prior years from each year’s update, so the data quality for all the years is always improving. This 


data informs the model’s efficiency mix.  


One strength of this approach is that they can update the market model with current estimates of the 


efficiency mix for the key technologies being installed in homes. Another strength is that this data 
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provides evidence of standard practice. A third strength is that it can inform baseline adjustments. That 


is, it can also inform knowledge about what’s going into homes outside of utility programs. 


David wondered if there’s a way in the data to determine if the equipment is going into new 


construction or retrofits. Elizabeth and Kate agreed that there is not information about this in the sales 


data, so they instead make assumptions about that in the model itself using other sources. Cadeo will 


talk about how that happens in a later meeting. Jennifer Light is also curious about this and looking 


forward to that meeting.  


One weakness of the data is that it cannot provide a complete view of the HVAC market. It also cannot 


confirm differences in regional submarkets – for example, the data is not robust enough to compare 


eastern and western Oregon. There is simply not enough data available to robustly estimate these 


submarket differences effectively. A third weakness is that it cannot answer many questions about 


commercial HVAC.  


Adam wondered about the qualitative market research task that they mentioned a few slides ago. He is 


curious how that data is used. Dulane replied that they used those interviews to understand how 


representative the distributor data are of the entire market. Those interviews included manufacturer 


representatives, distributors, and key informants. Key informants include players in energy efficiency or 


program implementors, who are not buying and selling equipment. They asked them what they thought 


about the sales volumes estimated by the model and what they’d expect to see in the sales data now or 


in the future. From a modelling context, it remains to be seen how those data will be used. There is a lot 


of information about trends, and they would like to triangulate that with other data sources before 


adjusting a quantitative estimate. They want to ensure all the sales data and interview data are clear 


and accurate before passing the model off to the next team, and the qualitative data mean they can be 


more sure that the model estimates of market size are accurate, and that any uncertainties are flagged 


for the modelling team. Adam wondered why these interviews weren’t a topic of an expert panel 


meeting. Dulane replied that because these are qualitative data, they need to be pulled in and used in 


context with other information. They need to ensure they’re relevant for the specific topic under 


discussion in the expert panel meeting. Kate commented that those results will be discussed as they 


pertain to each existing expert panel topic. 


David wondered if this information is summarized or recorded somewhere. Dulane replied that it will be 


published. An executive summary will be published in May, which will include high-level takeaways from 


the market research interviews and data collection. BPA can share with panelists when these are 


published. Right now, there are two separate memos that will also be publicly available. Joan noted that 


as Cadeo go through the sales data analysis results in the rest of the slides, they will discuss whether the 


quantitative results are confirmed/corroborated by the qualitative information, where applicable. 


Dulane also brought up that the current sales data only go through the end of 2019 and the interviews 


happened at the end of 2020, so they may want to see the sales data from 2020 (an odd year) before 


comparing the data and the interview information. 


Bonnie is wondering if there is a particular concern around this issue that they’d like to voice? David 


thinks this is an excellent and critical source of information, so it is important to do this review carefully. 


Adam agrees that it is important, and he didn’t want to miss it. Jennifer Light expressed that she is 


excited to see how these decisions are being made. They don’t get to see all the qualitative data, so if 


the qualitative and quantitative data don’t match, it’s important to understand why that’s the case and 
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if the quantitative data can be corrected. They want to know if there’s something missing in the 


quantitative data. Bonnie emphasized that they’re happy to share everything they have and believe the 


qualitative data is important. 


The products that are included in the spreadsheet deliverable were central air conditioning, gas 


furnaces, air source heat pumps, and ductless heat pumps. These are the technologies that cleared the 


hurdle of having enough to study. On the commercial side, some of these just barely cleared the hurdle 


of having enough data, but that’s ok for the residential side, which is what we’re focusing on today. 


Dave is wondering if multifamily equipment is included here. Dulane replied that a lot of multifamily has 


zonal equipment in it, and there’s not a great choice for efficient equipment in that setting. Therefore, 


this is focused more on the single-family setting. David noted that PTACs may still be an important part 


of the market. They are becoming less popular but were almost always used for cooling up until recently 


as they are cheap and efficient. Kate noted that they do include in-unit systems like PTACs in multifamily 


buildings in the model (not central systems), but they don’t have perfect data in that sector. For 


example, electric zonal technology data is not in the distributor data, so they rely more on the stock 


data for information on that technology. The technologies they examine in this model are also the ones 


that have the greatest coverage in the sales data, so were prioritized in the distributor data collection, 


and have the biggest consumption footprint, so are the most important in the model. Multifamily is 


included in the model, but it is a small portion of total consumption.  


There are three data inputs to the model. The first is the distributor data provided by NEEA. The second 


is regional sales data from HARDI, which is also provided by NEEA. It includes sales by year, state, 


technology, and efficiency bin for key residential technologies. However, it has a much lower precision 


level than the NEEA distributor data. The third is market size estimates, which come from the existing 


residential HVAC market model. This model, and so these size estimates, will be updated later this year 


or early next year. The model uses sales data from 2016 to 2021 as inputs to the stock turnover model. 


These size estimates are used to extrapolate the efficiency mix to the total market size.  


Data Quality (slides 11-14) 
The NEEA regional sales data are examined first for quality. When data gaps are found, they look to the 


HARDI data. They used this to address geographical gaps. Specifically, they removed distributor sales 


data for Idaho and substituted HARDI sales data in instead. They use the NEEA distributor data to 


extrapolate to fill distributor-specific temporal gaps. They identify the need for weighting based on 


market size information and apply that weighting as appropriate.  


Strengths of the NEEA sales data include that 10 distributors participated in 2020 (This year they 


expanded the sample from 8 to 10; these added distributors are smaller though and represent a smaller 


part of the model. Together the new distributors represent only 3% of the sales of equipment of 


interest.). It is detailed data, including model numbers, quantity sold, sales data, and zip-from/zip-to. It 


is linked to efficiency and capacity attributes form AHRI. The data is from 2016-2019 and each additional 


year of collection adds data for previous years.  


Weaknesses of the data include a persistent geographic gap for Idaho and that the data represent less 


than 50% of the overall market for each technology. It is still fairly good data, similar to the coverage of 


sales data collected for non-residential lighting, at 44% of the market. They estimate that their data 


covers 35-45% of the market (this varies by technology). 
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 David wonders if they used HARDI data to impute for ID, why they didn’t do this elsewhere? Dulane 


responded that there is no HARDI data for MT, and the NEEA collected data for WA and OR is of higher 


quality. David is wondering if they get higher quality coverage with the HARDI data than the NEEA data. 


Dulane replied that they can’t see who’s in the HARDI data and can in the NEEA data (both are samples 


of distributors). The NEEA data has more useful details like zip codes.  


Dulane said a weakness of any sales data is that they don’t know building characteristics (home type or 


vintage) the equipment is being installed in. David recommends that the qualitative data be used to 


determine whether equipment is installed in new construction or retrofits as they don’t know if the 


distributors in the NEEA data are mostly selling equipment that goes into new construction or retrofits. 


Jennifer Light wonders how they estimate how much of the market is covered. Dulane says this is 


mostly based on how much total market the model predicts. Jennifer wonders if there’s any other way 


of checking that. Joan and Dulane reply that a key objective of the qualitative interviews is to 


understand the total market volume, and whether their estimates seem about right. They did that for 


each of the four key technologies modelled. The answers to that question were mixed. Some people 


thought the natural gas furnace market seemed much larger, but most thought it was about right. It’s 


challenging to report on inconsistent qualitative data. Bonnie noted that the quantitative validation of 


the market size is the true-up to the RBSA, which allows the model to be trued up to the stock 


assessments. This is the same process that happens in other models. There is also another (confidential) 


source that provides information on market size, which also helps them true-up the market size.  


David notes again that the split between new and retrofit is very important. Gas furnaces are an area 


where this is very important, as he expects these to be mostly installed in new construction, and those 


wouldn’t be captured in the RBSA. Kate replied that they use the RBSA data to address that split. It isn’t 


perfect and they will get into that in a later session. 


Most participating distributors in the NEEA survey do both residential and commercial. The NEEA 


dataset’s distributors are more focused on residential than the distribution market split, which is why 


they have weak commercial data coverage. Their NEEA dataset is also more regional and national 


distributors than the distribution-market breakout. They also don’t have a perfect understanding of the 


distributors’ coverage. Mark notes that over a population of residential equipment, there might be 


some that goes into commercial buildings that are smaller than the thresholds that were set. Some line 


has to be set, which is unavoidable. Dave notes that schools will often have residential equipment. Mark 


thinks that two vs three phase power might be a good clue to the split, and package unit vs split systems 


(package systems < 5 ton will go into commercial) will both give a good sense of residential vs. 


commercial. A very, very small percentage of NW homes have package units. 


Data Gaps and Uncertainty (slides 15-24) 
There are three main gaps in the data. There is a temporal gap in distributor data submissions, a 


technological gap in the residential HVAC market coverage, and a geographical gap in Idaho. The 


temporal gaps in the sales data are a result of some distributors not submitting data for many months in 


the four-year period (2016-2019). This data gap is very large for the recently added distributors. They 


extrapolated data where there was sufficient data for extrapolation, and if there was extensive missing 


data, they didn’t extrapolate but did keep the existing data. Elizabeth notes that NEEA helped a lot to fill 
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in some of the gaps over the last year. Dulane also recognized that NEEA’s data is generally clean and 


well-organized.  


Their sales data covers the big four technologies in residential HVAC (plus electric furnaces):  


- Central Air Conditioning – Condenser 


- Gas Furnace 


- Air Source Heat Pump 


- Ductless Heat Pump 


- Electric Furnaces 


Electric furnaces just cleared the threshold for the number of units from the distributor data this year. 


These numbers are declining but are probably still installed through factories into manufactured homes, 


which would not be covered in the distributor data. Mark noted that a heat pump will almost always be 


sold with an electric furnace. This could have been why the numbers went up this year. Kate replied that 


they just look at the outdoor units for heat pumps, so the electric furnace affiliated with a heat pump 


would not be counted. They focus only on the compressor. David wondered if any electric furnaces were 


sold for installation with heat pumps and included in the distributor data. He finds it unlikely that more 


electric furnaces than PTACs are sold. Dulane replied that they’ll look into this, but the number is very 


low (just over 1000 units). Mark noted that water source heat pumps have very low numbers, which 


makes sense. They are unlikely to be sold west of the Cascades, though you might see a few more in the 


east. Dave noted that there are still quite a few heat pump loops in Seattle, which are water source heat 


pumps. Mark replied that these are mostly going into higher scale homes in Seattle, with a smattering in 


commercial and residential custom homes. 


The data also has a geographic coverage gap in Idaho. The data coverage mostly aligns with population 


centers except for ID, where the population centers lack data. There are also very small numbers of data 


in eastern Montana, but those were left in. They did take out WY data. Joan wondered if these results 


are just for those four key/top technologies. Dulane replied that geographic coverage includes any sales 


reported by the distributor, regardless of technology. However, all sales types are moving together in 


general. 


To solve they replaced ID distributor data with HARDI data. They couldn’t combine the data because the 


HARDI distributors are anonymized, so they can’t tell if there is overlap between HARDI and NEEA data. 


As a result, for ID they just pull out the NEEA data and replace it with HARDI. Dave wonders whether 


HARDI includes efficiency data or just bins of what’s being sold. Elizabeth replied it does include 


efficiency, but just bins for technology type. David wonders if they can inform the HARDI data using the 


NEEA data. It seems to him that the sources are bad, so it might improve the data to combine them. 


When we look at a comparison of the fraction of sales in Idaho vs the fraction of housing in Idaho (as a 


fraction of the total in the four states), we see that the NEEA data show a large mismatch with this 


fraction, but using the HARDI data, the fraction of sales approaches the fraction of housing.  However, 


this adjustment doesn’t help in MT, only ID. The housing counts come from the census data, so the MT 


data is for all of MT. (You can also do the comparison for population, and the visuals look similar). 


Oregon appears to be overrepresented. 
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Jennifer notes that AC and gas furnaces can go into the same home, so counting them as if they’re 


necessarily going into different homes means that this is messy. Mark has a similar concern, and this 


may be why OR shows overrepresentation. Tina commented that these should be normalized a lot with 


saturation of equipment. You would expect more customers in ID with both AC and furnaces. Dulane 


replied that this isn’t a perfect comparison, it just gives them some comparison. It is a rough proxy. 


Mark commented that you could look at the comparison with new construction in WA and OR, but that 


data isn’t available in ID. You might want to assume that most ACs are installed with a furnace in ID. 


Dave noted that you would expect the sales to align more with new housing construction or sales, so 


you might expect it to track more closely with change in population. The census tracks residential/single 


family permits, which relates a lot to the sales. Having this as a secondary scaling factor could help a lot. 


Bonnie is wondering if there a better way to do this? Is this throwing people way off? Tyler would 


suggest stacking the percentages as a more clear graphic. Dulane reiterated that these shouldn’t match 


exactly but should be somewhat close. Ryan noted in the chat that NEEA periodically conducts code 


compliance studies that break down the HVAC equipment by type so we could also try to use those to 


estimate new construction HVAC system volumes by type and compare to the model's outputs. 


They used extrapolation to solve for temporal gaps. The assumptions involved here were twofold. First, 


distributors’ market share remains relatively constant over time. That is, a given distributor will have 


about the same share of the sales in 2017 and 2018. They found that this is mostly true. Second, the mix 


of technologies is, on average, similar for that distributor across years. They found these assumptions 


are reasonable, though they can’t show individual distributors’ data due to privacy concerns.  


These adjustments result in minor adjustments for most cells. There is a large gap in percent 


extrapolated between years in Variable Speed Mini-Split and Multi-Split AC, between 2016 and 


2017/2018, but that was a result of a known gap. Mark noted that there is some overlap between 


categories (VSMS and MSAC). He expects that 99% of those are in commercial, not residential. David 


brought up that, alternatively, this could be a transition technology, and we wouldn’t want to miss it 


showing up in residential settings. Kate replied that the next RBSA will be a good true-up for this, since 


in this data we don’t know where they’re installed. Mark noted that smaller installations in commercial 


might be being counted as residential. 


Weighting (slides 25-29) 
They weighted the data in order to scale it up so that it represents the entire market. Even with 


temporal and geographical extrapolation, the data represent less than 50% of overall market. Their 


solution is to weight up to total market size. The residential HVAC market model is their preferred 


source for market size. This market model is preferred because it is publicly available, contains outputs 


for many technologies, and is already calibrated to align with the technology stock and efficiency mix in 


the RBSA. There is another, confidential, data source, that was a potential source to use, but it does not 


match the technologies exactly and cannot be named. HARDI was considered as well, but it also doesn’t 


cover the full market and doesn’t say who is and is not included. Therefore, they are using the model 


output is being used to weight the model input.  David is wondering why the UEC data comes from the 


Cadeo SEEM runs. He is wondering why they use this data rather than another source - say the RTF 


SEEM runs. Dulane replied that that will be covered in the next meeting. 


The residential HVAC market model predicts the residential HVAC stock and sales from 2016-2021. It is 


calibrated to align with the equipment stock and efficiency mix in the RBSA, has the technologies we 
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care about, and is in the public domain. They weigh the process scales up to the extrapolated sales 


numbers, assuming that the existing data is reasonably representative of the whole region. Interviewees 


were asked to react to those estimates.  


Efficiency Mixes (slides 30-35) 
In looking at the data, we see that natural gas furnaces have almost no change in percent in different 


categories, and most are less than 95% AFUE. Air source heat pumps (ducted) show a slow change to 


higher efficiency (HSPF 7.7 no longer present). Elizabeth confirmed that the numbers in the categories 


represent ranges and will make ranges explicit in the data gaps memo and workbook. Most Ductless 


Heat Pump sales are in the HSPF 9-11 range.  


Adam is wondering how the written comments will be incorporated/addressed. He has a rabbit hole, 


but there’s probably not time for it now. Tyler responded that DNV will find the comments and pass 


them along. 


For Central Air conditioning, SEER 14.5 is growing, so these technologies are generally getting more 


efficient. In 2020, the supply chain was seriously disrupted, so it will be interesting to see what the sales 


data in 2020 looks like. Mark also heard that contractors had their best year ever last year, and Dulane 


heard similar things. Mark noted that the federal standard for SEER varies geographically, and there is 


an update coming. There is not a lot of change in ASHP (Cooling), which are mostly SEER 14.5. 


Mark agrees with the idea that you can have a high SEER and low HSPF, so as HSPF rules go up, he 


doesn’t see SEER changing very much. High-efficient heat pumps will pull along a higher SEER. 


Next Steps 
The team will incorporate feedback and publish the executive summary and aggregated data. They will 


also finalize the separate interview findings memo. Takeaways from the data collection so far include 


that they need to monitor market growth for variable capacity equipment and identify a strategy for 


tracking. They also found that DHP outdoor units are increasingly paired with indoor air handlers/ducted 


systems. There is on-going uncertainty in in retail/online sales for DHP/CAC. Everyone wants to know 


how many sales are going through this channel, but no one knows. Dave repeated that it would be really 


interested to have interviews include split between new construction and retrofit installations. Dulane 


replied that those interviews are already completed, and that question was not asked. The June expert 


panel will address UECs. 


Bonnie noted that there are a lot of questions coming up about this new construction question. If you 


have concerns about this, please send an email detailing your big picture concern and where it’s coming 


from. They feel like they’re going to need to speak to this issue, so as much big picture, and context that 


they can collect around it would allow them to address that issue.  


Bonnie noted that the expert panel process is new, and they asked many little questions and went down 


rabbit holes. Now that the experts have had a chance to look at all of this, she would like to do a round 


robin where the experts chime in on their confidence in the analysis (not the model, which is separate). 


She would like them to focus right now on the extrapolation, weighting, and other issues from today.  


Ryan Brown is pretty comfortable overall, but things that stood out to him on this call were twofold. 


First, do any technologies have enough sales through a retail channel to be meaningful, and is that 
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accounted for in the model input data? As far as overall trends go, it seems like the model has a 


declining trend in ductless heat pumps. The data coverage has decreased a little bit. He is wondering if 


we are really seeing a decrease in the overall quantity of DHPs and if that is corroborated by the 


qualitative interviews? Cadeo to add discussion of any sales trends (or lack thereof from the data) in 


executive summary. 


Havala Hanson found the approach on data quality issues to be reasonable. The variance in regional 


technologies might result in different numbers in the end, but she feels like things were sufficiently 


handled. 


Tina Jayaweera had a process comment. She and her colleagues rushed to make sure they got 


comments in advance of this meeting, and it would have been nice if those comments were addressed 


or acknowledged in this presentation. That would have been potentially helpful to speed the discussion 


along. Robert replied that that would have usually happened but didn’t this time.  


Jennifer Light found the trends confusing. The total number of unit sales is confusing to her. She 


understands that they’re using the model data to weight it back up, so maybe the model is a better way 


to understand that. She has more questions in the model piece. 


Adam has questions about the HSPF and somewhat the SEER. He’s hoping to move away from HSPF and 


focus more on the technology types. He thinks that looking at the specific technology type variation 


understanding would be more reliable than HSPF. They’d like to know more about what distributor data 


they think they have and don’t have. It seemed like there was a lot of uncertainty around that. He’d like 


a more qualitative discussion of what is there or not, including the split between new/retrofit and 


efficient/inefficient. He wonders if it possible to talk about that without giving away secrets. 


Mark Jerome agrees w/ moving away from HSPF and dividing out more technology differences. The 


overall concept of momentum savings is hard for him. In things like ductless heat pumps, he thinks 


they’ve created momentum in the market, but for some other technologies he still feels skepticism.  


Dave Baylon thinks the importance of having informants in and out of the distributor network is high. If 


they could go back and get highly informative interview information would be good. The RBSA is good 


for existing construction, but new construction is handled separately. There is a source of new 


construction data in WA (and maybe in OR), and it will give you an idea of how the technologies in new 


construction vary from retrofits. Code may be much more influential in changing things in new 


construction than old. Mark Jerome noted that this will also affect savings.  


Contact is Joan Wang, BPA: jjwang@bpa.gov 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Residential HVAC Expert Panel 


Expert Panel Session #3: VCHP & DHP Updates - July 28, 2021 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Jarred Metoyer, Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Bretnie Eschenbach, Kate Bushman, Sarah Widder 


Panelists: Mark Jerome (ClearResult and member of RTF), David Baylon (Independent and member of 


RTF), Abram Conant (Proctor Engineering Group), Kevin Madison (Wildan), Jennifer Light (Council staff), 


Tina Jayaweera (Council staff) Ryan Brown (NEEA), Havala Hanson (NEEA) 


Unable to attend: Bob Davis (Ecotope), Christian Douglass (RTF CAT) 


Agenda 
- Introductions (10 min) 


- Panel Objectives (5 min) 


- VCHP: Updates, UEC improvements, and market allocation (45 min) 


- DHP: Updates, As secondary systems, UEC updates (45 min) 


- Questions and discussions (10 min) 


- Wrap Up and Next Steps (5 min) 


Goals 
The goal of this session is to review the plan for model updates to improve Unit Energy Consumption 


(UECs). BPA/Cadeo is looking for feedback on the data sources they are considering and any suggestions 


for new data sources that the experts may have. 


Overview 
The focus of this working session is on variable capacity heat pumps (VCHPs) and ductless heat pumps 


(DHPs). BPA/Cadeo will go over the different possible configurations for these equipment and their 


UECs. Air-source heat pump (ASHP) updates will be presented on in a future session. 


Variable Capacity Heat Pump Updates 


VCHP Terminology 
For the purposes of the model, Cadeo separated DHP and VCHPs (NEEA and others include DHP in the 


VCHP definition). VCHPs are heat pumps with a variable speed compressor. Extended capacity heat 
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pumps (ECHPs) are heat pumps that operate efficiently at low outside air temperatures reducing the 


need for backup electric heat, also known as cold climate ASHPs. The model estimates VCHP 


consumption via SEEM-modeling with a Carrier VNA unit, which is an ECHP. 


Technology Updates 
In the 2019 model, VCHPs were modeled as part of the ASHP measure. Anything higher than HSPF 10 


was assumed to be variable capacity—this is an area BPA/Cadeo would like to improve upon in the 


model update. 


Potential updates to the model include improving the VCHP UECs with new consumption data and the 


market allocation of VCHPs. They are considering alternatives to SEER/HSPF as the proxy for Variable 


Capacity. 


VCHP UEC Improvements 
First, BPA/Cadeo reviewed the RTF’s updated VCHP measure to inform if and how they should update 


the VCHP UECs. They compared the RTF’s updated inputs and consumption estimates with their model 


and identified ways to better align the UECs with the RTF’s update. This included updating temperature 


setpoint and schedule inputs and developing new calibration factors. 


Then they looked for additional VCHP consumption data sources to understand consumption differences 


between different types of VCHPs. They looked at the impacts of HSPF, ECHP, and other characteristics 


on VCHP consumption, but found no new research or empirical consumption data outside of the RTF’s 


modeled consumption.  


BPA and NEEA are actively researching VCHPs. BPA’s 2013 study had 5 weeks of metering and didn’t 


extrapolate to annual performance, but showed lab test results corresponded with field performance. 


Other NEEA work on VCHPs is related to performance, installation, product specifications, and test 


procedures—not energy use. Even though BPA/Cadeo did not find any new consumption data to directly 


compare their work against, they know there is current VCHP research out there. 


The RTF is still looking for additional regional research, but their updated VCHP estimates of the ASHP 


measure are in v5.1. The RTF is looking for regional pre- and post- installation survey/utility data analysis 


to develop UES for the measure. Energy Trust Utility Billing Analysis suggested ECHPs save 1300 


kWh/year over other VCHP, but the RTF CAT found this questionable and recommended not using this 


data, yet. David Baylon would like to go over why Cadeo dropped this Energy Trust analysis. Bretnie 


Eschenbach thinks the RTF may have their own reasons for their recommendation but thought the ECHP 


savings value is a very large number (1300 kWh). The RTF increased the consumption of VCHP in the 


2019 measure update, so the Energy Trust’s additional savings would have been counter to the RTF’s 


direction. Mark Jerome thinks the savings come from the electric resistance backup not coming on for 


ECHP units. David scanned through the report and it looked like all of the savings came from offsetting 


electric resistance heat. In the western climates, the ECHP has the potential for decreasing all of the 


electric resistance backup and the Energy Trust work is almost completely western. Sarah Widder 


commented that the issue she found with the 1300 kWh savings is that the baseline usage was very high 


compared to what BPA/Cadeo has in the model. They could use the % savings instead of the absolute 


magnitude, to be consistent with the other baseline values in the model. She then asked David if he is 


suggesting BPA/Cadeo break out the variable capacity and ECHP models. David thinks they should be 
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broken out because of the extended capacity units include a feature that turns off the electric resistance 


backup. Sarah will look into the Energy Trust report and modeling ECHP as a separate segment. 


BPA/Cadeo would have to treat non-extended and extended capacity variable capacity units separately. 


They do not have strong data to support the savings of ECHP, and are looking for suggestions from the 


rest of the panel related to this decision. Mark likes this idea, but commented that ECHP are not always 


variable capacity— some are ductless and paired with a central air handler. He commented that this 


separation may also be necessary in the ductless models as well. Jennifer Light disagrees with David’s 


suggestion. Jennifer notes that Christian Douglass at the RTF looked deeply in the Energy Trust report. 


Jennifer notes that ASHPs (even single speed) can eliminate electric resistance if controlled correctly. 


She does not recommend breaking out ECHP from VCHP because the model used in SEEM to estimate 


VCHP savings also meets the definition for ECHP. So the savings from SEEM already represent a ECHP1. 


Bretnie commented that the VCHP market is already small and further segmenting it would be very 


granular. 


Mark also said that contractors are calling DHPs paired with a central air handler “horizontal discharge 


units” because the outdoor units discharge the air horizontally instead of vertically. It was noted that the 


panel will come back to the discussion of this sales trend later in the session.  


Market Allocation of VCHP 
BPA/Cadeo used NEEP, NEEA, Energy Trust, and BPA VCHP/ECHP model reference lists and found that 


HSPF is not a good proxy for variable capacity and that model reference lists provide a better 


opportunity to accurately separate VCHP from single speed models in sales and stock data than HSPF. 


• 25% of VCHP in regional sales data have HSPF <10 (all 9.0 or 9.5) 


• 3% of single-stage/2-stage ASHP in regional sales data have HSPF >=10 


• NEEP and Energy Trust QPL provide a robust model list of ECHP 


• BPA Reference List can be used to identify VCHP that are not ECHP 


BPA/Cadeo confirmed they are able to match VCHP model numbers to sales and stock data. David 


commented that for the single stage/2-stage units over 10 HSPF, not all parts of that unit actually meet 


that rated HSPF. 


Recommendation 
BPA/Cadeo recommends creating a new bin and UEC for HSPF 10+, single speed. They also recommend 


updating VCHP allocations based on identifying VCHP model numbers in RBSA and sales data.  


Defining the VCHP Bin 
All of the regional organizations are in agreement that a VCHP is an ASHP with a variable speed 


compressor, but the region is still understanding and defining the characteristics that define an efficient 


VCHP for programs. Some possible characteristics are high HSPF/SEER, or COP at 5°F, or capacity 


maintenance at low temps, etc. NEEP’s definition includes high COP at low temps, includes non-ducted, 


HSPF >10, SEER >15. 


 
1 The prior three sentences were updated in v2 of these notes to more accurately reflect the comment from 
Jennifer Light 
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VCHP Bin Options 
1. VCHP = variable speed + HSPF 10+, all VCHP <10 are assigned to SS HSPF bin and modeled as a 


SS unit 


2. VCHP = any variable capacity unit, regardless of HSPF 


3. Create additional VCHP bins, separate +/-10 HSFP VCHP units 


BPA/Cadeo is leaning towards Option 2, as it is the most transparent. Mark thinks Option 2 makes the 


most sense. He said that there is enough data to separate ASHP and VCHPs. He thinks there is a benefit 


to having more tiers because some are 5 speed, 3 speed but it could get really complicated and messy 


for not much of a difference. There are also different configurations when it comes to indoor and 


outdoor fan speeds. Havala Hanson, in the chat, agreed with Mark. Tina Jayaweera agrees with Option 


2, she thinks BPA/Cadeo should not put too much weight on HSPF as her team has learned it is not the 


best indicator of energy consumption. David agrees with Tina and Mark, as HSPF is tested at extremely 


unrealistic conditions. There are differences between ASHPs and VCHPs, but there are not good ways to 


model those differences. He thinks the ECHP option could show those differences. Abram Conant found 


SEER and HSPF ratings are meaningless for variable speed equipment in his California work. Kevin 


Madison asked how confident people are that higher HSPF single speed are less efficient than lower 


efficiency rated variable speed units. He found in his California work that this was not always the case. 


Abram responded that this is complicated and varies by climate. Sarah agreed with Kevin and Abram 


and asked if they could share the studies they are referring to so that Cadeo can review and potentially 


include them in the model.  


Proposed Path Forward (Option 2) 
If moving forward with Option 2, BPA/Cadeo will define VCHP in the model as any ASHP with a variable 


speed compressor and assign to the VCHP bin. They will also create a new single speed HSPF 10+ UEC. 


Then, they will update the VCHP UEC to align with RTF estimates and implement other ASHP UEC 


updates, temp setpoint, schedule input updates, and new calibration factors. They will compare SS HSPF 


10+ UEC and VCHP UEC with other ASHP bin UECs and validate results against RTF and any additional 


data sources. Finally, they will re-run VCHP UEC with any input adjustments needed. The panel was 


asked if there were any concerns with this approach, and no one objected. 


Expert Panel Questions 
• What data sources are available to help us characterize VCHP energy consumption and improve 


our UECs? 


• Are you aware of any additional empirical data sources that estimate consumption for VCHP 


units that would lead us to a different approach? Particularly lower HSPF VCHP units, ECHP, 


VCHP that aren’t ECHP, etc. 


• In absence of additional empirical data, are there other considerations that we should keep in 


mind as BPA decides how to model these units? 


Abram will send links to the California studies he has been involved in, however he noted that the work 


is focused on the climate issues in California. This will not translate to the PNW in most cases. Mark 


agrees with keeping DHPs and VCHP separate in how they operate and how they’re structured. Jennifer 


commented that any uncertainties in the UECs are also seen in the program data. Havala, in the 
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comments, said that they are making an effort to track connected components, like thermostats, in 


future data collections (distributor data, RBSA, etc.) Won't be ready for at least a year.  


Joan Wang noted that everyone seems to be in agreement, but wants to make sure Abram and Kevin’s 


studies have potential to add value (given they are not in the northwest climate zones). She asked for 


the specific reasons for why Cadeo should follow up on these sources. Bretnie and Sarah would still like 


to see the data even though it is from a different climate. Any data on the matter will be helpful.  


Joan asked Mark to repeat his comments on field instances. Mark said that an outdoor unit’s HSPF and 


EER can drastically change depending on what kind of indoor unit is used, but the outdoor unit is rated 


solely based on its efficiency rating. Kevin brought up the single speed units having higher EER to meet 


the HSPF. He asked if Cadeo considered where the units are installed geographically when determining 


performance. Bretnie responded that all of the ASHPs are modeled in SEEM by climate zone and cooling 


end use is modeled separately from the heating end use to account for the different factors of climate. 


Kevin, in the chat, said he doesn’t need to come back to the single speed units. If the modeled EER 


95/82 values reflect a typical unit across the whole region, he thinks BPA/Cadeo will pick up the energy 


use he was talking about. He supposes there might be differences by climate zone, but doubts it. 


Ductless Heat Pump Updates 


Technology Updates 
In the 2019 model, there was 1 efficiency level and 3 different configurations: DHP and eFAF, DHP and 


zonal electric, and full DHP. Mark asked about how the model captures different configurations like 


multiple indoor heads in a home. Sarah responded that the UEC is capturing multiple configurations in 


each. Multiple heads would be treated as Full DHP. Mark thinks this is fine for 2019, but more 


configurations may need to be split out in the future as the market becomes more segmented, 


specifically as horizontal discharge (ducted DHPs) become more prevalent.  


There are four potential updates to the DHP technology: 


1. Consider incorporating additional configurations (DHPs paired with a ducted air handler) 


• Is data available for determining prevalence of configurations? (e.g., sales data, RBSA) 


• Are configurations prevalent enough to merit modeling? 


• Is it feasible to model different DHP configurations in SEEM? 


2. Revisit approach to accounting for DHPs as secondary systems 


3. Incorporate new regional research and RTF updates to improve UECs 


4. Revisit allocation of DHPs to new construction vs existing homes (being explored separately with 


new data sources) 


BPA/Cadeo won’t speak to the fourth update today since they are in the process of creating their new 


allocation plan based on new data, but they will come back to the panel during a later session (sales 


data allocation) to discuss this in more depth. 


1. DHP Configurations 
BPA/Cadeo reviewed two sources to understand how prevalent “Ducted DHPs” were, and if there were 


any additional configurations they should consider: NEEA’s regional distributor HVAC sales data and 


RBSA 2016. For the sales data analysis, they looked at the two most prevalent DHP manufacturers, 
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which make about 85% of DHP sales in the collected data. In the RBSA 2016 analysis, they did not find 


any Ducted DHPs, which are homes having both a DHP and an air handler. The RBSA identifies outdoor 


unit model numbers, if multiple systems are present in a home, and primary and secondary heating 


systems.  


Recommendations 
For the current model update, “Ducted DHPs” do not appear to be a significant trend in the Seventh 


Plan Period (2016-2021). So, they will use existing DHP configurations in existing model. For future 


model updates, Ducted DHPs could become more prevalent going forward. Therefore, they will track 


ducted indoor units paired with DHPs in future sales data collection. 


Expert Panel Questions 
• Are you aware of any additional data that imply “Ducted DHPs” is a more significant trend that 


our analysis indicates, for the Seventh Plan Period (2016-2021)? Particularly DHPs being sold 


into homes with existing air handlers/ducted systems (sold without an indoor unit).  


Mark doesn’t have data, but he thinks this trend may be the preferred option for consumers in the 


future. He thinks it is worth keeping on BPA’s radar. He said he saw some installed in 2020-2021, but not 


many. He thinks 2022+ will show more installations. 


2. DHPs as Secondary Systems 
BPA/Cadeo need to ensure they aren’t incorrectly treating secondary DHP systems as primary systems in 


the stock, e.g., DHPs as supplementary to gas furnace or wood fireplace, DHPs sold into previously-


unconditioned spaces, etc. In thinking about DHP configurations, regional sales data, and the RBSA stock 


data, they wanted to revisit the way the model accounts for DHPs sold as secondary systems. The model 


accounts for consumption of secondary systems indirectly since the UECs are based on billing data that 


capture total dwelling unit HVAC energy consumption. 


Proposed Path Forward 
They will use the RBSA 2016 stock data, past BPA qualitative research (2018 installer survey), and Energy 


Trust of Oregon’s 2021 DHP study as data sources to inform the share of DHP sales that are secondary 


systems. They will subtract secondary systems from the sales data when allocating sales to the stock 


estimate of primary heating systems. BPA/Cadeo will bring this back to the panel during the sales data 


working session.  


Are there other things they should consider with DHPs as secondary systems? Jennifer, in the chat, 


noted that as they think about this for the future, they should also ask whether the consumption of 


these systems differs significantly enough from the other systems to warrant splitting it out in the 


model.  


Tina asked how BPA/Cadeo are defining secondary versus primary systems. Bretnie responded that the 


model uses the RBSA indicator/definition for primary and secondary systems. Sarah noted that 


secondary systems should be incremental to the primary system.  


Ryan Brown noted that NEEA has asked installers through surveys and interviews about how many DHPs 


are going into certain configurations earlier this year. The report should be available soon, but it hasn’t 
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been published yet. His team is trying to find out whether people are installing DHPs to displace or add-


on.  


David commented that the Energy Trust study doesn’t make it clear what the conditions are to 


determine whether the DHP is a primary system or not. Bretnie responded that the questions asked 


about what system was there before and why they installed the DHP. David noted that they don’t ask 


whether they use the DHP now. Joan asked if there are any other sources besides the upcoming NEEA 


report that they are missing. David and Mark thinks this is the best they can do right now. 


3. DHP UEC Updates 
The RTF updated its DHP measures to incorporate new DHP research. The RTF moved from SEEM-


modeled savings to a weighted average savings approach using empirical data from: 2013 NEEA DHP 


Study, 2018 BPA Regional Evaluation, 2019 Energy Trust of Oregon SF & MF Study (new), and 2019 BPA 


Regional Evaluation (new). RTF uses a savings-only UES and does not include pre-post consumption 


data. The recent Energy Trust of Oregon study indicates the region has been underestimating the 


electric consumption of a DHP with Zonal Electric (the most prevalent configuration in the model). 


Recommendations 
BPA/Cadeo’s UEC update recommendations include aligning the UECs with RTF’s updated measures for 


DHP Zonal (SF & MH). They will update DHP Heating Fraction, which allocates the load to either DHP or 


zonal electric—this is the largest issue with past DHP zonal consumption estimates. They will also apply 


new Calibration 2 factors and calibrate the updated UEC to the RTF’s results. The largest issue with DHP 


zonal consumption estimates is how often the electric heating is used, which recent studies indicate 


(Energy Trust, BPA evaluations, NEEA study) is more than expected. 


Expert Panel Questions 
• Are there additional data sources the team should consider when updating the DHP UECs? 


David is concerned that the Energy Trust study was showing supplemental systems aren’t necessarily 


electric, and DHPs are offsetting non-electric heating sources. Bretnie clarified that he is saying the 


Energy Trust estimates include other sources of heating that could be throwing off the savings 


estimates. In the model’s SEEM approach, it’s not the same comparison. Jennifer noted that Christian 


did the most recent RTF analysis on the DHPs. It might be worth following up with him when he is back 


to see if he has any other thoughts on this. 


Final Discussion 
Tyler brought up Abram’s question about ducted DHPs—Abram commented that he doesn't fully 


understand how they are defining a ducted DHP. Is this only the "short duct" low static air handlers, or 


are mid and high static/centrally ducted air handlers included also?  In the general market, he believes 


ducted systems will become more common as decarbonization retrofit efforts progress, but primarily 


this will be high static systems using existing ductwork. Bretnie responded that it could potentially be 


both. That the short duct air handlers are more prevalent since they have been around longer, but the 


high-static ducted air handler units are the ones we’re starting to see become more popular. Sarah 


suggested we follow up with Chris McKinney on this. Mark agreed and added that there are full static air 


handlers and individual heads together on the same outdoor system. The full static air handlers are 
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gaining the most traction in the market now. He thinks these all fit in the Full DHP definition we have 


now. David commented that the manufacturers he talks to thinks this is a retrofit market. They think 


they can fix existing furnaces with these systems. The short duct units are similar to the traditional wall 


indoor units. The air handlers are not that, they have their own controls. The manufacturers think this is 


one of their up and coming market interventions.  


Next Steps 
The upcoming panel engagements include weatherization in late August and UEC updates in early 


September. The RTF CAT is currently reviewing the proposed SEEM updates (calibration factors). 


Next steps: 


• DNV: summarize notes and circulate 


• Targeted engagement with panelists to finalize the workbook 


o Follow-up for any items noted during the discussion 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Residential HVAC Expert Panel 


Working Session 2 - July 15, 2021 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong, Mimi Goldberg, 


Cadeo: Bretnie Eschenbach, Kate Bushman, Sarah Widder 


Panelists: Chris McKinney (FE Company), Mark Jerome (ClearResult and member of RTF), David Baylon 


(Independent and member of RTF), Bob Davis (ecotope), Abram Conant (Procter Engineering Group), 


Mitt Jones (Cadmus), Christian Douglass (Contract Analyst with RTF), Jennifer Light (Council staff), Tina 


Jayaweera (Council staff), Christopher Dymond (NEEA), Ryan Brown (NEEA), Havala Hanson (NEEA) 


Panelists not in attendance: Kevin Madison (Wildan) 


Agenda: 
- Introduction and Context (15 min) 


- Question 1: What is the market? (5 min) 


- Question 2 & 3 Background: How big is the market? What are the total market savings? (20 min) 


- Question 2 & 3: Planned Model Updates (40 min) 


- Total Market Savings & Updating Model Results (15 min) 


- Discussion & Next Steps (10 min) 


- Any Remaining Questions (15 min) 


 


Meeting Background and Goals 
The goal of this session is to walk through how BPA and Cadeo have applied the Momentum Savings 


Framework specifically in the Residential HVAC market. They will highlight key areas of focus and 


anticipated updates and prepare the SMEs for a deep dive into specific areas in upcoming review 


sessions. They’ll plan on reviewing this info at a high level but welcome any detailed comments as they 


come up. 


Our Ultimate Goal 
The goal of this model is to report Momentum Savings for the Seventh Plan Period. More specifically, 


regional residential HVAC savings not already reported by programs or NEEA. BPA/Cadeo’s goal this year 


is to make specific updates to the existing model for the Seventh Plan Period.  
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Key Principles for Model Development 
BPA/Cadeo has put a lot of thought into the key principles they follow that drive their methodology. 


First, they want to represent total residential HVAC consumption comprehensively. They will validate 


with empirical data to the extent possible. Second, they prioritize analytical effort to focus on what 


matters most. In this case, major drivers of HVAC consumption and characteristics that change 


significantly over time.   


Four-Question Framework 
They will use the four-question framework to walk through the model and proposed updates, and since 
questions two and three are at the core of the updates and are very interconnected, they’ll talk about 
those the most, together.  


1. What is the market? 


2. How big is the market? 


3. What are the total market savings? 


a. What was the energy use in the year the power plan was written? 


b. What was the energy use in the following years? 


4. What are the program savings? 


Question 1: What is the Market? 


Model Scope Summary 
They won’t go into great depth about the model’s scope, so please review the methodology memo to 


get the full context of the model’s scope. This model is focused on Residential dwelling units and the 


electric market. The following technologies are included in the model for both cooling and heating: 


• Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP) 


• Ductless Heat Pump (DHP) 


• Central Air Conditioner (CAC) 


• Electric Zonal Heat (Baseboard & Electric Boiler) 


• Electric Forced Air Furnace (eFAF) 


• Gas Forced Air Furnace (gFAF) 


• Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP) 


• Packaged Terminal Heat Pump (PTHP) 


• Room and Portable Air Conditioners (RAC) 


• Package Terminal Air Conditioners (PTAC) 


• Evaporative Cooler 


• Non-Electric Zonal Heating Sources: All Boilers (oil, gas) and Heating Stoves (wood, pellets, 


propane, oil, fireplaces, etc) 


Model Scope Updates 
They don’t plan on making any changes to the model scope itself. 
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David Baylon asked how electrification is handled in the methodology and savings assumptions. He 


stated that there is evidence that conversions are happening between gas equipment and heat pumps. 


BPA/Cadeo responded: the model captures the change in gas and electric consumption over time. They 


use saturation change over time to account for conversions, but it does not appear as a savings or 


negative savings value. They do not claim savings from electrification in the model. They do their best to 


exclude any fuel-switching savings by making an assumption about the counterfactual baseline 


distribution of efficiencies, but the methodology intends to only account for efficiency gain over the 


baseline, not fuel switching “savings” (or negative savings). Ultimately, they are trying to represent all 


changes in the market.  


Jennifer Light noted Council staff has said a lot about how to look at the component of efficiency from a 


unit that has been converted, and I think what you’re doing is consistent. BPA/Cadeo agreed.  


Questions 2 & 3: How Big is the Market? What are the Total Market 


Savings? 


High Level Approach 
To describe total HVAC consumption comprehensively, BPA/Cadeo must break down consumption into 


subsections within which they can accurately describe and validate HVAC energy consumption. These 


subsections are called “cells”. This approach is purely bottom-up, not econometric (compared to 7PP 


trends used for validation). They have to know both how many HVAC units and dwelling units exist in 


the region in any given year, and how much energy those systems use in the region. They have 


confidence in this approach because they’ve tied to granular empirical estimates as much as they can, 


such as UECs based on regional studies and billing data and stock based on RBSAs.  


Question 2 looks at the saturation of dwelling units in each “cell” and how those saturations change 


over time to understand the size and characteristics of the residential HVAC market. Question 3 


estimates the energy use of dwelling unit in each “cell” to understand how those changes impact HVAC 


energy consumption. 


How Big is the Market? 
The market is also referred to as the installed stock of a technology. For each technology, the market 


size in a given year, t, equals total homes in that year times saturation.  Homes includes multifamily 


dwelling units. The research team must, therefore, develop an estimate of the total number of homes 


and the saturation of each technology for each year of analysis. The method for calculating the market 


size varies based on the data available for each technology.  


They characterize the market size for each cell in the model. The unique “cells” in this analysis are 


defined by: 


• t = analysis year 


• v = building vintage (new construction vs existing) 


• b = building type (single family, manufactured homes, multifamily) 


• z = climate zone (heating zones 1, 2, & 3; cooling zones 1, 2, & 3) 


• e = equipment type 
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BPA/Cadeo use both stock information and sales data to estimate market size. Their fundamental 


assumptions are anchored by the RBSA. The 2011 and 2016 RBSA HVAC equipment saturations reflect 


reality, but there is some sampling error. They also use sales data to inform product flows, like 


replacements and new units, which explains differences between the 2011 and 2016 RBSA and after 


2016. The 2016 RBSA gives us a calibration point for the primary HVAC equipment and they start the 


model in 2011. Because there is no new RBSA data for this model update, they will just be updating the 


sales data.  


Ryan Brown asked how BPA/Cadeo is handling additional cooling load for ductless heat pump scenarios 


that are add-ons, rather than turnover. He asked this because the flow of new units in the model is 


based on the stock turnover model. BPA/Cadeo responded that they treat heating and cooling 


separately in the model. So, the saturation of cooling systems can increase over time, but they don’t 


need to know specifically what home it was added to. They are accounting for secondary systems 


(adding a DHP to a bonus room, etc) in the existing model with UECs (UECs are tied to the primary HVAC 


system but encompasses energy consumption from secondary systems for an average home) and truing 


up the model to RBSA primary systems. Topic for future working session. 


Different measures use different approaches, which varies based on available data and anticipated 


market change. Primary factors are directly modeled via stock turnover. Secondary factors are indirectly 


modeled via stock-to-stock and/or program data. However, BPA/Cadeo don’t use stock to stock to 


estimate market savings; in those cases, they used program data and modeled no market activity in 


addition to program activity. They’ll talk more about that later, but generally there is a bucket of activity 


for which they don’t have sales data that they want to model some amount of change for, so BPA/Cadeo 


has to do something different with that. Tertiary factors are implicitly modeled by holding constant, 


such as occupancy.   


Stock-Turnover for Primary Factors (HVAC Techs) 
They start with RBSA 2011 stock saturations (by segment, all the granularity that is there). Then the 


model estimates units retiring and turn over stock in 2012, 2013, 2014, and then 2015.  2015 is baseline. 


Then keep going in 7th plan years to get estimates in plan years.  The first plan year is 2016 and they also 


have the RBSA in 2016, which is another anchor point (or stock observation). They then check the 


modeled stock (from stock turnover) against RBSA observations and see if they align, within error 


bounds. If necessary, they adjust. Then, they keep turning over through the analysis period. Now 


BPA/Cadeo has updated 2016-2029 distributor sales data, they plan to update the model’s total market 


sales estimates based on the collected distributor sales data trends. They do not have a new RBSA, so 


they don’t have another anchor to calibrate to.  


Implementing Data Sources in the Model 
Existing homes are updated every year, net of demolitions. The Power Plan, RBSA 2011, and RBSA 2016 


are used for existing homes’ equipment saturations and market share for efficiency tiers in the base 


year. Equipment saturations vary by year to allow for market trends and conversions. NEEA/CLEAResult 


sales data is used to inform new units, replacements, and conversions. The number of homes and new 


construction is preliminarily based on Seventh Plan now, but BPA/Cadeo are planning to use the 2021 


Plan updated new construction data (which is real data and not a projection) as part of this model 


update. 
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David Baylon asked where BPA/Cadeo is getting the new construction market size and equipment 


saturations. Cadeo responded that the number of dwelling units added each year comes from the Power 


Plans. They focus on saturations in existing homes and true those values up to the RBSA, and they true 


up the overall saturation with sales data. New construction saturations are calculated by taking the 


difference between the estimated total sales and the estimated sales going into existing homes. New 


construction saturations are an area of focus for us going forward, so BPA can sharpen the values.  


What Are the Total Market Savings? 
The first step in determining total market savings in each year is estimating annual energy consumption 


in any given year. The second step is determining annual energy consumption in the baseline and actual 


cases. Calculating annual energy consumption is both a factor of market change and how much energy 


those units consume, or the UECs. UECs do not change over time. Developing UECs is the most complex 


part of the model. The fundamental challenge is that BPA/Cadeo must look at all factors as part of an 


interconnected system, and some of these things change over time, and some don’t really change or 


they don’t have good data to prove change. 


UEC Approaches 
On market size estimates, not UECs: BPA/Cadeo is planning to move thermostats to primary factor 


category, since they think they might be able to get shipments for them and/or have other data to 


inform their market penetration beyond stock to stock.   


David Baylon asked where they are getting the savings for smart thermostats. He noted that smart 


thermostats generate savings with respect to heat pump control, not setback. Cadeo answered SEEM 


will handle that (the heat pump controls) separately. David also asked if they are using smart thermostat 


savings for anything other than optimization of heat pump performance with respect to electric 


resistance heat or performance curve. BPA/Cadeo said they plan to update this in the model because 


NEEA is doing a lot of research on this topic right now that they want to incorporate into the model, if 


it’s available in time. Currently, the savings from the advanced thermostats are a percentage value 


based on existing empirical savings that they could find, 3%. David Baylon asked for clarification on 


whether the percent savings is across all systems or just where applied. Sarah Widder responded that it 


is just to those applied. There are some different values for heat pumps that they applied that interact 


with the CCS that they accounted for, and some systems get no savings from smart thermostats.  


Mark Jerome noted that there are some new variable speed heat pumps that allow thermostats to be 


included. The evaluations he had for smart thermostats were applied to single stage and two stage heat 


pumps. Jennifer Light, in the comments, wrote that the RTF has savings for thermostats currently based 


on evaluations that they plan to update this year by leveraging NEEA data. BPA/Cadeo is planning to 


review that NEEA data. 


UEC Development Approach 
First, they have to generate SEEM runs for each cell.  SEEM runs are not the same as cells, they are much 


more detailed. They will roll up the SEEM model results to create UECs for each cell. 


They use RBSA homes as prototypes for single family and manufactured homes.  They used all 


modellable homes.  Details are in the UEC summary spreadsheet, in RTF-style summary.  The rationale 


was that the RBSA homes more closely match the population. They initially considered an approach 


based on using the RTF SF/MH prototypes and then developing weights to match the population in each 
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cell/segment of interest, but it got really complicated to appropriately weight or even define all the 


variables of interest. Instead, they use RBSA I homes directly.   


New construction is modeled based on >2000 homes.  This is conservative and may slightly overstate 


UEC.  Accounts for code compliance/how people complied and limits interaction with future code cycles.  


(BPA/Cadeo does not change code homes over time).  Likely little impact either way.  


Multifamily was different.  They used prototypes directly (for low rises) and then weighted in each 


segment of interest.  Modeled as “stacked” low rises (for DHP), weighted based on foundation type 


(crawl vs slab on grade).  Scaled direct SEEM outputs based on UA (RBSA/SEEM) to true up to RBSA 


results – similar to treatment of DHP MF savings in latest RTF measure.  Then scaled low-rise SEEM 


results based on “Average Annual Unit Electric Consumption” from bills from RBSA 2011 to account for 


smaller heat load in mid-rise/high-rise buildings.    


The second step is to model all combination of all the factors in each applicable home to create dataset 


that they use to create SEEM results.  This creates many thousands of SEEM runs.   


Lastly, they take weighted average of SEEM results in each cell (unique combination of variables) to 


create UECs for SEEM modelable cells. They apply adjustments to those UEC results to create UECs for 


non-modelable cells. Each UEC is representative of 100-600 homes in the region. It’s a weighted 


average, not a single SEEM run. 


SEEM Modeling Scenarios 
They are not planning on changing the SEEM modeling methodology, but the inputs are being looked at 


in the model update.  


David asked whether they are only looking at RBSA I homes. BPA/Cadeo confirmed the existing model 


only looks at RBSA I single family and manufactured homes as they are invariant across time, but they 


use a smaller subset of homes for new construction. For existing homes, they use the whole 


complement of homes. New construction is only 2000 and newer vintage homes. 


Mitt asked whether there has been any thought to modifying the UECs to the pre-pandemic period. 


Joan responded BPA/Cadeo has thought about this a lot. They want to take a consistent approach in line 


with their framework, so they will use the best available data and model what actually happened. On 


market size, NEEA is collecting annual sales data. BPA/Cadeo will see if there is anything interesting in 


the sales data that could make us want to change the market size estimates. On the UEC side, they’ll get 


into this in future sessions, but they want to see what everyone else in the region is doing. BPA/Cadeo 


wants to see sector-level data to see what the changes in consumption actually are. If there is a 


significant change in the residential sector between 2020 and 2019, they will consider implementing 


that. 


Jennifer noted that she has not seen a difference between the performance of systems with and 


without CCS, and that she is not sure modeling a difference is appropriate. Cadeo responded this is 


something BPA/Cadeo is considering in the model update. They have some savings in the Seventh Plan 


that are related to CCS programs. Jennifer suggested that BPA/Cadeo collapses the segment of the 


model related to installation practice. Her recommendation comes from not seeing a difference in air-


source heat pump evaluations with and without CCS. David suggested that they first figure out what the 


current practice is with regards to CCS. 
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Question 2 & 3 Model Updates 
In the current model update, there are two different types of changes BPA/Cadeo is considering: UEC 


updates (how much energy the equipment uses) and market data changes (how many pieces of 


equipment are entering the stock, and how they are allocated to the model). They often consider UEC 


updates first – how will it impact energy consumption, and can they model it?  Then, if yes (it matters 


and they can model it), they consider market data impacts and whether they have the data to model the 


saturations and changes over time. 


Potential Updates to the Market Model 
Some of the potential updates are UEC-only updates (like SEEM updates). Others are only market data 


updates (like weatherization). BPA/Cadeo’s potential updates to HVAC systems and thermostats include 


both market data updates, like updating the saturations and how they are allocated to the model 


segments, and UEC updates.  


Tina asked how BPA/Cadeo is calibrating the updates the RBSA has done for building shell since they are 


using RBSA I homes. BPA/Cadeo has considered the RBSA II homes and the updated SEEM calibration 


factors to analyze how they can capture the impact of that work without unnecessary churn. 


Incorporating RBSA II homes consistently is a big piece of work with the SEEM runs. They have reviewed 


the SEEM calibration and reviewed the scenarios and options, which will be reviewed by Christian 


Douglass (RTF CAT). As it pertains to the weatherization measures, the UECs will be updated with the 


new calibration. They also did look at RBSA I and II and observe any potential change in shell 


characteristics that would inform market or momentum savings, and the RBSA estimates are too 


uncertain to incorporate in that fashion. However, they are using sales data to update those. Tina 


responded that she was more focused on the UECs themselves and using the RBSA work. Tina suggested 


that new construction homes, where the sample size with RBSA is small, may be a place to expand with 


the RBSA II data1. Sarah responded that they can look into that. 


UEC Updates 
As they are considering UEC updates, they both evaluate how they would update the UEC and what the 


market data implications are. BPA/Cadeo considers the UEC updates first to understand the value of the 


update, or the impact of energy consumption, and then think about saturations and market 


implications. BPA/Cadeo will be bringing the expert panel these topics over the next few months to 


discuss in more detail.  


Modeling updates include incorporating new SEEM RBSA 2016 homes and/or new calibration factors. 


Updates to HVAC technologies include revisiting ASHP, VCHP, DHP efficiency tiers and improving their 


UEC estimates (which has implications for data on market change). BPA/Cadeo are also considering 


thermostat updates to savings estimates and efficiency tiers. 


Market Data Updates: Updates or New Data Sources 
BPA/Cadeo use many sources to estimate equipment stock, and they’ll be updating many of them in this 


model update. Everything but the RBSAs & turnover rates will be updated. There will be a big change to 


sales data allocation and model segments. The current model allocates sales data based on RBSA; does 


not vary by climate zone or building vintage. BPA/Cadeo plan on updating model to improve allocation 


 
1 This comment was updated to be attributed to Tina Jayaweera in v2 of these notes. 
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based on climate zone/state and building vintage. They will be using NEEA sales data, regional smart 


thermostat sales data, new construction studies, HIRL data, code, and insulation market change 


information to update the model and will bring updates to the expert panel for review.  


David asked whether they anticipate anything more rigorous for assessing if any changes in new 


construction HVAC are being made. He also noted that actual data collected in the new construction 


sector is necessary. Sarah responded that the data they’ve seen from HIRL is a very detailed, and broken 


out by state and year. The data has not been shared with the panel yet. The panel will have a chance to 


review analysis from this data later on in the process. 


Finalizing the Model 
After implementing the market data and UEC updates, BPA/Cadeo will implement the final model 


updates. This includes: finalizing consumption estimates and running the model, updating the Sensitivity 


Analysis, calculating Market and Momentum Savings, validating results against external sources, and 


finalizing the documentation and Methodology Memo. 


They believe that their characterization of stock, UEC, savings is grounded empirically and anecdotally. 


However, that does not answer the question of how sensitive the model is. So, they conduct sensitivity 


analysis to understand the relative impacts specific areas of uncertainty have on the results.  


Final Discussion 
David asked to go back to slide 41 (65% of HVAC market savings from equipment measures). He stated 


that he thought conversions had to do with electric heat (with regard to “ASHP Conversions” on the 


chart in the slide).  Sarah clarified that an ASHP upgrade is moving from the standard to a more efficient 


model and an ASHP conversion is an eFAF to an ASHP (NOT from non-electric equipment to ASHP). 


David also asked whether it is an upgrade or a conversion to go from a gas furnace to an ASHP. Sarah 


responded that this case is not explicitly defined here. Christopher commented that he is struggling to 


understand how this is handled in the model, as well. He asked about situations where HVAC 


contractors are looking at customers with older systems (propane or gas) that want AC—in this case the 


contractor may be selling them a heat pump rather than just an air conditioner. Sarah responded that 


they do have dual fuel heat pumps (heat pump as primary, with gas backup), and that is what this 


scenario would be modeled as—if they observed that in the sales data as a new heat pump and the 


RBSA observed a home with a new heat pump.  


Bonnie, in the chat, cited p. 39 of the methodology report, “The research team has also held the 


saturation of gas versus electric technologies consistent between the baseline and actual scenario, to 


ensure that changes in fuels (e.g., the conversion from a gas furnace to an electric ducted system, or 


vice versa) is not a source of market savings. The Council does not treat fuel conversions as energy 


efficiency; the model results are aligned with that position.” BPA/Cadeo can put this topic in the section 


of the methodology report into the slides at the next session. Jennifer noted that what BPA/Cadeo are 


describing is very consistent with the Council on this topic. There are policy calls on how to treat 


conversions and what piece to treat as efficiency. There is a Council policy on this that BPA is working 


hard to be consistent with. 


Chris noted that there is going to be a huge growth in what he calls “hybrid systems”, which do not have 


a clear DHP and ASHP segment as the systems are being blended. Christopher responded that this is a 
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market trend, and it is being modeled as an upgrade in BPA’s current model. Cadeo said this is 


something BPA/Cadeo wants to talk about in the next working session about different configurations of 


DHPs. They asked if anyone has data to support this trend or sales data. 


Bob Davis asked about the thermostat measure and noted that he is glad to see the savings are at 3%. 


He thinks the initial ways the Northwest is approaching this measure is encouraging because the focus is 


on heat pumps. He noted that some of the smart thermostats have changed their base algorithms and 


that if a consumer-based driven model is used, there won’t be any savings. He asked what is driving the 


information on the market change. He also asked if they have any studies to support the aspirational 5% 


savings level. BPA/Cadeo noted that the 5% value is just an example/placeholder value. They are hoping 


the NEEA study will inform what the savings value for this measure. The market data on thermostats is 


coming from confidential sources.  


David noted, on the topic of electrification, that the cooling end use load growth should not be treated 


the same as the heating end use load growth. BPA/Cadeo characterizes the baseline in order to isolate 


efficiency gains between the cooling and heating end uses. David asked if BPA/Cadeo would capture the 


actual impact on the system if there was a sudden increase in cooling saturation. Kate responded that 


they would capture this in the total baseline consumption. David asked if they would ever get negative 


savings as a result. Kate responded that they would only see negative savings if people were installing 


very inefficient units. In addition to reportable regional Momentum savings, we could look into 


reporting impacts on regional res HVAC energy consumption of electrification and the growth of cooling 


on the system. As a reminder BPA cannot and will not claim savings on this.  


Tina commented that she wants to follow up on Adam Hadley’s concerns on HSPF as an identifier for 


efficiency of heat pumps. She noted that there is a lot more to heat pump energy consumption than the 


HSPF. BPA/Cadeo will be discussing this topic at the next working session. 


Abram Conant noted that he has questions about how hybrid systems will be treated, but can wait until 


future sessions to discuss. 


Summary & Next Steps 
Next steps: 


• DNV: summarize notes and circulate 


• Follow-up for any items noted during the discussion 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Residential HVAC Expert Panel 


Expert Panel Session #6: Draft Model Results Review – April 13, 2022 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson, Robert Weber 


DNV: Andrew Wood, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Bretnie Eschenbach, Sarah Widder 


Panelists: Abram Conant, Bob Davis, Mark Jerome, Kevin Madison, David Baylon, Christian Douglass (RTF 
CAT), Tina Jayaweera (Power Council staff), Kevin Madison, Millard Jones, Chris McKinney, Ryan Brown 
(NEEA), Havala Hanson (NEEA), and Christopher Dymond (NEEA) 


Unable to attend: Jennifer Light (Power Council staff), Michael Flatt 


Working Session Agenda 
• Goals of the Meeting 
• Review updates since last panel session 
• Review draft results 
• Next steps 


Meeting Goals 
Goal of this meeting is to prepare you for the model results review by presenting the high-level findings 
and providing clear instructions on the review process. BPA asked that the panel refrained from 
providing feedback during this meeting, but encouraged clarifying questions be asked on the slides. 
There is a lot of information to get through in the slides. 


Reviewing Updates Since Last Working Session 
There have been three major updates since the last session.  


UEC Update: Thermostats 
The team reviewed the most recent RTF measure update and NEEA’s recent smart thermostat study. 
BPA/Cadeo decided to use the RTF measure data after their review, except for one equipment type- 
ASHP w/out CCS, and updated the model’s smart thermostat UECs and documentation to align with the 
RTF. BPA asked that the panel look at the notes in the slides on this subject during their desk review if 
they are interested in more information on the update. 
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Market Data Updates 
The team received the NEEA HVAC supplier 2020 sales data and incorporated that into the model and 
updated the stock turnover model to implement the approach the panel discussed in October 2021. The 
team uses the sales data to understand how the efficiency mix of equipment sales are changing over 
time and to estimate the changes in sales volume by technology over time.  


Getting from Inputs to Results 
After incorporating the inputs and running the model, BPA/Cadeo QCed the results and made updates 
as needed. The team has taken a lot of time to review the results for reasonableness based off what 
they know about the market and new market data. Before finalizing the results, the team asks that this 
expert panel review the results and provide feedback.  


Draft Results 
When reviewing the results, BPA/Cadeo asks that the panelists keep the following questions in mind: 


• What are your takeaways from the results? 
• Do any results misalign with your understanding of this market? 


Market Trends 
Product Flow 
As a reminder, the team uses the term product flow in the model, in the methodology memo and in the 
export tables to represent the number of new units entering the stock via sales.  


The last model was a forecast for 2018 through 2021 that was held relatively flat to be conservative. 
That forecast was based primarily on a projection of RBSA trends. The main goal in this model update 
was to improve those post 2016 product flow and efficiency mix trends with actual market data through 
2020.  


NEEA 2016-2020 sales data showed significant growth in central air conditioning sales and steady 
increases in ductless heat pumps, ASHPs, and gas furnaces. These trends are consistent with what the 
team has heard from market actors in the past several years.  


The team used the following approach to update the product flow estimates based on NEEA’s 2016-
2020 partial market sales data: 


• For 2011 – 2016, we use the stock turnover model to estimate number of units retiring and 
getting replaced, calibrated to align with the RBSA 2016 HVAC equipment saturation  


• For 2017, we analyzed NEEA’s sales data and scaled to the magnitude of units needed to 
maintain the stock turnover model. 


• For 2018-2020, we apply the percent growth (increase or decrease) by technology, as seen in 
NEEA’s sales data, to the previous year’s product flow 


• Finally, for 2021, we forecast 2021 as equal to 2020. 


The team then allocated product flow estimates to new construction homes first (using data the team 
discussed with the panel in October 2021). The remaining product flows go to existing homes to either 
replace retired units (like for like replacement) or replace with different HVAC types (conversions). 
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Calibration Knobs 
Finally, the team calibrates results so that the stock estimates align with secondary data sources, and 
produce estimates within reasonable bounds and make sense given our knowledge of the market. The 
team made the following calibration knobs: 


• HVAC saturation in 2016: Adjusted gFAF and ASHP saturations to lower end of RBSA 2016 error 
bounds to dampen the growth of these technologies in the out years.  


• Equipment lifetimes: Decreased the gFAF lifetime from 17 to 15 years and ASHP lifetime from 
24 to 21 years to speed up the replacement of existing units to align stock turnover with product 
flow. 


• ASHPs with gas backup: Increased the % of ASHPs with gas backup from 10% to 20% (at the top 
of range seen in RBSAs and the BPA 2018 installer survey) to account for the portion of gFAF 
used in secondary application.  


Another key area of feedback BPA/Cadeo is requesting from the panel- NEEA’s sales data shows an 
increase in CACs, ASHPs, and DHPs, and Gas Furnaces over the analysis period. 


• Does the growth of these technologies align with your understanding of the market? 
• Is an increase in more frequent HVAC replacements consistent with your understanding of 


recent trends? 
• Is an increase in dual fuel heat pumps consistent with you understanding of these trends? 


Kevin asked in the chat: When you have time on installations, can you refresh us on how you handle 
installations that are neither new construction, nor replacements/conversion (e.g., additions, adding 
cooling to previously only heated, etc.)? Sarah responded that the way our model works is that it looks 
at primary heating and cooling systems only [but accounts for energy consumption of secondary 
systems through the unit energy consumption estimates for the primary system]. In the case of adding 
cooling to a previously only heated home, that is a new primary cooling system. So, that would be 
counted in the model as now a home with cooling that previously had none. But in the case of adding a 
heating system to an existing home that is already heated, then it's more of a secondary heating system. 
For example, the model ensures that gas forced air furnaces that were secondary systems to an air 
source heat pump are not counted as primary heating systems. The main sources are the RBSA, where 
they can look at primary and secondary heating and cooling systems and how the trends are changing 
over time.  


Bob asked in the chat: Just to be clear: you're saying 20 pct of ASHPs had gas back up in 2016 or now? 
Joan responded, yes model assumes 20% of ASHPs have gas backup in 2016 and now. This is based on 
2018 installer survey and expert corroboration. David asked in the chat: Were the installer interviews 
spread throughout the region- specifically are there large amount of interviews in the cooler zones 
compared to the warmer zone? Joan responded, the 2018 installer interviews covered both East and 
West of cascades with 92 managers of 81 HVAC contracting firms, half in East and half in West. 


Dave then asked a clarifying question about how DHPs are treated. Are the secondary system DHPs 
treated the same as other secondary systems? Bretnie responded that the model has three 
configurations where the DHP is treated as the primary system [full DHP, DHP with zonal and DHP with 
eFAF]. These DHPs are treated separately from DHPs serving secondary applications [such as DHPs 
supplementary to gas furnace or wood fireplace, DHPs going into previously-unconditioned spaces, etc.]. 
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This is something the panel has previously discussed, so Bretnie pointed everyone to the methodology 
memo for more information on the topic. 


Christopher asked in the chat: Did you examine new construction market sales over the past 20 years --- 
there was a big drop in 2010-13 that may show up as a dip 14-21 years later. Sarah responded that they 
look at new construction sales over the analysis period, so they didn't go back 20 years because they 
think the sales from those years would show up in the RBSA’s stock estimates. Christopher noted in the 
chat: I'm point out that there will an expected dip in sales as an eco of the great recession.  


Efficiency Shares 
Efficiency mix of annual sales was the other thing the team got out of the sales data. They saw an 
increase in air source heat pump heating efficiency specifically, in 8.5 HSPF and variable capacity heat 
pumps. Similarly, on the cooling side of ASHPs, the team is seeing an increase in the highest efficiency 
tiers and those lowest efficiency tiers that don't meet federal minimums are rapidly disappearing. For 
central air conditioners, they also see the lowest efficiency tiers rapidly decreasing and the highest 
efficiency tiers increasing. So, the weighted average cooling efficiency in 2015 is SEER 14 increased to 
14.5 in 2021, exceeding both the current federal standard and the upcoming 2023 standard. 


Bob asked in the chat: Slide 28- please clarify distinction between 'HSPF 10' and 'VCHP' systems (?) 
Sarah responded that HSPF 10 is an efficient single speed heat pump and VCHPs are variable capacity 
heat pumps, which do not have an HSPF designation. They are categorized directly in the sales data. Bob 
asked about what they are calling variable capacity in terms of the HSPF they assigned to it. Sarah 
clarified that there is no HSPF designation for the VCHP, and they are basing the VCHP UEC in the model 
off of the Carrier VNA model that is in SEEM.  


Stock Results 
In the regional home stock overall, efficient heating technologies are growing, eFAF and zonal declining. 
In new homes specifically, there are still a significant percentage of gas forced air furnaces but 34% of 
new homes are getting some form of a heat pump. A reminder that a new construction saturations were 
a subject the team brought to the panel earlier last year and have incorporated panel feedback there. 


Even with those shifts in new construction, the new construction market is relatively small percentage of 
the overall stock. By 2021, the existing stock still makes up 88% of the region's homes. The region's 
existing homes is still where we see the largest opportunity for efficiency gains. 


The team saw a rapid increase in central air conditioning sales, and they are seeing that show up in the 
stock with significant increases in homes that have some form of cooling. About 70% of homes in the 
region are now estimated to have some form of cooling. This includes zonal equipment, like, ductless 
pumps, PTHPs, PTACs, and room or portable air conditioners. They are estimating that 46% of homes, 
have full home cooling. They validated those estimates with data from the census’ 2019 American 
Homes Survey, but BPA/Cadeo would also like your feedback to see if this corresponds with your 
understanding of cooling growth in the region. 


Kevin asked in the chat: Are PTACs primarily in multifamily? Are these PTAC w/Elec heating or PTHPs? 
Sarah responded that the model includes both PTACs and PTHPs, and they are primarily in the 
multifamily sector.   
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Slide 39: Dave asked if the stock results show that that the number of houses fully weatherized has 
doubled between 2015 and 2020, or is this really a marginal analysis that only refers to the sort of newly 
weatherized homes in that period. He clarified that he is asking whether increase in fully weatherized 
homes is incremental over the 2015-2021 time period. Bretnie responded that they are showing an 
incremental change of 300,000 homes that became fully weatherized, and the starting point in 2015 is 
an average condition defined by the trend between the 2011 and 2016 RBSA. Dave noted that he thinks 
the methodology is potentially wrong, but the explanation that Bretnie and Sarah provided was clear to 
him. Sarah requested that Dave provide the team with any suggestions he may have on the 
methodology or areas where he thinks they could improve it.  


Kevin in the chat: I would expect the definition of "fully weatherized" improves with time? Bretnie 
responded that the model defines full weatherized once and that it does not change over time, to keep 
a consistent definition over the analysis period. 


Bob asked in the chat: Slide 38 - smart stat question- we ended up giving savings to ASHPs and EFAF 
units and not gas furnaces? Sarah responded that they aligned savings estimates with the latest RTF 
measure update and the RTF measure update does allocate savings to gas furnaces. They just only 
account for the electric savings from gas furnace fans in model, which is a very small number.  


Christopher asked in the chat: 550,000 thermostats being 5% of stock have smart thermostats, suggests 
there are 11 million homes in the region. Are there more than one tstat per home? There are only 5.4 
million homes in the NW. Bretnie responded that it could be 1 thermostat serving 2 different systems. 
Sarah responded that they could double check that it’s being represented correctly and thanked him for 
calling this out. She also noted as a reminder that BPA/Cadeo have been using “homes” as a colloquial 
term, but they mean dwelling units, which includes multifamily. Chris responded that Sarah’s 
explanation makes a lot more sense and that it was a good clarification. Tina commented in the chat: 
The Council estimate is ~6.4 M dwelling units in NW in 2022. Joan responded in the chat: our model 
estimates 6.2 M dwelling units in 2021. But Christopher we'll definitely look into your point about smart 
tstat saturation #s. 


Consumption Trends 
Heat consumption is lower than the baseline due to efficiency gains. Looking at cooling consumption, 
there is a steady increase in cooling consumption. The 20% increase in homes that now have a form of 
cooling that didn't before, results in an overall consumption increase of about 25%. The market 
consumption is a little bit lower than the baseline; this small difference is due to efficiency gains in air 
source heat pumps and central ACs that we saw in the product flow. 


Even with increases, cooling is still a small percentage of overall consumption. So, even though there is 
an increase in cooling, overall, they are still seeing a very heating dominant climate. Electric heating is 
consuming more than 85% of electric energy consumption. 


Kevin Madison in the chat asked: Strange that there is no increase in cooling in MF? Kevin Madison 
clarified that he is confused why the overall MF cooling consumption is flat, but the per dwelling unit 
cooling consumption is not. Sarah responded that looking at the tables might provide better clarification 
into this, as the graphs may not show the trends accurately. Bretnie also commented that this would be 
a great place for the panelists to provide feedback on in their desk review. 
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Christian asked about some of the graphs that are showing per dwelling unit consumption, and whether 
that is including both single family and multifamily and if those shares are changing over time. Bretnie 
responded that the graph is broken out by building type and the equation for each of these would be 
total consumption divided by the number of homes that fit that definition.  


Bob asked in the chat: Slide 43- less elec heat doees make sense but obvious question is if effect of 
things like gas backed ASHPs is fully accounted for. 


Energy Savings 
The increased saturation of ASHPs, DHPs, thermostats, and the weatherization improvements are 
primary drivers of 139 aMW total market savings over the 7th plan action plan period and a total of 74 
aMW of regional Momentum Savings, indicating a lot of regional efficiency growth. 


Much of the DHP activity happens within programs, including NEEA and codes. An increasing % of ASHP 
activity happens outside programs. For thermostats, there is an increasing amount of program activity 
over the analysis period relative to market momentum. For weatherization, on average 40% of Wx 
activity occurs through programs.  


David asked in the chat: how does the model account for changes in saturation of ASHP relative to gas 
systems? Bretnie responded that the model does not account for savings from fuel switching. They hold 
the saturation of gas technologies the same in the baseline and the efficient case. So, if something is 
changing from a gas system to something else, that is not contributing to total market or momentum 
savings. David then asked if that means that if you get an increase in saturation of heat pumps, the 
marginal increase relative to the gas is ignored. Bretnie responded that the marginal increase would be 
efficiency gains of air source heat pumps above the baseline. Sarah commented that they keep gas 
saturations the same in the baseline and the actual scenario for gas and electric equipment, so that it's 
not showing up as a load increase in the actual case. So that's accounted for in the way they account for 
saturations.   


Bob added that there is potential for abuse with the hybrid system, and that BPA/Cadeo should be 
cognizant of how they portray these systems energy use because it is likely different than what is 
actually happening. Sarah said that they do try to account for how people are controlling their ASHPs 
and how much energy the equipment is really using. The model does not use a “best case scenario” by 
any means to characterize ASHP energy consumption across the region. The team leveraged the BPA 
CC&S study to inform that, and there were a fair number of systems in the survey that had a gas backup.  


Kevin Madison in the chat, said: The smart thermostat results don't seem to make sense. Why would 
you pursue a program where 80-90% of installs are momentum? Joan commented in the chat: Kevin, 
that's a good point. One thing to keep in mind is the total smart thermostats installs is also increasing a 
lot... there's lots of program activity and also lots of people buying smart tstats on their own. But we'll 
definitely look into those [numbers]. Kevin Madison clarified that his bigger question is what is the 
purpose of segmenting out momentum versus program installs? Bretnie responded that it's just to give 
an indication of the quantities, and if we have a certain number of quantities going into the model, what 
percent of those are associated with programs versus not, because BPA/Cadeo thinks that might be 
interesting to the region. Kevin replied that it feels dangerous to him to publish something like this in 
terms of an overall accomplishment, but that he will review the results. If this is just accounting, he 
thinks it's fine, but it implies a level of influence that might not be there.  
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Sensitivity Analysis 
The results of the sensitivity analysis show that we've improved significantly since the interim model. 
The team ran this similar analysis in the last model and had wide ranges for these scenarios. In these 
results, they have narrowed those ranges quite a bit since then. That analysis in the past gave BPA areas 
to focus on and research in the past few years and we can see from the results that the research they 
have pursued has helped Cadeo improve the model. 


BPA and Cadeo asked that as the panelists are doing their desk review, they keep the following 
questions in mind: 


• Are there any inputs or areas of the model that you think BPA should focus on in future model 
iterations? 


• Are you aware of any regional research that's coming soon?  
o Like, gas impacts on ASHP consumption that's coming in the next few years that would 


help BPA and improve the model in the future. 


Kevin Madison commented in the chat: There is the issue of reduced SHGC that is both an outcome of 
codes and a consequence of dramatically reducing U-factors. This increases heating energy while 
reducing cooling energy. This seems like a useful sensitivity investigation. Sarah responded in the chat, 
interesting point Kevin.  We'll take that into consideration. There are a LOT of data inputs to account for 
in the model so we didn't get that granular at this point, but that could be a point of future exploration. 


Christian commented in the chat: I would probably add 20-30 percentage points to the UEC bounds. 
And I'd also lower the advanced T-stat bound. Bretnie responded to Christian’s comment from the chat, 
that they have a rationale for the levels they selected documented in the slides a bit and more in the 
materials BPA/Cadeo are going to send over. She added that this would be a great piece of feedback to 
share as an outcome of the desk review, if Christian had a specific set of bounds that they should run. 


Christian commented that another thing that would be interesting to see is the combined sensitivity. He 
asked what's the total uncertainty in market consumption and momentum if we combine the 
uncertainty for all of the parameters? He said that to him, that would also be interesting. Bretnie 
responded that's not something they were able to do in this model. They did run each scenario 
independently to understand them and, of course there's interactive effects between all of them.  


David commented that there is a report coming out in the next couple weeks on the saturation of heat 
pumps and gas furnaces and so on in new construction in Washington, under the new code. He doesn't 
know if that is really going to be reflected here or not. He thinks it is a significant change. Sarah 
responded that if he could pass that on to them in his feedback, that'd be helpful for the next model.  


Next Steps 
Review Process 


• Bretnie will send a ShareFile email containing the documents 
o Check your junk folder! 


• Review materials and answer specific questions (see next slides) 
• Email Bretnie at Cadeo any questions blocking review ASAP, 


o beschenbach@cadeogroup.com 



mailto:beschenbach@cadeogroup.com
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o No later than one week before feedback is due 
o BPA/Cadeo provide responses within 1 day 


• Email DNV comment tracker containing your feedback by Wednesday, April 27th EOD 
• Inform DNV of your availability for follow-ups 


Review Materials 
Focus of Review 


• This slide-deck including the slide notes 
• Export tables containing tables/charts containing detailed results 


The export tables are the numbers that feed into the charts shown in the presentation today, and they 
are more detailed. The export tables have results broken down by building type, region, etc., whereas 
the results in the slides are more high-level.  


Supporting Documentation 


• Methodology memo 
o For reference, not for review 


BPA/Cadeo are not requesting specific comments on the methodology memo, but it is there for your 
reference in case something looks interesting or off in the results and you would like to review what the 
methodology/approach was to that specific topic.  


Feedback 
DNV reviewed the key questions for the panel to think about as they review the results, how the panel 
will document their feedback (by filling in the pre-formatted Comment Tracker and categorize your own 
feedback by priority level), and an example of good vs. bad feedback. 


Additional Questions/Discussion? 
David commented that he is fairly concerned about dual fuel heat pumps and how they are used in the 
model. He noted that maybe when he sees the model, he’ll be less confused or less concerned, but it 
seems unlikely considering the history of that technology. The dual fuel heat pump technology is a big 
part of the Eastern Washington market, but it isn't such a big part of the Western market.  So, if the 
model assumes 20% of the heat pumps are going to be dual fuel because of installer interviews, is this 
really because 50% of Eastern Washington is this way and 10% of Western Washington is this way? He 
didn't understand how that went and maybe the question is answered in the review, but it makes a big 
difference how you think about that technology. Bretnie responded that David can provide feedback to 
this topic in question 2 of the methodology memo, which describes the product flow and how they 
incorporate that into the model and this 20% assumption. She also noted that if David has other data to 
suggest different assumptions, the team would appreciate him passing along that in his feedback. Bob 
commented that his impression was the Western market is limited, but talking to installers in Seattle 
that are in the suburbs of Seattle some years ago and then talking to Portland area installers now, he 
thinks that the fraction of the hybrid dual fuel systems is more than 20%, even on the West side. Bretnie 
asked Bob to please include these examples in his feedback.  
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Review 1 Sales Data Analysis

																		Requires future follow-up

						2019 HVAC Sales Data Analysis Working Session April 2, 2021												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Page #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		1		Is this memo Task Order 0018 from Dec 2018? It would be useful to summarize here what was learned from those interviews and how it was used to supplement the sales data. I was hoping it will help to shed light on outstanding questions I have regarding how the sales data is mapped into the various cells in the model, but not finding that information in the TO0018 memo. 		This is referring to a separate memo, not published as of this panel date. The interview results won’t cover how the sales data is mapped into various cells in the model—that will be part of the overall market model project. Interviews are more focused on trends and reasonability of overall market estimates.		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		4		What would fall under “etc”?		Comment in Table 1. We removed the etc. and added "oil" to the list of fuel types tracked.		Yes, edited in memo.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		4		I assume a regular (not weighted) median, right? Is there any evidence to support/refute this approach? Do you receive data on indoor units that can potentially inform the pairing?		This refers to AHRI reported median. We do not have a way to match units in the distributor data		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		5		What does “partial” mean? Is it only for select equipment type or only for part of the month or ? I am thinking it might be defined differently by distributor and you have more insight into this		Question about distributor F. Distributor F has reported sales for 2016 are inconsistent across most technologies for all months. 		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		5		Given how little data they submitted, is it reasonable to extrapolate it for the full 4 years? What is the value of adding in this data given it only covers a handful of months for the full study?		Question about distributor J. We do not extrapolate for this distributor. We included the reporting units since they are for one of the key technologies and we get additional information about efficiency.		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		8		Given that zip codes evolve, have you done any comparison over the 4 years on if perhaps these WY zips were earlier in ID or MT?		We checked and these WY ZIPs are not multi-state ZIPs. These units are also less than 1% of reported units.		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		8		So are you also excluding eastern MT?		While we define the region consistent with Council definition, we do not exclude eastern MT sales from the efficiency mix analysis. Given the small volume of sales associated with eastern Montana, the team is confident that these sales are not materially affecting the resulting efficiency mix.		Yes, removed footnote to avoid confusion in this discussion about WY sales. Added a section in Geographic Gaps to speak to the region definition and sales data coverage. 

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		10		Can the “team’s experience” be expanded upon? This is an important assumption when understanding the representativeness of the data. Providing more insight on what is behind that experience would help.		Based on our knowledge of the market in talking with market actors and assessments we have performed in the past when we had more timely data for comparisons (e.g., RBSA and confidential data sources.) 		Yes, edited in memo.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Adam Hadley		10		In the end, it seems the biggest risk in this analysis is whether the 8-10 distributors adequately represent the market.  What is the uncertainty involved in having knowledge of just 35%-45% of the sales?  This deserves more discussion.  You could take the metrics from table 7 and apply an uncertainty range for each.  This range could be determined by evaluating the variability in the known data and applying it to the 55%-65% of the unknown sales.  I’m envisioning this being done statistically, but it would also be good to show visually the variability of the metrics in table 7 across the 8-10 known distributors, as possible without giving away important secrets. 		We do not think that we could meaningfully estimate uncertainty using the distributor data we have. The number of observations (only 10 distributors, some of which represent tiny sales volumes) can't support a Monte Carlo or similar analysis. Without visibility into the sales volume and characteristics of the missing distributors, we can't establish floor/ceiling assumptions to backstop the work. We agree that adding error bands to the forecasted sales would make visible that the point estimate is unlikely to be perfectly accurate, but doing so will require more than statistical manipulation of the existing sales data. That said, as part of the modeling effort there is a sensitivity analysis that includes evaluating model output sensitivity relative to efficiency mix inputs. 		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				10		The uncertainty should also be explored with respect to changes in efficiency over time, since that’s more directly what we’re after.  It’s more complicated to discuss, but I’ll try: What’s the uncertainty that we’re representing the changes over time in the market with these 8-10 distributors? That could be done by looking at the variability in efficiency changes over time for each distributor and then applying that uncertainty to the remaining unknown portion of the market – again, statistically, and maybe visually, too.		We review the efficiency shares of each distributor over time since it's a core assumption in our extrapolation method. We have observed that these shares are slow to change. Each distributor, however, has a different mix relative to the market. The large distributors have the biggest influence on our estimated market efficiency shares. The aggregate / weighted efficiency shares are also slow to change over time. We would be concerned if efficiency shares changed dramatically year-to-year or showed other signs of instability, but that is not the case. Given the stability of the efficiency mix and lack of an alternative data source, we do not think additional analysis is needed at this time. As mentioned in the comment directly above, we conduct a sensitivity analysis for the residential HVAC model that includes efficiency mix. We could provide you anonymized efficiency shares for each distributor if that would be helpful. 		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				10		The other thing missing in all of this is discussion of the “type” of distributors included versus the expectation of the “type” that’s missing.  Qualitatively, what do you know about each group?  What do we have too much of in the known data, and in what areas are the known data underrepresenting the market?  For example, do they tend to carry more efficient or less efficient equipment, how big are they, what brands do they carry, etc.  This is not a request to give away business secrets – I’m sure there are ways to do this in a way to avoid that, yet still adequately convey a useful qualitative analysis.		Some of this request is consistent with what Christopher Dymond brought up last year—we looked into the viability of saying that certain manufacturers or distributors should be categorized in certain ways (i.e. distributor X sells less efficient equipment than distributor Y and distributor Y is not in our data set) but, ultimately, we do not have enough visibility into each product line or distributor to justify a quantitative adjustment to the high quality dataset. While distributors list product lines and manufacturers on their websites, it's typically not possible to discern the specific products they "mostly" sell as they typically list myriad options, if not link directly to a manufacturer page.		Yes, we will include Cadeo's analysis on the res/com and national/regional/local split in the executive summary and enhance with any additional information obtained from NEEA on overall distributor characterization that tells them something about the distributors that are in (and out) of the dataset.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				10		Finally, are there other data sources you could use to compare the final metrics in table 7 (HARDI, ENERGYSTAR saturation, DOE, etc)?		We compare to HARDI but cannot publish those results. Where we do not align with HARDI, the distributor data has significantly more reported units.		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		11		Is it really more significant? If you think about 7%/12% = 58% and 5%/8% = 62%, those are pretty similarly underrepresented. Also, there are probably a lot fewer homes in MT with CAC, so it seems like to use housing count there needs to be some adjustment for expected equipment saturation		We identified and demonstrated the geographic gap in Idaho using GIS maps in the previous section. In this section, we're really just trying to show the difference between the geographic coverage before and after substituting HARDI for Idaho. Sadly, HARDI does not have Montana data.		Yes, we've revised graphs to display distribution of sales by state for each technology separately to show the result of swapping in HARDI data.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		11		Based on the maps above, it looks like MT is all of MT. Is the market model only looking at Western MT (or that portion in the region), or the full state? If the former, how are the sales data being reconciled to the “in region” portion of MT. If the latter, how will that be reconciled with the Power Plan?		The market model stock includes only the in-region portion of the state. The sales data includes the full state, and the team’s analysis applies the sales mix from the full state to the in-region portion of the state. In other words, we assume that the sales mix in Western Montana is the same as the sales mix in all of Montana. We do not have a data source that would allow us to differentiate sales patterns within the state.
		Yes, addressed above.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		12		I have a few questions that I am struggling to form around this comparison. I do think it is a useful check, but there are some details that make this less obvious. For example (1) Is new construction captured in the housing counts, and where are those data coming from? Is this from the 7P assumptions? I assume this includes new construction, but since some of this equipment might be going to new construction that would matter. And if the growth is different by state, that could impact the representation (maybe?) 		These data are from Census, not 7P assumptions. We used housing count this year, and have used population in prior years. There is virtually no difference in the estimates (~1% difference. New construction is included in the process per Census/ACS approaches. It is not isolated in this data and any growth differences among the states should be reflected in Census/ACS updates, although it takes time for population growth to emerge in Census data. We are not concerned that these data lack representativeness.   
		Yes, addressed above.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				12		(2) These four types of equipment aren’t necessarily mutually exclusive. Most obvious is central AC and gas furnace could be paired together in a house. We also see DHPs going into homes with other heating/cooling systems where they want to add something for a certain zone (an addition).		Good point; we revised graphs to display the distribution for each technology separately.		Yes, addressed above.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				12		Both those examples are to say that while I think this is useful, it glosses over some nuance that might be worth recognizing. Perhaps there are other ways to triangulate representativeness that can provide further comfort.  		These graphs are intended just to show the difference between the coverage between before and after using HARDI for Idaho.		Yes, addressed above.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		13		After reading through this methodology, I am still concerned about Distributor J with only 7 months of data. It seems like too much of an extrapolation, and it isn’t clear we are adding much (I am assuming this is one of the additional distributors that represents less than 3% of the market based on the discussion under Step 1.)		We do not extrapolate for Distributor J.		Yes, added footnote confirming that we do not extrapolate for Distributor J.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		14		It would be helpful if Table 5 & 6 were differentiated by res vs com)		We can make this adjustment, however, it does not provide much insight beyond showing the small number of commercial heat pumps .		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		14		Given that 2018 is 0%, does this imply that Distributor J is not included? (Since there is no data from this distributor in 2018)		Correct, we do not extrapolate for Distributor J		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		14		I am having trouble squaring the data in this table with the data in the workbook on the “Res Technology Units” tab. Basically, the trends with the extrapolated data by year appear to be different (even reverse) of the final extrapolated and weighted data. More on this question is below in the comment on Figure 6.		Yes, this will be part of the upcoming res HVAC model update when we can start to fold in sales trends from this distributor data to inform the model forecast. We are very grateful to NEEA and their contractors for collecting this data so we do have trends to examine and will work hard to fill in some of the earlier gaps.		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		14		Also, this will likely be answered later in our discussions, but do you have a sense of where these are assumed to go? It will matter later when we think about consumption and savings, so I am curious where that piece comes in.		This will be part of the market model assumption review. (Stock + turnover/failure assumptions + "reasonable" technology given home characteristics are used to guide allocation options. Market research is used to validate assumptions but not quantitatively adjust inputs.)		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Adam Hadley		15		Is this >=9 and < 12?		We added the cut off values to this table and workbook.		Yes, edited in memo and workbook.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				15		It’s probably way too late in the process for this, but have you thought about putting the cutoff at 9.5, which might provide a cleaner cut between single and multi/variable speed units?		We use the market model definitions to guide this analysis; the UEC estimates are built on the current cutoffs.		Flag for the modeling team. Follow up with Adam why he thinks this cutoff is better to distinguish single/variable speed units?

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				15		Further into the weeds and potentially annoying:  I know we’re doing it because we did it in the past, and that it’s hard to stop this train, but at some point (now is better than later), we’re going to have to stop acting like HSPF tells us something.  Distinctions in HSPF, while very doable and obvious, aren’t really very meaningful (except that they can be used as a proxy for single vs multispeed) – overall, they’re an unfortunate distraction.  Heat pump capacity might be a better metric to track over time for single speed units (though, capacity is even more useless for variable speed units!).		We use HSPF and SEER because they are readily available and consistently reported. We have discussed alternative approaches for tracking market share for variable speed equipment. That solution is not resolved now, but we expect that it will be a point of discussion for the market model and tracking in the future.		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		16		What are the total regional sales used for given that they are not inputs to the market model (rather vice versa)?		The total regional sales are not used for model development. We use the total regional sales to weight the extrapolated sales, to provide a hopefully more useful dataset for the region.  		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Jennifer Light		16		On the surface this approach seems reasonable, but comparing the extrapolated and weighted results to Table 6 above (extrapolated only) does raise questions. As noted earlier, Table 6 shows increases in sales for all equipment (with particularly large growth for ACs). But the data in “Res Technology Units” tab in the workbook shows declining AC and gas furnace sales and stagnant to slightly decreasing ASHP and DHP.  I think I should be focusing on the data in the workbook for a final reasonableness check, and I am surprised by the trend in cooling. We have seen/heard trends about cooling being added to homes in the NW, and this is not getting picked up in the data. It makes me wonder what in the market model might be driving this trend. I tried to refresh my memory of the model by skimming the final report (linked in the footnote), but I certainly don’t have my head around all the details. This would be worth discussing in more detail.		The relatively flat sales Jenn observes are the result of a conservative approach used in model development (which was completed in 2019) when we did not have sufficient sales trends to assist with calibration. In the model update, we will calibrate the stock turnover model to the RBSAs (as we did last time) and to the sales data, which now spans four years for a more reliable sales trend. We also have recent market research that provides more insight and supporting evidence for the increasing sales trends we observe in the sales data. 		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21				16		Note: I am seeing that the relative shares of the four different equipment types are not changing much over the four years. This I guess speaks to some overall decrease in equipment sales, which might be part of what is driving that trend above. Although I am still expecting to see some relative increase in AC equipment (or all the technologies with AC collectively).		The relative shares of equipment type reflect the data we receive from distributors. We will continue to monitor the trends in equipment type. 		No edit.

						Res HVAC Sales Data Gaps Memo 03242021		3/29/21		Tina Jayaweera		20		For ASHP, this would also be below the current fed standard		Revised table note in Appendix A		Yes, edited.

						Working session		4/2/21		Dave Baylon/Jennifer Light				Request to address how the sales data (and market model) allocates equipment to new construction vs. retrofit.		No information about the installed location from the HVAC distributor data, however this will be a discussion topic and the panel will have a chance to review and weigh in on assumptions used to allocate equipment. 		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Working session		4/2/21		Dave Baylon 				Requested copy of memo discussing qualitative interviews with HVAC distributors.		Copy of this memo will be public. Note that the interviews happened at the end of 2020, reflecting a noisy year and not perfectly synched with the sales data (which encompassed 2019). Interviews did not explore installation location; more focused on trends and general assessment of forecast sales volumes.		No edit.

						Working session		4/2/21		Dave Baylon				Asked if sales data indicate electric furnaces were sold for installation with heat pumps. 		Sales data cannot link multiple units to a single installed location. Electric forced air furnace sales are very low (approximately 1,000 units) so if this is happening, it is small relative to the number of heat pumps. 		Yes, added a caveat to the Data Context section, clarifying that these data do not provide any information on the type of homes units are installed in or what they are paired with. 

						Working session		4/2/21		Tyler Mahone				Discussed graphs displaying relative sales volume vs. population. Consider staking the percentages to avoid indicating that the sets of bars should match population		Addressed above.		Yes, addressed above.

						Working session		4/2/21		Jennifer Light/Mark Jerome				Jennifer notes that AC and gas furnaces can go into the same home, so counting them as if they’re necessarily going into different homes means that this is messy. Mark has a similar concern, and this may be why OR shows overrepresentation. Tina commented that these should be normalized a lot with saturation of equipment. You would expect more customers in ID with both AC and furnaces.		Addressed above.		Yes, addressed above.

						Working session		4/2/21		Mark Jerome/Dave Baylon				Mark commented that you could look at the comparison with new construction  in WA and OR, but that data isn’t available in ID. You might want to assume that most ACs are installed with a furnace in ID. Dave noted that you would expect the sales to align more with new housing construction or sales, so you might expect it to track more closely with change in population. The census tracks residential/single family permits, which relates a lot to the sales. Having this as a secondary scaling factor could help a lot.  		Since sales data are not split by NC vs. retrofit, the current documents are not going to include a discussion of construction as another representativeness factor. Sources for new construction assumptions will be discussed as part of the modeling process. 		No edit.

						Working session		4/2/21		Dave Baylon				Question about the UEC data source. Why does the UEC data come from Cadeo SEEM runs, vs. another source, like RTF SEEM runs. 		The UEC values and reference sources will be covered in the next panel meeting as part of the overall model update.		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Working session		4/2/21		All				Attendees asked about what range of HSPF and SEER each bin represents.		Cadeo confirmed that the numbers in the categories represent ranges and will make ranges explicit in the data gaps memo and workbook. 		Yes, addressed above.

						Working session		4/2/21		Ryan Brown				Looking for information on sales through retail channels. Do any technologies have enough sales through retail channel (include online?) to be meaningful. And is that accounted for in the model input data. The model has a declining trend for DHPs. Are we really seeing a decrease, or is it that the data coverage has decreased a little bit?		This topic is explored in the interviews, but none of the contacts reported having a good estimate. Efforts to fill in that gap via interviews have not been effective. Retailers and online sales are largely outside of the data collection process and proved extremely difficult to reach through standard interview protocol.  Planning to fill this will likely require some type of data purchase.   Other strategies and sources should be considered (Enervee, RPP, data purchase arrangements with key online retailers?) The Cadeo team has flagged this as a persistent gap.		Yes, we will discuss this gap in the interview findings and executive summary to flag this for the region in future data collection efforts.

						Working session		4/2/21		Ryan Brown				The model has a declining trend for DHPs. Are we really seeing a decrease, or is it that the data coverage has decreased a little bit?		Cadeo reviewed DHP sales distributor by distributor and found some sales that had been categorized as DHP-VRF that were actually DHP. Those were recategorized and the numbers updated, but this does not address the model's slightly declining trend for DHPs.		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Working session		4/2/21		Jennifer Light				The total number of unit sales is confusing. She understands that they are using the model data to weight it back up, so maybe the model is a better way to understand that. She will have more questions in the model piece.		Yes, this is best tackled in future market model discussions. 		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Working session		4/2/21		Adam Hadley/Mark Jerome				Adam has questions about the HSPF and somewhat the SEER. He’s hoping to move away from HSPF and focus more on the technology types. He thinks that looking at the specific technology type variation understanding would be more reliable than HSPF. Mark Jerome agrees w/ moving away from HSPF and dividing out more technology differences .		Addressed above.		No edit.

						Working session follow-up		4/21/21		Adam Hadley				BPA follow-up: Could you please provide a written response expanding on this comment? "Adam has questions about the HSPF and somewhat the SEER. He’s hoping to move away from HSPF and focus more on the technology types. He thinks that looking at the specific technology type variation understanding would be more reliable than HSPF."

Two other things I might add:
1. This is probably worth a more in-depth conversation with more participants.
2. I remember that when the first market model was being put together (Kevin Geraghty @ BPA, Navigant putting together the analysis), there seemed to be agreement that the use of HSPF in the analysis wasn't perfect, but good enough for the first round, implying we'd try to improve in future rounds.  I'm now seeing that decision is maybe stickier than originally intended, so I'm raising the red flag that says we shouldn't stay committed to the HSPF path without really thinking through its usefulness at meeting our overall goals.

As far as additional data collection goes, I'd say: 
a) Heating capacity could be useful; and
b) Whether single-speed, two-speed, or variable-capacity would be useful.
		Thank you for your insight this recommendation. For the next round of sales data analysis (in fall of 2021), the team will explore splitting ASHP by variable capacity and non-variable capacity and engage with the expert panel.		Yes, the team will explore in the next sales data analysis (in fall of 2021).

						Working session follow-up		5/17/21		Mark Jerome				BPA follow-up: Could you please provide a written response expanding on this comment? "Mark Jerome agrees w/ moving away from HSPF and dividing out more technology differences." 
• HSPF is a small driver of savings. I am not sure that collecting more data will result in a better model. Splitting categories out by technology type (single speed, multiple stage, variable capacity) for heat pumps, might be a better indicator of savings than HSPF. 		Thank you for this recommendation. For the next round of sales data analysis, the team will explore splitting ASHP by variable capacity and non-variable capacity.		Yes, the team will explore in the next sales data analysis (in fall of 2021).

						Working session		4/2/21		Dave Baylon 				Obtaining information from those in and out of the distributor network is important. Go back and get information from distributors on installation location. The RBSA is good for existing construction, but new construction is handled separately. Identify source of new construction data and asses how the technologies in new construction vary from retrofits.		The team does not believe interviews are the best source for new construction or installed location characteristics. Secondary data, housing starts, and other sources enable top down adjustments.		DNV will follow up with Ryan to get NEEA data on new construction.

						Working session follow-up		5/14/21		Dave Baylon 				BPA follow-up: Could you please provide a written response that explains the concern and how you would recommend it be addressed? David recommends that the qualitative data be used to determine whether equipment is installed in new construction or retrofits as they don’t know if the distributors in the NEEA data are mostly selling equipment that goes into new construction or retrofits

What I had in mind was to use the RBSA 3 that is currently in the development stage.  The idea is to define the most recent 5 year cohort as new construction and use the saturation of DHPs in that cohort to estimate the total DHPs in the population (of that group).  The remaining sample would have a saturation of DHPs as well and a much larger population.  The DHPs identified in that group would be used to develop an estimate of the total DHPs in the “existing” population.  This would then be compared against the results of the entire 2016 RBSA.  The change in the total amount would be the estimate of the existing construction that installed a DHP in the existing buildings since the RBSA 2 was done.  This approach could be replicated in subsequent RBSAs as long the market for this technology remains significant. 

The only real draw back is that the RBSA 3 probably won’t be in the field until 2022 or so.  That means that the results for this approach would not be calculated until 2023.  Given that the alternative to use the distributors to estimate that fraction I would think that would be an unreliable source;  the distributor is serving HVAC installers that invariably work in both new construction. The obvious source for an informed guess here is the installers themselves but you need to develop sample of those contractors.  They would be used in a phone survey essentially ask them to estimate the fraction of their business that went to new construction.  From that you would assemble an estimate of the split between the new construction and the retrofit population.  Such a sample would have to extend across the region to be credible but perhaps targeted internet searches could be used to develop a phone survey.  Remember to keep it short and concise.  At this point linking it to the existing distributer database is probably more trouble than it is worth.
		Thank you Dave for providing more detail to your concern and recommendations. The team will definitely explore using the RBSA 3 results to analyze DHP existing/new construction split when they are published in the future. In the meantime, we agree with you that asking distributors to estimate the existing/new construction split may not be the a good alternative solution. As for an installer survey you suggested, we may consider this option in the future as well. However, for this 7PP model update we will use other methods (including a method similar to your RBSA comparison method) to estimate the existing/new construction split. We will present that to the expert panel.		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Working session follow-up		5/17/21		Mark Jerome				Mark thinks that two vs three phase power might be a good clue to the split, and package unit vs split systems (package systems < 5 ton will go into commercial) will both give a good sense of residential vs. commercial. A very, very small percentage of NW homes have package units.

How would you recommend BPA and Cadeo resolve this issue in the data collection?
• Three phase equipment sold will be going to commercial buildings (nearly all of the time as residential buildings/homes will not have 3 phase service). Single phase equipment will be sold for residential markets (for the most part, though some will be sold for commercial spaces). Package units are the type of equipment that this effects (though some split systems can be three phase), both single phase and three phase units are made. My assertion is that all 3 phase equipment (split and package) will be sold for commercial buildings, and single phase package units will be a split between commercial and residential. 
		Thank you for the insight Mark. The team will assess during the upcoming sales data analysis and model update this year.		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.

						Working session follow-up		5/17/21		Mark Jerome				BPA followup: Lastly, do you have any more information on when the federal SEER standard is being updated?
Mark noted that the federal standard for SEER varies geographically, and there is an update coming.
• https://www.regulations.gov/document/EERE-2014-BT-STD-0048-0102
		Thank you for the insight Mark. The team will review this info during the model update.		Flag for the modeling team in upcoming model update.





Review 2 Model Overview

																		Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: Model Overview Working Session July 15, 2021												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Page/Slide #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		3		David Baylon asked how electrification is handled in the methodology and savings assumptions. He stated that there is evidence that conversions are happening between gas equipment and heat pumps.		BPA/Cadeo responded: the model captures the change in gas and electric consumption over time. They use saturation change over time to account for conversions, but it does not appear as a savings or negative savings value. They do not claim savings from electrification in the model. They do their best to exclude any fuel-switching savings by making an assumption about the counterfactual baseline distribution of efficiencies, but the methodology intends to only account for efficiency gain over the baseline, not fuel switching “savings” (or negative savings). Ultimately, they are trying to represent all changes in the market.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Jennifer Light				Jennifer Light noted Council staff has said a lot about how to look at the component of efficiency from a unit that has been converted, and I think what you’re doing is consistent.		BPA/Cadeo agreed.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Ryan Brown		4		Ryan Brown asked how BPA/Cadeo is handling additional cooling load for ductless heat pump scenarios that are add-ons, rather than turnover. He asked this because the flow of new units in the model is based on the stock turnover model. 		BPA/Cadeo responded that they treat heating and cooling separately in the model. So, the saturation of cooling systems can increase over time, but they don’t need to know specifically what home it was added to. They are accounting for secondary systems (adding a DHP to a bonus room, etc) in the existing model with UECs (UECs are tied to the primary HVAC system but encompasses energy consumption from secondary systems for an average home) and truing up the model to RBSA primary systems. Topic for future working session. Different measures use different approaches, which varies based on available data and anticipated market change. Primary factors are directly modeled via stock turnover. Secondary factors are indirectly modeled via stock-to-stock and/or program data. However, BPA/Cadeo don’t use stock to stock to estimate market savings; in those cases, they used program data and modeled no market activity in addition to program activity. They’ll talk more about that later, but generally there is a bucket of activity for which they don’t have sales data that they want to model some amount of change for, so BPA/Cadeo has to do something different with that. Tertiary factors are implicitly modeled by holding constant, such as occupancy.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		5		David Baylon asked where BPA/Cadeo is getting the new construction market size and equipment saturations.		Cadeo responded that the number of dwelling units added each year comes from the Power Plans. They focus on saturations in existing homes and true those values up to the RBSA, and they true up the overall saturation with sales data. New construction saturations are calculated by taking the difference between the estimated total sales and the estimated sales going into existing homes. New construction saturations are an area of focus for us going forward, so BPA can sharpen the values.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		5		David Baylon asked where they are getting the savings for smart thermostats. He noted that smart thermostats generate savings with respect to heat pump control, not setback. 		Cadeo answered SEEM will handle that (the heat pump controls) separately.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021								David also asked if they are using smart thermostat savings for anything other than optimization of heat pump performance with respect to electric resistance heat or performance curve.		BPA/Cadeo said they plan to update this in the model because NEEA is doing a lot of research on this topic right now that they want to incorporate into the model, if it’s available in time. Currently, the savings from the advanced thermostats are a percentage value based on existing empirical savings that they could find, 3%.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021								David Baylon asked for clarification on whether the percent savings is across all systems or just where applied.		Sarah Widder responded that it is just to those applied. There are some different values for heat pumps that they applied that interact with the CCS that they accounted for, and some systems get no savings from smart thermostats.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Mark Jerome		5		Mark Jerome noted that there are some new variable speed heat pumps that allow thermostats to be included. The evaluations he had for smart thermostats were applied to single stage and two stage heat pumps. 		BPA/Cadeo is planning to review that NEEA data.		The team reviewed NEEA's new data and incorporated findings into the thermostat savings for VCHP.

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Jennifer Light		5		Jennifer Light, in the comments, wrote that the RTF has savings for thermostats currently based on evaluations that they plan to update this year by leveraging NEEA data.		BPA/Cadeo is planning to review that data when available.		Team will review the new data.

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		6		David asked whether they are only looking at RBSA I homes.		BPA/Cadeo confirmed the existing model only looks at RBSA I single family and manufactured homes as they are invariant across time, but they use a smaller subset of homes for new construction. For existing homes, they use the whole complement of homes. New construction is only 2000 and newer vintage homes.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Mitt Jones		6		Mitt asked whether there has been any thought to modifying the UECs to the pre-pandemic period.		Joan responded BPA/Cadeo has thought about this a lot. They want to take a consistent approach in line with their framework, so they will use the best available data and model what actually happened. On market size, NEEA is collecting annual sales data. BPA/Cadeo will see if there is anything interesting in the sales data that could make us want to change the market size estimates. On the UEC side, they’ll get into this in future sessions, but they want to see what everyone else in the region is doing. BPA/Cadeo wants to see sector-level data to see what the changes in consumption actually are. If there is a significant change in the residential sector between 2020 and 2019, they will consider implementing that.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Jennifer Light		6		Jennifer suggested that BPA/Cadeo collapses the segment of the model related to installation practice. Her recommendation comes from not seeing a difference in air�source heat pump evaluations with and without CCS.		Cadeo responded this is something BPA/Cadeo is considering in the model update. They have some savings in the Seventh Plan that are related to CCS programs. 		Explored reasons for taking CCS out of the model and chose to keep as-is since it was a Seventh Plan measure, programs did report savings, and the BPA study indicated program influence on controls.

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		6		David suggested that they first figure out what the current practice is with regards to CCS.				Explored CCS current practice and incorporated into the ASHP measure update.

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Tina Jayaweera		7		Tina asked how BPA/Cadeo is calibrating the updates the RBSA has done for building shell since they are using RBSA I homes.		BPA/Cadeo has considered the RBSA II homes and the updated SEEM calibration factors to analyze how they can capture the impact of that work without unnecessary churn. Incorporating RBSA II homes consistently is a big piece of work with the SEEM runs. They have reviewed the SEEM calibration and reviewed the scenarios and options, which will be reviewed by Christian Douglass (RTF CAT). As it pertains to the weatherization measures, the UECs will be updated with the new calibration. They also did look at RBSA I and II and observe any potential change in shell characteristics that would inform market or momentum savings, and the RBSA estimates are too uncertain to incorporate in that fashion. However, they are using sales data to update those		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021								Tina responded that she was more focused on the UECs themselves and using the RBSA work.

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Jennifer Light		7		Jenn suggested that new construction homes, where the sample size with RBSA is small, may be a place to expand with the RBSA II data.		Sarah responded that they can look into that.		The team decided to keep the original model's approach to New Construction UECs, using RBSA I homes and the 2000+ vintage homes, due to the low number of modelable homes newer than 2007 in RBSA II, and the minimal differences in home characteristics in RBSA I & II homes with a vintage of 2000-2007. The decision not to update the New Construction UEC approach also simplifies the model's accounting for NEEA's code savings. If the team updated to a newer vintage of "new construction" home, the team would need to subtract NEEA's code savings from the model. With the current approach, the model avoids this overlap, or double counting. 

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		8		David asked whether they anticipate anything more rigorous for assessing if any changes in new construction HVAC are being made. He also noted that actual data collected in the new construction sector is necessary. 		Sarah responded that the data they’ve seen from HIRL is a very detailed, and broken out by state and year. The data has not been shared with the panel yet. The panel will have a chance to review analysis from this data later on in the process.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		8		David asked to go back to slide 41 (65% of HVAC market savings from equipment measures). He stated that he thought conversions had to do with electric heat (with regard to “ASHP Conversions” on the chart in the slide).		Sarah clarified that an ASHP upgrade is moving from the standard to a more efficient model and an ASHP conversion is an eFAF to an ASHP (NOT from non-electric equipment to ASHP).		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Dave Baylon/Christopher Dymond		8		David also asked whether it is an upgrade or a conversion to go from a gas furnace to an ASHP. Christopher commented that he is struggling to understand how this [ASHP Conversion] is handled in the model, as well. He asked about situations where HVAC contractors are looking at customers with older systems (propane or gas) that want AC—in this case the contractor may be selling them a heat pump rather than just an air conditioner.		Sarah responded that they do have dual fuel heat pumps (heat pump as primary, with gas backup), and that is what this scenario would be modeled as—if they observed that in the sales data as a new heat pump and the RBSA observed a home with a new heat pump.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021										Bonnie, in the chat, cited p. 39 of the methodology report, “The research team has also held the saturation of gas versus electric technologies consistent between the baseline and actual scenario, to ensure that changes in fuels (e.g., the conversion from a gas furnace to an electric ducted system, or vice versa) is not a source of market savings. The Council does not treat fuel conversions as energy efficiency; the model results are aligned with that position.” BPA/Cadeo can put this topic in the section of the methodology report into the slides at the next session. 		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Jennifer Light				Jennifer noted that what BPA/Cadeo are describing is very consistent with the Council on fuel conversions. There are policy calls on how to treat conversions and what piece to treat as efficiency. There is a Council policy on this that BPA is working hard to be consistent with.		Thanks for noting.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Chris McKinney		8		Chris noted that there is going to be a huge growth in what he calls “hybrid systems”, which do not have a clear DHP and ASHP segment as the systems are being blended. 		Next working session explores this topic.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Christopher Dymond				Christopher responded that this is a market trend, and it is being modeled as an upgrade in BPA’s current model.				No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Bob Davis		9		Bob Davis asked about the thermostat measure and noted that he is glad to see the savings are at 3%. He thinks the initial ways the Northwest is approaching this measure is encouraging because the focus is on heat pumps. He noted that some of the smart thermostats have changed their base algorithms and that if a consumer-based driven model is used, there won’t be any savings. He asked what is driving the information on the market change. He also asked if they have any studies to support the aspirational 5% savings level.		BPA/Cadeo noted that the 5% value is just an example/placeholder value. They are hoping the NEEA study will inform what the savings value for this measure. The market data on thermostats is coming from confidential sources.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		David Baylon		9		David noted, on the topic of electrification, that the cooling end use load growth should not be treated the same as the heating end use load growth.		BPA/Cadeo characterizes the baseline in order to isolate efficiency gains between the cooling and heating end uses.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021								David asked if BPA/Cadeo would capture the actual impact on the system if there was a sudden increase in cooling saturation.		Kate responded that they would capture this in the total baseline consumption.		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021								David asked if they would ever get negative savings as a result.		Kate responded that they would only see negative savings if people were installing very inefficient units. In addition to reportable regional Momentum savings, we could look into reporting impacts on regional res HVAC energy consumption of electrification and the growth of cooling on the system. As a reminder BPA cannot and will not claim savings on this.		Will look into the reporting impacts on regional res HVAC energy consumption.

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Tina Jayaweera		9		Tina commented that she wants to follow up on Adam Hadley’s concerns on HSPF as an identifier for efficiency of heat pumps. She noted that there is a lot more to heat pump energy consumption than the HSPF.		BPA/Cadeo will be discussing this topic at the next working session		No action needed

						Intro to Res HVAC Model_ExpertPanel_15July2021		7/15/21		Abram Conant		9		Abram Conant noted that he has questions about how hybrid systems will be treated, but can wait until future sessions to discuss.		Noted.		No action needed





Review 3 UEC Plan

																				Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: UEC Plan Working Session July 28, 2021														Action taken

																				No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Page/Slide #		Topic		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						TO41ResHVAC_SEEMUpdates		7/23/21		Christian Douglass		Email		Proposed SEEM Updates		What these slides suggest to me is that the sensitivity of adding the RBSA II homes (and really of updating to the new calibration) is pretty low, and so it does not make sense to spend much resource on this question. To me, the much bigger (and much more sensitive) questions have to do with 1) how reliable we think our calibration is for ASHPs, and 2) how we estimate UESs, both from a HP conversion and from a HP upgrade. I don't think we can simply, for example, calculate an EFAF UEC using the RTF calibration, calculate an ASHP UEC using the calibration, take the difference in those, and call it a reliable UES; or, calculate an 8.5 HSPF ASHP UEC (excuse the acronyms!), calculate a 10.0 HSPF ASHP UEC, and call that a reliable UES. It's pretty clear from the last RTF calibration discussions and from recent program evaluation work, that there is a lot of uncertainty around both ASHP UECs and UESs. All of this is to say that, given finite resources, I think it would be far better to make sure our UECs and UESs are "ground-truthed" to the best and most current empirical data, than to add the RBSA II homes to the model.
		Thank you for your review and feedback! I’m glad you agree with the decision to not integrate RBSA II homes into the model, so we can focus on other more important updates. We’re digesting your feedback on ASHP UECs, and will be sure to discuss these in the next working session in early September (a doodle poll was separately sent out this morning). 		Incorporated feedback into the model update.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/23/21		Bob Davis		Email		VCHP Market Allocation		Bob Davis noted that HSPFs above 9.5 or 10 don't guarantee a VCHP, but they offer a starting point. He noted using coil combos is better if we can get the data. He noted that capacity is a critical component with VCHP, but only when it's pretty cold. In the NW, most people live where it doesn't get that cold. 		The team noted Bob's comments. With no data on coil combos, Bob's feedback aligns with the rest of the panel's feedback that no additional data exists to support an alternative approach to VCHP.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		David Baylon		14		VCHP UECs		David Baylon would like to go over why Cadeo dropped this Energy Trust analysis. 		Bretnie Eschenbach thinks the RTF may have their own reasons for their recommendation, but thought the ECHP savings value is a very large number (1300 kWh). The RTF increased the consumption of VCHP in the 2019 measure update, so the Energy Trust’s additional savings would have been counter to the RTF’s direction.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Mark Jerome						Mark Jerome thinks the savings come from the electric resistance backup not coming on for ECHP units. 		Sarah Widder commented that the issue she found with the 1300 kWh savings is that the baseline usage was very high compared to what BPA/Cadeo has in the model. They could use the % savings instead of the absolute magnitude, to be consistent with the other baseline values in the model. She then asked David if he is suggesting BPA/Cadeo break out the variable capacity and ECHP models.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3				David Baylon						David scanned through the report and it looked like all of the savings came from offsetting electric resistance heat. In the western climates, the ECHP has the potential for decreasing all of the electric resistance backup and the Energy Trust work is almost completely western. 

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3				David Baylon						David thinks they should be broken out because of the extended capacity units include a feature that turns off the electric resistance backup. 		 Sarah will look into the Energy Trust report and modeling ECHP as a separate segment. BPA/Cadeo would have to treat non-extended and extended capacity variable capacity units separately. They do not have strong data to support the savings of ECHP, and are looking for suggestions from the rest of the panel related to this decision. 		The team reviewed the report and did not find evidence to support modeling ECHP separately.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3				Mark Jerome						Mark likes this idea, but commented that ECHP are not always variable capacity— some are ductless and paired with a central air handler. He commented that this separation may also be necessary in the ductless models as well. 		Bretnie commented that the VCHP market is already small and further segmenting it would be very granular.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3				Jennifer Light						Jennifer Light disagrees with David’s suggestion. Jennifer notes that Christian Douglass at the RTF looked deeply in the Energy Trust report. With respect to splitting out ECHP and VCHP, ECHP units have the potential to remove the need for ER backup, but Jennifer and her team are not seeing these models on the market today and this model is supposed to look at the current market.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Mark Jerome		11		Ducted DHPs		Mark also said that contractors are calling DHPs paired with a central air handler “horizontal discharge units” because the outdoor units discharge the air horizontally instead of vertically. 		the panel will come back to the discussion of this sales trend later in the session.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		David Baylon		19		VCHP Market Allocation		David commented that for the single stage/2-stage units over 10 HSPF, not all parts of that unit actually meet that rated HSPF.		Noted.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Mark Jerome		22		VCHP Proposed Path Option 2		Mark thinks Option 2 makes the most sense. He said that there is enough data to separate ASHP and VCHPs. He thinks there is a benefit to having more tiers because some are 5 speed, 3 speed  but it could get really complicated and messy for not much of a difference. There are also different configurations when it comes to indoor and outdoor fan speeds. 		Great!		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Havala Hanson						Havala Hanson, in the chat, agreed with Mark per the above.		Great!		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Tina Jayaweera						Tina Jayaweera agrees with Option 2, she thinks BPA/Cadeo should not put too much weight on HSPF as her team has learned it is not the best indicator of energy consumption.		Great! The team will move forward with proposed path option 2 to model VCHPs.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		David Baylon						David agrees with Tina and Mark, as HSPF is tested at extremely unrealistic conditions. There are differences between ASHPs and VCHPs, but there are not good ways to model those differences. He thinks the ECHP option could show those differences.		Noted.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Abram Conant		4		VCHP Energy Consumption Data		Abram Conant found SEER and HSPF ratings are meaningless for variable speed equipment in his California work. 		Sarah agreed with Kevin and Abram and asked if they could share the studies they are referring to so that Cadeo can review and potentially include them in the model. 		Abram sent Cadeo the information, which Cadeo is looking into.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Kevin Madison		4				Kevin Madison asked how confident people are that higher HSPF single speed are less efficient than lower efficiency rated variable speed units. He found in his California work that this was not always the case. Abram responded that this is complicated and varies by climate.				The team followed-up with Kevin and received the study (and found no additional data the team could use in the model update.)

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Jennifer Light		4				Jennifer commented that any uncertainty we have between ASHP models is the same on the program side, so we can accept that uncertainty and acknowledge it.		Noted, thanks.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Havala Hanson		4				Havala added in the chat that NEEA is making an effort to track connected components, like thermostats, in future data collections, but that won’t be ready for at least a year.		Thanks!		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Mark Jerome		23		ASHP Efficiency Bins		Mark said that an outdoor unit’s HSPF and EER can drastically change depending on what kind of indoor unit is used, but the outdoor unit is rated solely based on its efficiency rating. 		Bretnie responded that all of the ASHPs are modeled in SEEM by climate zone and cooling end use is modeled separately from the heating end use to account for the different factors of climate. 		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Kevin Madison						Kevin brought up the single speed units having higher EER to meet the HSPF. He asked if Cadeo considered where the units are installed geographically when determining performance. 

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Kevin Madison						Kevin, in the chat, said he doesn’t need to come back to the single speed units. If the modeled EER 95/82 values reflect a typical unit across the whole region, he thinks BPA/Cadeo will pick up the energy use he was talking about. He supposes there might be differences by climate zone, but doubts it.  

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Mark Jerome		26		DHP Configurations		Mark asked about how the model captures different configurations like multiple indoor heads in a home.		Sarah responded that the UEC is capturing multiple configurations in each. Multiple heads would be treated as Full DHP.  		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21								Mark thinks this is fine for 2019, but more configurations may need to be split out in the future as the market becomes more segmented, specifically as horizontal discharge (ducted DHPs) become more prevalent.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Mark Jerome		33		Ducted DHPs		Mark doesn’t have data, but he thinks this trend may be the preferred option for consumers in the future. He thinks it is worth keeping on BPA’s radar. He said he saw some installed in 2020-2021, but not many. He thinks 2022+ will show more installations.		It sounds like DHP trends are changing quickly, but also that the "ducted DHP" is still a relatively new trend (2021), so we will keep moving forward with the current configurations in this model, but will keep exploring ways to track sales to account for these systems in the future.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Jennifer Light		39		DHPs as Secondary Systems		Are there other things they should consider with DHPs as secondary systems? Jennifer, in the chat, noted that as they think about this for the future, they should also ask whether the consumption of these systems differs significantly enough from the other systems to warrant splitting it out in the model.		Noted for future. not current model update.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Tina Jayaweera						[For DHPs] Tina asked how BPA/Cadeo are defining secondary versus primary systems. 		Bretnie responded that the model uses the RBSA indicator/definition for primary and secondary systems. Sarah noted that secondary systems should be incremental to the primary system.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Ryan Brown						Ryan Brown noted that NEEA has asked installers through surveys and interviews about how many DHPs are going into certain configurations earlier this year. The report should be available soon, but it hasn’t been published yet. His team is trying to find out whether people are installing DHPs to displace or add-on.		Will look into it, thanks!		The team reviewed the last MPER and incorporated the new source into the updated market sizing. 

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		David Baylon						David commented that the Energy Trust study doesn’t make it clear what the conditions are to determine whether the DHP is a primary system or not. 		Bretnie responded that the questions asked about what system was there before and why they installed the DHP. 		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		David Baylon/Mark Jerome						David noted that they don’t ask whether they use the DHP now. Joan asked if there are any other sources besides the upcoming NEEA report that they are missing.  David and Mark thinks this is the best they can do right now.		Noted.		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		David Baylon		45		Are there additional data sources the team should consider when updating the DHP UECs?		David is concerned that the Energy Trust study was showing supplemental systems aren’t necessarily electric, and DHPs are offsetting non-electric heating sources.		Bretnie clarified that he is saying the Energy Trust estimates include other sources of heating that could be throwing off the savings estimates. In the model’s SEEM approach, it’s not the same comparison. 		No action needed

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Jennifer Light						Jennifer noted that Christian did the most recent RTF analysis on the DHPs.		It might be worth following up with him when he is back to see if he has any other thoughts on this.		The team reached out to Christian and reviewed the most recent RTF analysis and incorporated updates into the model's comparisons.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		7/28/21		Abram Conant		45		Ducted DHPs		Abram asked earlier about how BPA/Cadeo are defining a ducted DHP. Is this only the "short duct" low static air handlers, or are mid and high static/centrally ducted air handlers included? 		Sarah suggested we follow up with Chris McKinney on this.  		Followed-up with Chris McKinney (see his feedback below).

										Mark Jerome						Mark agreed and added that there are full static air handlers and individual heads together on the same outdoor system. The full static air handlers are gaining the most traction in the market now. He thinks these all fit in the DHP definition we have now. 

										David Baylon						David commented that the manufacturers he talks to thinks this is a retrofit market. They think they can fix existing furnaces with these systems. The short duct units are similar to the indoor units. The air handlers are not that, they have their own controls. The manufacturers think this is one of their up and coming market interventions.

						ResHVAC_ExpertPanelWS3_VCHP_DHPUpdates_v3		8/12/21		Chris McKinney		Email		Ducted DHPs		Concealed ducted product has its place but where I am seeing the big trend on sales in 2021 besides the traditional ductless 1:1 and multi zone which has been way up is with these various hybrid combinations. Also, we have had an easier time keeping this product in stock through this crazy product shortage this summer so contractors are moving it. If they have been leery of “ductless” in the past this was a great way for them to jump in. The hybrids where it combines half the equipment from our conventional unitary side with ductless will be hard to track because we track the equipment but don’t know when the contractors are combining them.
We can for sure maybe just track our 24V interface and that would give us a solid number for how many hybrids we installed in the 6 state region but we just wont know the mix so that is doable.		It sounds like DHP trends are changing quickly, but also that the "ducted DHP" is still a relatively new trend (2021), so we will keep moving forward with the current configurations in this model, but will keep exploring ways to track sales to account for these systems in the future.		No action needed





Review 4 ASHP UEC RTF CAT

																		Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: Session with RTF CAT on ASHP UECs												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Page #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						Ad-hoc Review, ASHP UEC		8/20/21		Christian Douglass		Meeting		CCS Inputs: Christian noted that the study’s overall findings for the control settings might have included dual fuel heat pumps and assumed “unknown” meant “disabled” which could skew the results towards more inefficient lockout, when in reality, the unknowns could be correct. Shared the RTF’s analysis of the study results, which indicate the program sites are less efficient that past assumptions, and non-program sites might not be as bad as the study report indicates. That the overall program and non-program practices might be closer to each other than the study report describes.		Cadeo next steps: Revisit the CCS SEEM test runs to understand the energy implications of the HPcntrl input 100, 101, 102, and 103. Potentially change w/CCS from 101 to 102 (less efficient than before) and wo/CCS from 103 to 100 (less efficient than before). Or keep as is if the results directionally better align with the study results than if we updated the inputs.		The team revisited the CCS test runs and decided to change w/CCs to 102, and wo/CCS to 100 since they better aligned with how the controls would be modeled in a fully custom approach that matches the BPA study findings. 

						Ad-hoc Review, ASHP UEC		8/20/21		Christian Douglass		Meeting		ASHPs: Christian pointed out that the BPA HP study included a lot of dual-fuel heat pumps, so we should remove those from the analysis when thinking about the CCS inputs and the study’s findings.		Cadeo next steps: Revisit past discussions about the model’s treatment of dual-fuel heat pumps to make sure we are accounting for them correctly.		The team revisited how the model treats dual fuel heat pumps and determined the current approach does not include savings associated with fuel switching, and includes ASHP in the baseline in  a way that does not over or underestimate market savings associated with dual-fuel heat pumps.

						Ad-hoc Review, ASHP UEC		8/20/21		Christian Douglass		Meeting		ASHP Runs: Christian thought the initial ASHP conversion anticipated results looked reasonable. He agreed that the ASHP upgrade measure savings appear to be high percentage difference, but when you’re talking about less than 100 kWh savings differences, those are fairly small and could be considered noise.		Cadeo next steps: Plan is to proceed and keep checking against RTF and other study results.		No action needed

						Ad-hoc Review, ASHP UEC		8/20/21		Christian Douglass		Meeting		ASHP Runs: Christian pointed us to a more recent study from the Energy Trust of Oregon suggesting even lower ASHP savings than the current RTF measure (which the RTF has not yet incorporated). He thought it would be worth digging into the report to understand the reasons for lower savings, and if there are more granular ways of looking at the results to make them more comparable to the model’s estimated savings.		Cadeo next steps: Review the Energy Trust of Oregon study in detail, add as a comparison point.		The team reviewed the Energy Trust of Oregon study and found a very high baseline energy consumption estimate from the billing data, explaining the very low ASHP savings. The team will incorporate the study results into the final consumption and savings comparisons. 

						Ad-hoc Review, ASHP UEC		8/20/21		Christian Douglass		Meeting		DHP Savings: Christian confirmed what’s included in the unscreened vs screened savings values, and that the best source of comparison for model results is likely the screened values. Christian said he can share the RTF’s SEEM-modeled DHP runs as an additional source of comparison. Had a discussion on the differences of program intent (which does not screen for DHPs in secondary uses) and the model’s intent (which models DHPs in primary applications, and does not count DHPs in secondary uses as a primary DHP). Christian noted to keep comparing savings values and number of units to make sure we’re comparing apples to apples savings and aligning where possible with the RTF measure.		Cadeo next steps: Implement DHP runs and compare against RTF screened and unscreened savings values.		No action needed





Review 5 NC UEC

																		Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: Session with Bob Davis and David Baylon on New Construction UECs												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Page #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						Ad-hoc Review, New Construction UECs		9/23/21		David Baylon		Meeting		[The team discussed the potential overlap with NEEA's Code Savings, if the model updated New Construction UECs to represent a newer home] David recommended understanding the lag in code cycles reported by NEEA - when it’s reported to RCP vs the code cycle it represents. And if those reporting cycles changes how we account for NEEA's code savings. 		The team reviewed the RCP for the timeframe NEEA reports Code Savings and decided if the model keeps the current approach, NEEA's reporting cycles do not overlap with the model's new construction homes.		The team reviewed the RCP for the timeframe NEEA reports Code Savings and decided if the model keeps the current approach, NEEA's reporting cycles do not overlap with the model's new construction homes.

						Ad-hoc Review, New Construction UECs		9/23/21		David Baylon and Bob Davis		Meeting		[The team presented analysis that evaluated potential changes to the New Construction UECs by adding RBSA II homes to increase the sample size, and potentially changing the vintage year in which New Construction UECs were modeled (2000 and newer). The analysis indicates the RBSA II homes would increase the sample size, but could not change the vintage to newer than 2007 without decreasing the sample size. The team compared RBSA I & II characteristics for homes newer than 2000 (up to 2007) and found minimal differences, leading to the recommendation to keep the existing model's approach to New Construction UECs.]
David and Bob's Response: The proposed (current) New Construction UEC method makes sense [with no changes]. Bob Davis agrees. No concerns with the decision not to update the New Construction UECs.		The team decided to keep the original model's approach to New Construction UECs, using RBSA I homes and the 2000+ vintage homes, due to the low number of modelable homes newer than 2007, and the minimal differences in home characteristics in RBSA I & II homes with a vintage of 2000-2007. The decision not to update the New Construction UEC approach also simplifies the model's accounting for NEEA's code savings. If the team updated to a newer vintage of "new construction" home, the team would need to subtract NEEA's code savings from the model. With the current approach, the model avoids this overlap, or double counting. 		No action needed

						Ad-hoc Review, New Construction UECs		9/23/21		David Baylon and Bob Davis		Meeting		With regards to DHPs and ASHPs getting installed in new construction homes to meet code, until you get to the WSEC 2015 code cycle, code wouldn't have really influenced equipment selection. And because of the lag in permitting to construction, you wouldn't see the effect of those requirements until 2017-2019. Oregon requires at least one HVAC efficiency option (high efficiency gas furnce or DHP/ASHP) starting in 2015. So you could still consider DHPs and ASHPs installed in Oregon and Washington in 2016 and maybe 2017 as not required by code. 		Cadeo considered these suggestions when deciding how to account for DHPs and ASHP getting installed in new construction homes and decided without any data to support alternatives, we should assume if we see these systems in the Seventh Plan Period in new construction homes, they were installed to meet code. We don't have any data that would support quantifying the lag in permitting and construction, and the relative impact would be small.		Considered the suggestion, but chose to not take any action. 





Review 6 Market Data

																		Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: Market Data Working Session October 27, 2021												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Slide #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		David Baylon, Ryan Brown, Havala Hanson, Christian Douglass, Mark Jerome		7		Regarding BPA's question to the panel asking for additional, unbiased data sources BPA should consider to improve the allocation of HVAC systems to new homes, panelists responded:
David is concerned that the HIRL survey is too small. Ryan noted that NEEA conducts new code studies whenever a new code is implemented in one of the states. NEEA has created a database on above-code programs, but most of the program data is not very granular. David asked about the detail of the HVAC system data in these databases and Havala responded that there is very detailed HVAC system data for these programs. However, these are above-code programs so they will be skewed. David asked whether similar data is included in Code Compliance studies—Christian responded that the data is generally really good, but most of the homes are gas-heated, so you get a limited sample size for electrically heated homes. Mark wasn’t clear on whether the NEEAA Code Compliance studies were used as a source for the new construction sales allocation.
		The team's assessment of HIRL's source is that is it regionally representative and robust. HIRL's Builder Survey documentation states the following: "Each local building establishment of multi-regional and national firms is recognized as a separate entity. Hence, questionnaires were sent to local home building establishments, not to regional offices or national headquarters." In total, approximately 120 builders in OR, WA, ID, and MT responded to the 2020 survey, and those builders represent approximately 2-4% of the total new construction in the region per HIRL estimates (in other words, roughly 2,000-3,000 homes). 

The team's decision to use HIRL as primary source was driven by the completeness of the HVAC systems that it includes, the 2-4% coverage of new construction. The alternative data source, the code compliance studies (~600 homes), did not record any occurrences of electric furnaces or electric zonal heat in SF homes nor did they record data on cooling systems for SF homes in WA. The team acknowledged that HIRL is not a perfect source  and has used the code compliance studies and the most recent RBSA to fill data gaps. 		No action needed

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		Havala Hanson		7		Havala noted that NEEA is looking into BuildFax, a database for underwriting and insurance purposes that, may includes permit data. NEEA is planning to speak with a sales rep in the near future to see how viable it would be for tracking market adoption for our res HVAC programs. Will have to see how far back their data go. Fred responded that Cadeo had not looked into the source, but he wrote the source down for future modeling. 		We haven't looked into this source, but noted it for future modeling.		No action needed

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		Tina Jayaweera		13		Regarding the team's use of filling HIRL data gaps with secondary sources, Tina asked if Cadeo parses the RBSA data for new homes, and Fred responded that the new home data is too sparse to do that. Tina recognized that the sample is small but noted that almost all new homes in Washington with zonal electric heating will also have a ductless heat pump. Joan noted that BPA is only looking at 4% of all new homes with either electric zonal or eFAF, which needs to be separated into zonal vs. eFAF [Post-session correction: This number is 10% in OR/WA and 6% in ID/MT, not 4% as Joan stated]. Tina recognized that for single family that's a small data gap, but recommended that for multifamily and in general try to look at the RBSA data and take into account of code requirements. 		The team first fills HIRL data gaps with code compliances studies; both of these sources already reflect outcomes of code requirements. The team only turns to RBSA when data not available in code compliance studies, which is true in two particular cases: 
1. Split between SF eFAF+elec Zonal, which is ~9% of regional new construction homes per HIRL, but there are 0 occurrences of eFAF+elec Zonal in code compliance studies. 
2. SF room AC vs no cooling - code compliance studies are inconclusive about the distinction between room AC and no cooling.		Team reviewed documentation and updated MF PTHP and ASHP cooling to use Code Compliance rather than RBSA. This was a mistake. 

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		Christian Douglass, Tina Jayaweera, Jennifer Light		14		When asked if panelists have suggestions to improve the allocation approach for new homes, panelists asked further questions about HIRL's sampling approach. Fred noted that there are about 120 builders in the region, so the sample for HIRL is relatively large. Joan asked the panelists if the overall approach of using HIRL where they can raises any concerns. Christian responded that he agreed with BPA/Cadeo’s methodology and approach to using the HIRL data, but said some of the numbers were surprising. Bonnie in the chat asked to hear from Tina and Jenn since she thought this topic was something they each expressed concern about in the past. Tina responded in the chat, “Bonnie - glad you are trying to enhance the data around NC and don't have any alternate data sources/approaches.” Jennifer responded in the chat: “Ditto what Tina said.”		See above for HIRL's methodology. The panel seems to agree that HIRL is the best data available.		No action needed

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		David Baylon, Christian Douglass, Mark Jerome		14		When asked if panelists have suggestions to improve the allocation approach for new homes,  David responded he has concerns with the size of the heat pump market in HIRL because it does not seem consistent with the RBSA or any of the code compliance studies. Mark agreed with David and noted that he doesn’t know of any better data out there and said that this data seems to be the best source available. Christian responded that he agreed with BPA/Cadeo’s methodology and approach to using the HIRL data, but said some of the numbers were surprising. 
Christian says the gFAF saturations in OR and WA seem low to him, based on what he remembers from the compliance studies. He thinks the range is closer to 80-85% compared to the 60-70 shown in the slides. David agrees with Christian. Cadeo will double check gFAF saturations and compare with the compliance studies and sales data.		The team re-reviewed the available data, including gas FAF saturation, and decided to continue using HIRL as the primary data source for primary heating and cooling technologies, but will average gas FAF saturations between HIRL and the code compliance studies, and allocate remaining saturations based on the HIRL saturations. This approach incorporates code compliance studies as a primary data source without ignoring the HIRL data. 
For reference, HIRL estimates 61% gFAF for heating in new construction in the region, while code compliance studies estimate an average of 76%. The updated gFAF saturation will be 68%, an average between the two sources.
 For comparison, the RBSA 2016 stock has 54% gFAF heating saturation, and the previous model used an average of 53% gFAF heating saturation.		See response

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		David Baylon, Christian Douglass, Mark Jerome		17		Regarding BPA's question to the panel asking if panelists had any concerns with averaging annual trends, Mark asked if there are differences in the trends year to year, so we are losing some accuracy by applying the average. Fred agrees that some years will be overrepresented, and some will be underrepresented. 		No response needed		No action needed

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		David Baylon, Christian Douglass, Mark Jerome, Jennifer Light		18		Regarding BPA's question to the panel asking if panelists recommend BPA apply the state proxies as proposed, or would regional-level aggregation be preferred, panelists responded: 
David noted that the industry has spent a lot of time convincing builders that HP would work in their climates. Look like it stuck in recent years. But asks how much of that is specifically Boise? Jenn states that we know codes are different in these states. If we’re going to lump it all at a regional level, then we’re going to lose that granularity. Cadeo’s proposed approach does capture the granularity at the code level. She likes that this approach captures that. Havala agrees with Jenn, noting that HZ may not be the most important determining factor for the selection of an HVAC system across state lines. 

Andrew clarifies the question that is being asked of the panel. HZ 1 would be represented by the trends for seen in OR and WA (the orange line), HZ2 & HZ3 would be represented by the trends for seen in WA MT and ID (the grey line). Question to the panel: is there a better way to do this or should we revert to region wide averages? David comments that the granularity may be false, especially with gas and HP saturations. For these technologies, he would rely more on the that the code compliance studies than the HIRL data.
Bretnie clarified that the state proxies are not being proposed for UECs, just for the sales data allocation. David’s preference would be to use the Region average for the equipment saturations, rather than the state-level averages. Christian would prefer state-level data but is concerned that there is false precision in the state averages. Mark agrees with Christian and commented that the Region averages might be the best option. Jennifer agrees, with the exception of the DHPs. Cadeo will consider reverting back to regional assumptions, potentially with CZ adjustments for DHPs.		The team took the panel's feedback into consideration and reverted back to region-wide aggregated average saturations, no longer using states as a proxy for climate zone. The team considered alternatives, but the methodology does not allow for mixing data sources (e.g. cannot use a state specific average for DHP, but an aggregated average for other technologies since the saturations need to add up to 100%). For DHP specifically, this means the team will use an average of roughly 5% of NC homes in the region with DHPs, rather than climate zone specific averages of 7% and 2% in climate zones 1 and 2/3, respectively.		See response

						Market Data Working Session		10/27/21		Tina Jayaweera, Ryan Brown		27		Regarding the team's market sizing methodology for DHPs, the panel provided the following feedback:
Tina asked for clarification regarding HARDI data, and why that data is comparable for DHP and CAC. Elizabeth explains D+R gets this data through participating distributors but we don’t know who these distributors are. The only comparison point we have is NEEA sales data, but we don’t know how or if those datasets overlap and who’s in each data set. D+R does know who is reporting into the data. Ryan notes that NEEA used to collect more comprehensive data just on DHPs. We could go back and compare what we collected vs. HARDI to corroborate coverage. Ryan will look into it and follow up, but needs to confirm no confidentiality issues. Joan noted that we could look at the end result numbers and compare DHP sizing with NEEA data to evaluate the reasonableness. Ryan said one of the ways they have looked at the data was to compare older data and scale, which would be another way to triangulate the data. 		The team received additional data from NEEA to compare with BPA's estimated DHP market size. The team used NEEA's 2016 market sizing data and additional market coverage data provided to produce two additional bottom-up market size estimates projecting from 2016. The results were encouraging, with BPA's DHP market size estimates falling between two of the additional data source estimates. 		See response





Review 7 Wx Inputs

																		Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: Weatherization Inputs Documentation Desk Review												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Page #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		Jennifer Light, Christian Douglass, Tina Jayaweera		Inputs Calculation Tab		We do not think it is a reasonable assumption to convert total pounds of insulation to total insulation installed in existing single family homes in the building stock. For example, it is unclear from review of the model whether you made adjustments for the following, all of which would have a significant impact on the final result:
- Insulation going to new construction or for additions to a new house. While new construction might account for a small part of the overall building stock, it is reasonable that it represents a large portion of the pounds of insulation installed.
- Insulation purchased but not installed (i.e. construction waste). Anecdotally, this could be as large as 10-30% of material.
- Insulation purchased going to non-single family (e.g. commercial).
- Insulation going to outbuildings.
		The research team purchased data specific to the Northwest residential retrofit/remodel market. Principia is capable of segmenting sales data by segment, vintage, and geography. We purchased data representing the residential sector for the four Northwest states segmented by retrofit/remodel and new construction. We removed the new construction data, so the data used in our analysis represents only insulation installed in single family existing homes. This does include insulation for major renovations/additions that may have required a permit and thus be required to install insulation up to code. The installer survey we conducted earlier this year (just posted to website: https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Documents/2021-Insulation-Installer-Survey-and-Supply-Chain-Interviews.pdf) reported a weighted average of 41% of their work outside of programs was associated with a permit; and 61% of contractors indicated that they are likely or very likely to insulate beyond the area of the home covered by the permit. To be conservative and not potentially overestimate momentum savings, we intend to subtract out 41% of non-program savings from reported Wx momentum savings. (It’s not done in the Wx workbook but in the analysis of program savings.) This will be a conservative estimate of code-driven savings, as many renovations only cover a portion of a home’s area but we will assume it covers the whole building.

You raise an interesting point about insulation waste and insulation going to outbuildings. We are unable to find data sources or reliable estimates of insulation waste product resulting from retrofit projects or share of insulation that is installed in outbuildings. We expect residential retrofit and remodels to create significantly less insulation construction waste than new construction because of the greater share of blown-in insulation, which does not produce as much waste as batt insulation or other fixed-dimension construction products, such as wood and drywall. In new construction, trimming batts is common to fit insulation around obstacles or into non-standard framing sections. Blown-in insulation does not need to be adjusted to fit around these barriers, and therefore produces no waste. We also estimate the share of insulation installed in unheated buildings is small and would have very little impact on the model. In the absence of reliable information, we are more comfortable with no adjustment to insulation sales data than guessing at an adjustment factor. However, let us know if you have usable data or references to reliable estimates.		Update workbook's README tab to clarify Principia scope and treatment of construction waste and insulation going to unconditioned outbuildings.

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		Jennifer Light, Christian Douglass, Tina Jayaweera		Inputs Calculation Tab		We do not agree with the assumption that any insulation sold is making a home “fully weatherized”. People can add insulation to the attic and still have uninsulated walls. The savings depend on the rest of the shell conditions and knowing whether it is going to a home that has nothing or it is adding attic insulation to a home with an already partially insulated attic and otherwise decent shell. 		We believe that combining the UA upgrade into a single, whole-home UEC is the most robust and conservative approach. Although our approach models an average value in which any home that receives weatherization services receives all weatherization measures and is fully weatherized, it does so in a way that accounts for the differences in component-level savings and applications, since our data is available at that level of detail. We calculate the UA improvement provided by different insulation types in different building components (attics, walls, floors) separately before combining into a total UA improvement in the region. This approach is the same as the approach used in the 2019 Residential HVAC model and is not part of this model update (we are only updating the analysis with new data sources, not overhauling methodology).

And here’s some additional context about why we landed on this approach in 2019 (with input and review from the RTF Market Analysis Subcommittee) as the best, most reasonable and representative approach to modeling shell improvements in our model framework: Total UA improvement is normalized to an “equivalent number of Fully Weatherized Homes” for the purposes of modeling. The Fully Weatherized Home is based on RBSA data using the existing condition of the residential building stock in the region as of 2016, and the necessary UA improvements, in each home, to reach a fully weatherized level. In developing this approach two years ago, we considered other methods, including modeling individual weatherization improvements (infeasible) and analyzing improvements in each building component (attics, walls, floors) separately. In the latter case, we would have to assume that the homes receiving weatherization measures only upgraded one component, potentially ignoring interactive effects of insulating multiple components at one time. In consultation with Adam Hadley and SBW, we determined that the fully-weatherized home approach was the most similar to the RTF’s method for calculating weatherization UES measures and the most reasonable option available.		Update workbook's README tab to clarify component-level approach.  

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		Jennifer Light, Christian Douglass, Tina Jayaweera		Principia Analysis Tab		We do not have enough understanding of the Principia data to feel comfortable with the assumptions being made. For example, how do you get to total pounds of insulation for the NW? Is this NW specific data? Is it national data scaled down? Does it represent a sample that has been scaled to the population? How do they know it went to floors vs walls vs ceilings? And again, how do we know this is going to SF? We understand that there is a “proprietary methodology” but there are there are just way too many unknowns. Without being able to understand this better, it is hard to say “this is good enough".		While we have confidence in Principia’s data as the best available for the insulation market, we acknowledge that as a private research firm their specific methods for collecting and analyzing data is proprietary, business-sensitive information that cannot be made public. We do want to provide you some more information for your reference. Principia uses a hybrid model that collects quantitative insulation market data and apportions it through sales channels, to specific building components, and geographically using extensive market supply chain interviews. Their model relies on end-to-end research of the construction materials market and provides its customers with viewpoints at every level of the supply chain. This is a common methodology for any analysis of market sales data and is how we would have attempted to collect data ourselves, and we have confidence in their methods. As a large market research firm, Principia is able to achieve significant depth of coverage with their research more than we could.

Additionally, we validated their data through our own quantitative survey of 61 installers in the region earlier this year representing over 16,000 jobs performed in 2019. We just posted the findings memo to our website (https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Documents/2021-Insulation-Installer-Survey-and-Supply-Chain-Interviews.pdf). The installer survey validated Principia’s data in two ways. First, the installers’ estimate of share of the total market that is associated with programs (abput a third) matched the value calculated by comparing Principia’s reported volume to programs. This validates the total volume of insulation reported by Principia. Second, the installers reported similar proportions of activity in attics, floors, and walls, as reported by Principia, which validates Principia’s segmentation of sales data to each building component. The fact that Principia’s data closely matches the market characterization provided by installers corroborates the data. So we feel confident in the sales data Principia provided based on these corroborations.

We also believe that using Principia sales data is better than the alternative. Principia data, combined with RBSA and program data, provides the most complete understanding of the insulation market compared to just using RBSA analysis or Program data and represents the most accurate estimate of the rate of shell upgrades occurring in the region, which in turn results in more accurate residential HVAC system energy consumption calculations.		Update workbook's README tab to clarify Principia data source and methodology.

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		Jennifer Light, Christian Douglass, Tina Jayaweera		Insulation Sales Adjustment Tab		We do not agree with the sales adjustment for electrically-heated homes. You are looking at the entire building stock with the region’s many years of weatherization achievements and using that to state the future condition. Electrically heated homes may have higher insulation because of past efficiency program activity. Early on the electric programs were very active in weatherization, more recently we have seen more activity in gas programs. The past trends focused on electric do not necessarily indicate that those homes will continue at a higher rate. The trend would be to weatherize the homes that haven’t been done. Additionally, vintage matters, and as newer homes get weatherized, that is more gas. Also, there are different types of electric heat, assuming the weatherization goes equally across these homes (which we think is an assumption in the model) may not be accurate. Also, this assumption looks at the insulation components in isolation. It would probably be better to look at the whole shell, which our analysis shows very little difference between gas and electric homes from that perspective. 		We will remove the sales allocation adjustment and use the original 34% of building stock (calculated from analysis of RBSA I and II) being electrically heated to scale total insulation to insulation in electrically heated homes.		Remove the sales allocation adjustment and update workbook's README tab accordingly.

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		Jennifer Light, Christian Douglass, Tina Jayaweera		Inputs Calculation Tab		We are not sure that the assumption that weatherization activity is the same as BPA activity is appropriate. This assumption is that weatherization programs across the region all look the same as BPA, as does any weatherization occurring outside of programs. Is there any data/rationale to justify this assumptions?		We only use BPA program data to convert Wx program savings as reported in the RCP to more granular model cells (see Step 2 of Input Calculations tab). Specifically, we calculate an average kWh/unit savings value by component that we apply to the RCP at the TAP level. Additionally, we determine share of RCP savings by building type using BPA program data. This kind of characterization of regional program savings using more detailed BPA data is done for other res HVAC measures and in the Non-Res Lighting Model as well, due to the lack of granularity in RCP data.		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Inputs Calculation Tab		RBSA - Years of RBSA are outside the study period; RBSA inputs are constructed, not raw; In RBSA 1 the auditors were encouraged to make informed judgements.  This fact alone meant there was far less missing data but these judgements introduce error which is not really seen in the statistical analysis of the delivered dataset 		We appreciate the feedback. In addition to Principia and program data, we believe that the RBSA is the best data available for characterizing weatherization activity after extensive work to understand the available data and develop a methodology. The data is generally consistent with other research uses of RBSAs. We took care to be conservative with RBSA-derived estimates by only using values when statistically significant and reasonable when compared with regional program savings data.		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Principia Analysis Tab		Principia -  It is difficult to judge the adequacy of this data since we cannot look at it in a form that would allow us to assess how it was collected and processed.  The important issue to start with is the sample itself.  We are assured it is rigorous, but it is a marketing survey with goals meant to characterize the wholesale insulation market as a product for the limited number of market participants.   It is critical that this sample be representative of the actual usage because that is the basis of the analysis. 		Good questions: see response in H7		See response in H7

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Principia Analysis Tab		Principia - Unclear on how renovations affect the picture; At this point I would discount to account for the unknown size of the error in the characterization of retrofit construction versa Wx.   The size of this discount may be available in the interview data (but I doubt it). After such a discount there would still be a basis for estimating Wx outside the programs but it would be much smaller than the estimates presented.   		Good point. The Principia data is inclusive of retrofits and renovations; so we will discount (take out) improvements from renovations (by assuming they are driven by code) before reporting momentum savings from Wx. This will be done in the program savings analysis. The share of non-program savings attributable to code is estimated to be about 41% from the survey of 61 Northwest installers we conducted earlier this year (just posted to website: https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Documents/2021-Insulation-Installer-Survey-and-Supply-Chain-Interviews.pdf). Please see cell H5 for more information.		See response in H5

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Inputs Calculation Tab		Programs - The program records are unspecific as to the amount of insulation or the size of the homes.  The use of that database depends on the RBSA assessment of the aggregate home characteristics.  While in general the RBSA samples are unbiased with respect to the population and indeed with respect to some sub-populations the program homes are not a sample and are biased by any number of measures.		Our analysis does not use RBSA data to calculate the Delta UA attributable to programs. The analysis uses BPA's program data (delineated by pre- and post installation values, which clearly indicates the U value upgrade) to represent the average kWh/Delta UA for all regional program activity, which we then use to calculate the total Delta UA attributable to all regional programs. 		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Inputs Calculation Tab		Programs -  Translating from savings to UA is unreliable because RTF savings are deemed, not evaluated		The weatherization measure savings estimates are calculated by the RTF's SEEM model from regional baselines based on RBSA surveys and using assumed shell upgrades with clear changes to the UA of the modeled homes and calibrated using meter data. Our methodology uses this correlation between savings and change in UA to convert the savings reported in the RCP to an overall Delta UA upgrade across the region. The assumptions in our model are derived from rigorous analysis of Proven measures, and represents the best data available for this analysis.		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Inputs Calculation Tab		Programs - Prescriptive air sealing is not a reliable measure input since it has an untested change in the leakage of the home. Converting this raw data to a Delta UA is based on assumptions. 		Prescriptive air sealing is calculated using a similar methodology as insulation measures (see H13 and H14), but is not a Proven measure at the RTF. We believe this is a reasonable measure to use because it is reported in the RCP and calculated using the same savings per change in shell leakage assumptions we used in this analysis. 		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/5/21		David Baylon		Inputs Calculation Tab		Recommendation - Having said all this, I found the effort at least creative and possibly useful... I do think the Cadeo team deserves some credit for this effort.

The idea that insulation sales data is a basis for estimating weatherization outside of program is interesting and with some effort may improve the estimate over a complete guess.  That would imply a fairly rigorous review of the sampling and methodology used by Principia and a further review by another party (e.g. RTF CAT). 		BPA and the Cadeo team did give the Principia methodology a rigorous review, supplemented by installer surveys. Please refer to H7 for more detail. The expert panel (including RTF CAT)'s review of this workbook serves as the further technical review. 		See response in H7

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/4/21		Mark Jerome		UA Conversion Tab		On the UA Conversion tab; the Whole House Air Sealing Assumptions indicates that the ratio is 25 CFM50 to CFMnat. I would have expected that value to be 20 or slightly lower to align with what commonly has been referred to as the N value of a home, which is derived by height and wind shielding factors developed by LBNL.		The N value used comes directly from analysis of the RTF measures performed in the previous iteration of the Residential HVAC Model and vetted in that process. This value provides a conservative estimate of shell upgrade per unit of tested air leakage reduction compared to an N value of 20.		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/6/21		Mitt Jones		Inputs Calculation Tab		I'm a little skeptical of the accuracy of UA values developed through Principia insulation data by insulation weight, but I do believe there were some methodology differences between RBSA I and RBSA II that create uncertainty in insulation comparisons between the two. For example, in the RBSA II heavy use was made of infrared cameras to spot areas of ceilings and walls that did not appear to be insulated.		We do not use RBSA to apportion insulation sales data from Principia. The team conducted an installer survey as supplemental data to the Principia sales data, which was the only data source used in the analysis of Principia data. 		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/6/21		Mitt Jones		Inputs Calculation Tab		You note that RBSA I area and volume inputs are used because the RBSA I has a larger number of measured homes. Does the process not allow the area and volume from both to be used?		RBSA component area values are within 4% of each other between RBSA I and RBSA II. We do not believe using inputs from both RBSAs adds accuracy and would prefer to use data from only one RBSA when possible to avoid potential methodological differences. 		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/6/21		Mitt Jones		Principia Analysis Tab		R-values seem off for many materials (provided alternative values to use). 		Thanks for your expert feedback on these R-values. Because we have estimates of volume by product type that can have multiple R-values depending on the manufacturer, we have elected to use a conservative value. We investigated using the mean values recommended by you, and the result would increase the Principia insulation estimate by 20%. However, we prefer to use conservative values as inputs because the ranges are large and we don't have product-specific volume or R-values that would improve the estimate. We added a sensitivity analysis to the workbook to illustrate the difference. 		We added a sensitivity analysis to the workbook to illustrate the difference. See Table 1 in the "Inputs Calculations" tab.

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/6/21		Mitt Jones		Principia Analysis Tab		Some target insulation values and are unrealistically high for many of homes (provided alternatives). 		The target insulation values came directly from our recent survey of 61 installers representative of the four Northwest states: https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Documents/2021-Insulation-Installer-Survey-and-Supply-Chain-Interviews.pdf. We believe these to be the best available data on insulation standard practice. 

Note that the higher R-value targets are actually a conservative assumption. We are working from a fixed volume input, so a reduced R-value target would increase the area assumed to be insulated. The biggest difference in U-value happens in the first inches of insulation and U-value improvement decreases with each progressive inch of depth. The increased area would more than offset the reduced U-value estimate and result in a greater UA calculation. 		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/6/21		Mitt Jones		Principia Analysis Tab		This may not matter to your model, but realistically these foam products are often not going to be used to provide the full insulation value. With floors, for example, it's often much more economical and equally effective to flash a thin layer of spray foam against subfloor and then install inexpensive batts under that.		Good point, but this is a small incremental difference and would add significant complexity to the analysis. 		No action needed

						TO41_ResHVACModel_WxInputs_27Oct2021		11/6/21		Mitt Jones		UA Conversion Tab		The beginning U-value of 0.8 for double-pane windows seems unrealistically high. 		The double-pane U-value comes directly from RTF measure analysis performed in the previous iteration of the Residential HVAC Model and vetted in that process. 		No action needed







Review 8 UEC Results

																		Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: UEC Results Working Session December 3, 2021												Action taken

																		No action needed

						Document Reviewed		Date		Comment From		Slide #		Question/Comment		Team's Response		Action Taken?

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		David Baylon, Jennifer Light, Christian Douglass		Slide 16		In Cadeo's presentation of the ASHP CCS input updates, David asked for clarification on the least efficient controls. Bretnie responded that the updated SEEM controls setting is in line with results of the BPA study. The study found that there was either no lock out or very high temperature settings for lockout, and when they ran their SEEM calibration they found these updated control settings aligned best with the BPA study results. David then asked about compressor lockout, and Bretnie responded that it wasn’t great but it wasn’t as bad as the backup. Mark said by default, doing nothing meets the spec.
Jennifer commented that RTF’s analysis of the BPA CCS study are different than what is on this slide, and asked for clarification on why. She said their analysis found that 90%, of both within the market and the CCS program participants, had correct compressor lockout settings so that’s not the issue. But for the auxiliary heat lockout, she was not seeing the discrepancy between 25% for market and 65% for participant group as this slide shows. Christian said that there was a large amount of dual fuel HPs in the BPA study, which have different control settings than electric backup. If you keep those dual fuel HPs, then you get the numbers being shown in these slides. 		BPA/Cadeo discussed the study analysis with Christian earlier this year, but after the working session we followed up with an email discussion with Christian and Jenn that further explains how we analyzed the data and the differences between our analysis and the RTF’s:

For understanding impacts of CCS in the res HVAC market model, we analyze the data with no filters applied because the model looks more broadly at all heat pump practices including duel-fuel heat pumps and VCHPs. The filters did not significantly change the results, but we understand why the RTF would filter those out for measure savings purposes. 

Additionally, since the model is estimating separate UECs for with CCS and without CCS, we’re seeing that 65% of sites with CCS have correct settings and only 24% of sites without CCS have correct settings. So for the SEEM control input we do want to make sure that the setting for UEC without CCS (“100”) is less efficient than with CCS (“102”), but also the setting with CCS is now less efficient than what it was in the previous model (from “101”). These settings are what we agreed with Christian earlier this year.

As for why these results might be different from the RTF analysis, we suspect it’s because the RTF is comparing between the with CCS case and a market average (as opposed to the without CCS case). And to calculate the market average, the RTF approach appears to do a simple average of all the study sites, which includes about 50% program sites and 50% without programs. The result ends up being more heavily skewed towards the with CCS sites than the realistic market average. We recommend using the weighted average results for the market average case when the RTF uses the BPA study to communicate CCS and control practices in the region. Our estimate uses weight assuming that 11% of ASHP installations go through the PTCS program (as estimated by our model).
		Cadeo and BPA followed up with Jenn and Christian to clarify the differences in analysis and explanations of the results.

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		Jennifer Light		Slide 20		Jennifer does not have the information right now but her understanding is that NEEA study did not shift things a ton but will circle back with BPA/Cadeo when she knows more.		Bretnie added that RTF is in the process of considering smart thermostat measure updates, it would be great to give BPA/Cadeo advanced heads up if the RTF plans to make significant changes.		Jennifer will circle back witih BPA/Cadeo in early 2022 if RTF plans to make significant changes to smart thermostat measure updates.

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		David Baylon		Slides 26-27		David asked whether, for eFAF, there is not a large difference in UECs between climate zones.		BPA/Cadeo models separate UEC values by climate zone but for eFAF particularly the difference is small (HZ3 is slightly higher than HZ2, which is slightly higher than HZ1). 
		No action needed

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		Kevin Madison, David Baylon		Slides 26-27		Regarding eFAF and eZonal results, Kevin asked why the calibrated values (meaning the green bars or final model UECs) are lower than the observed values (meaning the RTF 2019 SEEM calibration values) and asked about where the RTF 2019 SEEM calibration values come from. Kevin then asked why the final model UEC isn’t the same as RBSA 1 if they use the same calibration factor. David added that the calibration factor adds characteristics that aren’t necessarily in every home. 
		The model value is in between RBSA 1 and 2, which shows how the RTF Calibration Factors used both data sets. Sarah also explained that the final model UEC has a much higher sample size of modelable homes (100+), since they are modeling every home in the region that could have an eFAF (a.k.a. every modelable ducted home) while the RBSA values are from the smaller sample size of homes with the eFAF. 		No action needed

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		Christian Douglass		Slide 26-27		Christian said so far these UEC values are looking good. (Refering to SF eFAF and SF Zonal UECs).		Thank you.		No action needed

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		Christian Douglass, Kevin Madison, Jennifer Light, David Baylon, Mark Jerome		Slide 31-36		Regarding the ASHP results, Christian said the new SF ASHP UECs certainly look a lot better than the old numbers and it’s probably ok that they are low because recent evaluation like from ETO showed that savings are lower than the empirical studies shown here. Joan asked in the chat: Christian is the ETO new eval result public? Could we get that source to compare? Jennifer responded in the chat: It is on their website https://www.energytrust.org/about/reports-financials/documents/.
Kevin asked how they calculated the savings. Bretnie confirmed that they subtracted the 

Kevin asked why the UES values are so much lower than previous model’s values. Kevin said that it looks like the baseline is lower now. He doesn’t think that this means anything was done wrong in the previous model and noted that lower eFAF consumption could be due to electricity getting more expensive and causing people to use their eFAF less. 

Jennifer commented that the RTF v5.1 savings (shown in red bars) are based off evaluations, not modeled savings. When RTF plans to update savings and incorporate new data like the ETO evaluation she anticipates the savings will drop.  
David followed up on Kevin’s questions and commented that the savings collapse requires a further explanation. He said the lower savings is probably not due to lower electricity price but maybe because heat pumps are not performing at their HSPF level. Mark thinks that these UECs and savings are probably a lot closer to real world than what we’ve imagined.		The updated eFAF consumption dropped a lot, which is driving the lower savings. The lower savings is partly due to flattening of UECs across HSPFs and we also see that decrease in savings in the empirical studies as well. 		No action needed

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		Christian Douglass		Slide 43		Christian in the chat: That DHP full for MH looks quite low. But I'm sure they are rare unicorns too.		Thanks for the note.		No action needed

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/3/21		Bob Davis, via email		Slide 34		On Slide 34, I’m not sure what final ingredients are going into the revised UEC, and I’m pretty sure I agree that conversion savings on the order of 5000 kWh are probably high, but how did we end up all the way down to ~3700 kWh?		We’ve spent a lot of time thinking about the ASHP UECs since the low savings jumped out to us as well. We implemented several updates to the ASHP UECs and found some of the updates increased consumption while others decreased consumption, resulting in only a slightly different UEC than our previous model. The main driver where we’re seeing ASHP conversion savings decrease is from a decrease in eFAF consumption, shown on slide 26, as a result of the RTF’s new calibration factors. The panel also mentioned a recent Energy Trust of Oregon ASHP study that found lower ASHP conversion savings than past studies and would make the estimated savings look more comparable. 
		No action needed

						TO41ResHVAC_UECUpdates_1Dec2021_comp		12/9/21		Bob Davis, via email		Slide 16		On Slide 16, I don’t think the conclusion there about controls accurately reflects the most recent field study findings. I assume there will be follow-up with Christian D of CAT staff.		We had a good discussion on Slide 16 and analysis of the BPA CCS Study Findings during the session. BPA and the RTF are using the data set in different ways (for program planning vs characterizing all heat pumps without program intervention) resulting in using different data filters and averages to understand control practices. We had a follow up email discussion with Christian and Jenn that further explains how we analyzed the data and the differences between our analysis and the RTF’s. See the response in row 5 for more information.		Cadeo and BPA followed up with Bob Davis to clarify the differences in analysis and explanations of the results.





Review 9 Draft Model Results

																				Requires future follow-up

						2021 Residential HVAC Model Update: Draft Model Results Desk Review														Action taken

																				No action needed

						#		Commenter Name		Document		Location in Document		Relevant Question		Feedback		Priority Level Description		Cadeo Response

						1		Abram Conant		Powerpoint		27		Is an increase in more frequent HVAC replacements consistent with your understanding of recent trends? 		An increase in replacements is consistent with my understanding of recent trends.  The key word is recent, and I don’t believe that it can necessarily be concluded that the trend will continue indefinitely into the future.  There are several factors affecting the recent trend:  A) Replacements were deferred during the years following the 2008 housing market crash.  People who were already underwater on their mortgage could not affort to replace the HVAC system and so chose repair instead.  B) The economy and housing market been strong in recent years.  People can now afford to replace the HVAC system, including replacements that were deferred from the years following 2008.  C) Most air conditioners and heat pumps more than 12 years old have R-22 refrigerant, and the cost of R-22 has soared in recent years.  High repair cost is a motivating factor in choosing replacement over repair when these R-22 systems experience a refrigerant leak leak.  		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for these insights Abram. We appreciate the additional rationale behind the increase in sales, which helps us better tell the story of the model results.

						2		Abram Conant		Powerpoint		27		Is an increase in more frequent HVAC replacements consistent with your understanding of recent trends? 		The overall trends in replacement age, equipment types, and efficiency levels are dominated by the single family market.  The multifamily market tends to be very different from single family since there is little motivation for property owners to upgrade HVAC equipment serving individual apartments and connected to the residential utility meters.  Replacements are deferred as long as possible, and when they occur the decision making process is dominated by minimizing cost, not comfort, efficiency, or other factors that influence the decision in single family homes.  Since multifamily apartments represent 14% of the existing building stock according to the methodology report, errors in assumptions about what is occurring in the multifamily market would have a relatively small impact to the overall result, but not zero impact.  In future studies it might be useful to more closely examine multifamily vs. single family trends.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for these insights Abram. We do treat multifamily different than single family vs manufactured homes from a UEC perspective, but we don't have, for example, different lifetime estimates for multifamily vs single family. It does make sense that they might have different replacement practices, so this is something we could explore in a future model. 

						3		Abram Conant		Powerpoint		37		Is the increase in ASHP & DHPs, and the decrease in Electric Forced Air Furnaces and Zonal Electric in the stock consistent with your understanding of recent trends? 		Yes.  There are many factors including efficiency programs and occupant desire for cooling that are driving heat pump adoption.  I'm not aware of any factors that would drive greater adoption of low efficiency electric resistance heat.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for your corroboration of the results.

						4		Abram Conant		Powerpoint		37		Is the rapid increase in CACs and other cooling equipment consistent with your understanding of recent cooling growth?		Yes.  I expect that the next study will find even more growth following the 2021 heat wave.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you Abram, that's consistent with what market actors told us as well - that 2021 sales were even higher. 

						5		Abram Conant		Powerpoint		56		Based on the results and sensitivity analysis, what inputs or areas of the model should BPA focus on in future model iterations?		1) Product flow - HVAC replacement rates are influenced by economic factors and are currently being influenced by several factors related to the COVID pandemic (working from home, stimulus money, money spent on home improvement instead of travel, supply chain issues, etc.).  The current trends may not continue through the next model iteration.  2) Efficiency mix in product flow - 2023 standards will influence efficiency mix.  The transition to alternative refrigerants and substantial redesign of entire product lines may introduce new technologies or equipment types that may influence efficiency trends.  3) Building shell upgrades - since this is so influential in the sensitivity analysis, research to improve knowledge of the condition of the existing building stock, the improvements being installed, and how effective they are would be useful.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for these suggestions. We agree that product flow is likely to shift since the pandemic certainly accelerated sales, but we might see a leveling off in 2022 as things shift again, and as the saturation of homes with cooling reaches a point where it's unlikely to increase at the same pace. 
With regards to the 2023 standards, that's a good suggestion to pay attention to how that impacts product efficiency and how quickly we see that impact the stock. As we see in the results, we're already seeing the average efficiency exceed 2023 standards, but that could increase even more when the lowest efficiency units are no longer manufactured.

						6		Abram Conant		Methodology Report		Table 10		Package Terminal Heat Pumps are described as being modeled as equivalent to DHP due to similar COP.		 This may not be accurate in places that get colder than 40 F.  Many PTHPs are unable to defrost and so lock out the compressor and switch to electric resistance heat as outdoor temperatures approach the range where defrost is expected to become necessary.  See NYSERDA report #18-27 High-Performance Packaged Terminal Heat Pump Market and Development Research Report (2018)		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This is a really good point, thank you for this suggestion. Since the saturation of PTHPs is relatively low and their consumption has a relatively small impact on the overall model, we decided not to make any changes to the PTHPs, but this will certainly be a good update to make in a future model. We appreciate the report you linked, since a lack of good data on PTHP consumption led us to our current approach, which can be improved. 

						7		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		n/a		n/a		Email		First, even after participating n the expert panel and spending time digging in, there are still several pieces of this model and the resulting outputs that are not clear to us. We are having a hard time believing the results, in particular the large increase in total market savings for 2020 and 2021. Part of this is due to a lack of insight into some of the key decisions that could be influencing the results, such as determining what applications units go into, how potential conversions from gas are treated/ignored, how load building from cooling is accounted for, etc.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		As a result of your comments and the rest of the panel's comments, we've made updates to the methodology memo to better describe how systems get allocated to the model, where the model does and does not derive savings, and how we avoid attributing savings from fuel switching and added cooling loads while still tracking market changes in gas and electric technologies.

The 2020 jump in savings were a result of significant increases in ASHP and DHP in 2020 sales and the resulting decrease in eFAF and zonal. The sales trends are real, consistent across distributors and confirmed via market actor interviews and panelists close to the market. However, implementing these sales trends in the stock turnover model, while changing nothing else, led to a sharp decrease in zonal electric technologies (since there are not that many eFAFs, although these did decline as well).  While the RBSAs do show evidence of homes shifting from zonal to ducted technologies between 2011 and 2016 (around 100K homes), the 2020 increase in ASHPs and DHPs (and gFAF) resulted in a higher-than-expected shift from zonal to ducted homes in the model.  

After digesting this comment along with other panelists' comments, we implemented an update to 2020 and 2021 that results in a less dramatic increase in market savings for those years. After careful consideration of the model's inputs and methodology, the team did not find errors in the data or the approach, but identified an improvement that lessened this shift from zonal to ducted technologies. Similar to our calibration approach presented during the draft results presentation, the team increased the replacement rate of gFAF, ASHP, and DHP in 2020 and 2021 by 10%. This update results in those systems replacing the same system types at a faster rate, with the assumption that consumers replaced HVAC systems during the pandemic more frequently than earlier in the analysis period as a result of more extreme weather events each year and people spending more time in their homes during the pandemic, leading to more remodels and early replacements. The 10% assumption is based on an increase in spending on home remodels during the pandemic and is the best available data we could find to support such a trend (https://www.remodeling.hw.net/benchmarks/economic-outlook-rri/remodeling-market-continues-to-surge-despite-potential-headwinds_o). In future years, more research on replacement rates and how they change over time may be a worthwhile contribution to the model.

This change resulted in a smaller increase in Momentum Savings between 2019 and 2020 (from a 10 aMW increase to an 8 aMW increase) for those years reflecting an increase in like-for-like replacements (and less conversions). However, during final model QC we fixed an error on regarding new construction savings (see response on pg 22) which led to an increase in Momentum Savings in all years. 

						8		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		n/a		n/a		Email		Second, throughout the process, there have been suggestions/concerns shared by participants on the expert panel, including the Council/RTF folks, that remain unaddressed. We recognize that there are some limitations in addressing all of the concerns due to data availability or other factors. But the methodology report, as written, seems to imply that the expert panel has bought off on every decision point throughout the analysis, giving more confidence in the results than we have. We think it is important for transparency and ongoing model improvement as to where there may have been either a difference of opinion across the panel or feedback from the panel that wasn’t acted on forwhatever reason (and an explanation of that rationale).		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for this comment. BPA will publish the comment tracker, which includes the full panel’s comments during each session, our responses, model decisions, and the rationale.

We are adding a link to the comment tracker in this memo and where we do mention Expert Panel feedback, we’ve updated the language to refer to the comment tracker for details of each panelist’s input.


						9		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		All		n/a		n/a		We do not agree with the assumption that 2021 sales equals 2020. We recognize the need to forecast, but there is something in the 2020 data that appears to be an anomoly from the previous. A better approach would be to forecast based on the trends from the entire study period (2016-2020). Also, given all the known supply chain issues, it seems unrealistic that total sales would continue to be that high.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		2021 Interviews with 18 HVAC distributors and manufacturer representatives, and 2022 conversations with two distributors indicate 2021 saw even more growth than 2020, so our forecast to have 2021 equal 2020 was a conservative choice. These market actors say the extreme weather in both 2020 and 2021, on top of people spending more times in their homes due to the pandemic, drove sales even higher in 2021. We've confirmed this growth with AHRI data that indicate nationwide, CAC, ASHP, and gFAF sales have continued to grow despite supply chain issues. 
https://ahrinet.org/Portals/Reports/December2021StatisticalRelease_1.pdf 

						10		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Presentation		Sensitivity Analysis		n/a		It would be more helpful to see the impact on total market savings (not consumption) for these questions. I think it is misleading as shown.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We ran the analysis on both Momentum Savings and Total Market Savings (in addition to consumption), but the impact to Market Savings was very similar to the impact on Momentum Savings, as a percentage, so we only showed the impact to Momentum Savings in the results presentation. 

						11		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Model Exports		Saving Summary		n/a		The significant jump in total market savings for 2020 and 2021 is hard to believe. This seems to be driven by an increase in sales of efficient HVAC equipment (and a big drop in zonal??) seen in 2020 and projected forward to 2021. This connects back to concerns about projecting forward to 2021 based solely on 2020 (above) and the lack of insight in the workings of the model (below).		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		See response to comment #7 and #9.

						12		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Model Exports		Saving Summary		n/a		Part of the above comment is likely tied to the fact that we are having trouble parsing the model. There are a lot of assumptions around where things go that have impacts on actual savings. For example, on DHPs: We have seen a lot of evidence when doing RTF analysis that DHPs are going into homes simply to add cooling (not offsetting zonal electric or other electric heating use). I am not understanding how this zonal is getting factored in and what we are assuming the DHP is offsetting. People aren't ripping out their zonal systems. Is this just driven by state codes in WA and OR that aren't allowing zonal, and this is mostly a new construction thing (and not necessarily an actual savings thing)? There is so much going on in the actual world with where units go and how they are replacing/interacting with existing systems (or interacting with codes) to determine whether we are truly saving energy. These tables do not provide enough clarity to understand how this is coming together. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		We updated the methodology memo to better describe how we allocate DHPs to the model's three configurations (DHP w/ eFAF, DHP w/zonal, and Full DHP) (page 23), how we avoid savings associated with codes/new construction (page 14), and exactly where the model does and does not attribute market savings with DHPs (page 14), and the allocation process in general (pages 18-24). The majority of DHPs are either attributed to programs or to NEEA's DHP initiative, but we improved how we explain that in the methodology memo.


						13		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Presentation		Slide 33		~50% of new construction homes have gas heating.		This saturation of gas heating in new construction is inconsistent with our understanding and is too low (perhaps far too low). In the latest WA residential code compliance study, 77% of homes were gas, and in the latest OR study, 81% of homes were gas. We're guessing this might result from your choice to allocate sales to new construction first.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		This slide is an average across all new construction home types (SF, MF, MH). For single family specifically, we used 69%, the average of past code compliance findings and the HIRL data based on panel feedback in October 2021. Interestingly, NEEA pointed out that their most recent WA residential code study found only 12% of new homes had gas, which suggests a declining trend and something we'll want to revisit in the future, potentially with more granular specificity: https://neea.org/resources/washington-residential-post-code-market-research-report

						14		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Presentation		Slide 47		Annual regional savings provided as single point estimates for each year and cumulatively.		For the future, would recommend providing values as a range informed by the sensitivity analysis, with the average or recommended value highlighted.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		BPA conducts sensitivity analyses to identify the relative sensitivity of inputs and areas uncertainty and highlight which areas of the model could benefit from future research and data collection, not to quantify ranges of total savings. 

						15		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Presentation		Slide 50		The number of ASHPs going through programs dropped from 70% in 2016 to 15% in 2020.		We don't have any insight into whether this is correct, but it seems like a dramatic drop. Do we have corroborating data to suggest why such a large number of ASHPs fell out of programs? Did programs reduce the number of ASHP offerings during this time?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		If we look at quantities as opposed to the % in the slide, the data show both program activity and activity outside of programs increasing over time. The activity outside of programs is increasing at a much higher rate than program activity, which contributes to the perceived drop in programs as percentage. This sharp increase in ASHP activity comes from the increase in ASHP sales, driven largely by people's desire to add cooling to their homes, which adds efficiency improvements but might not be the primary driver like it used to be with programs. 

						16		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Presentation		Slide 54		HVAC equipment UEC values changed by +/-10 to 25% in the sensitivity analysis.		We would recommend increasing the uncertainty bounds for these UECs by about 10-15 percentage points each. We think this is probably closer to our estimated precision at 90% confidence.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We developed those ranges based on UEC comparisons with empirical data, where we had it, with increased uncertainty for technologies where empirical data doesn't exist. This analysis is also aggregate precision, not site-level. We developed our range of uncertainties based on the average consumption values we found in the available studies - for example, RBSA billing analysis, NEEA's ASHP & DHP studies, Energy Trust's DHP study, BPA's DHP study. 

						17		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Presentation		Slide 55		Sensitivity analysis results provided for each parameter individually, but not collectively.		If not for this time around, would recommend looking at the combined effects of uncertainty across parameters. If this is not possible in Analytica or the way the model is formulated in Analytica, may consider making changes to make this possible.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thanks for this suggestion. We couldn't implement something collectively this time due to the interactive effects of the technologies and other factors and the high resource cost associated with a monte carlo-style analysis, but in a future model we could explore alternatives that analyze collective scenarios. 

						18		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Workbook		Heating Summary tab		In the baseline scenario, saturation of ASHP flow goes down significantly from 2016 to 2021 and saturation of DHPs stays stagnant during that same time.		This seems inconsistent with what we would expect. Why does the flow of ASHPs and DHPs either go down (in the former case) or stay flat (in the latter case) from '16 to '21?		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		We've updated the export tables to include the stock baseline, or the baseline saturation of technologies in the stock, which is a more accurate representation of the baseline scenario and does show ASHP increasing.

						19		Jennifer Light, Tina Jayaweera, Christian Douglass		Workbook		Cooling Summary tab		Market and Baseline Scenario flow saturations are held constant between 2016 and 2021.		It's not clear why these would not vary, as with the heating side. It also creates an inconsistency with the heating side, in which the number of ASHPs increases dramatically on the cooling side, but decreases dramatically on the heating side. These are the same units, correct? The magnitude in values is also quite different, e.g., in 2021 there are about twice as many ASHPs on the cooling side than heating side.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The model originally let the cooling saturation baseline vary from the market scenario, but in this model update, we chose to hold the cooling saturations in the baseline the same as what was occuring in the market to avoid attributing savings associated with cooling technology choice. For example, previously, the model was deriving savings from the increase in RAC saturation. RACs use less energy than other cooling technologies like ASHP and CACs, but we did not think that change in saturation was an efficiency improvement that would align with the spirit of the baseline. 

The only way to avoid savings associated with cooling technology choices is to hold the saturation of cooling technologies the same in the baseline and market case. That means the cooling baseline follows the market trends and will have different quantities and a different trend line than the heating baseline. As a result, the heating and cooling baselines do look different and counterintuitive. 

We thought critically about this update since it does result in different baseline scenarios in cooling vs heating, but when we weighed the pros and cons of each approach, we decided to go with the conservative option because it felt most consistent with how the Council approaches other technology baselines.

						20		Robert Weber		heating summary		line 11 column D		FAF/ gas other.  Does this include gas-electric hybrid systems? 		 I am seeing more of these systems going in and proposed by HVAC contractrors. Especially  Retrofit situations. We should track this. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		If you're thinking about duel-fuel heat pumps (ASHPs with gas furnace backup), then line 11 does not include those and only includes gas furnaces (and other non-electric heating techs) that serve as primary heating. Duel-fuel heat pumps are tracked as part of line 8 of that table since ASHPs are assumed to be the primary heat in duel-fuel heat pumps. Thanks for the flag that more of these systems are being installed; this will certainly be an area to track in the future.

						21		Robert Weber		PPT 		slide 42		Cooling increase		This is no surprise.  Years ago, I ran a construciton comapany.  In res NC, maybe 10% of homes were installed with cooling.  Now, consumers for NC homes want cooling . I expect this upward trend in cooling application will continue. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for this market insight, which helps us confirm the trends we see in the results.

						22		Robert Weber		overall		N/A		N/A		Overall the work product looks good. I didn’t find  any major technical issues.  As for market analysis methods and approaches, I will refrain from commenting, since this is not my area of expertise.  		N/A		Thank you for your review and feedback. 

						23		Bob Davis		ppt		throughout		gFAF 'increasing'		just a general question: does this mean that gFAF are getting an increasing market share (conversions from ER zonal or eFAF? Cognitive dissonance for me if ASHPs and DHPs are also gaining market share. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		The increase in gFAF sales challenged us as well since it seems counterintuitive that gFAF and ASHP both increase in the sales, and those units have to replace something in the stock. We increased the replacement rate (described during the presentation as the calibration process) to have gFAF and ASHP systems replace themselves (as opposed to other systems) more frequently. The model's results showing ASHP, DHP, and gFAF all increasing while zonal electric and eFAF decreasing, which is consistent with both the trend observed in the RBSA and the sales trends.

						24		Bob Davis		ppt and results workbook		Table 7 (?)		% of ASHPs with gFAF backup now set at 20%. This is likely low for metro/suburban areas but might be ok overall.		keep a close eye on this in model update cycles as there are several implications		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We agree, there has been a lot of discussion around dual fuel heat pumps, and it does have an impact on the model if our assumptions are too low or too high since it impacts how we adjust gas furnace sales. We've compared data sources, including the RBSA, BPA's 2018 Installer Survey and haven't seen a source with a higher estimate than 20%, but it will be an important area to explore in future models as market trends shift.

						25		Bob Davis		ppt		slide 60		ongoing (?)/upcoming research		Evergreen Econ had the possiblity of adding monitoring to a subgroup of ASHPs as part of their ongoing end use study. Does anyone know if this happened/is happening? This would be for a range of system types/ages and would be very useful to supplement the uneven/out of date detailed info we have on ASHP field performance.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		If this is in regards to the NEEA end use study, we'll follow up with NEEA to identify if this might include new data that would support a future model, thank you for mentioning this. 

						26		Bob Davis		ppt		slide 60		upcoming research		BPA is underwriting detailed field study of 20-30 VCHPs (2022-2023) with a focus on heating system performance		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Yes, we're looking forward to the results from that field study! NEEA has also been doing research on VCHP performance and we hope to get more information for a future model update to improve how we model VCHPs.

						27		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Question 1, Multifamily 		First, the market model only includes multifamily units. It excludes common areas in multifamily buildings because common area usage differs from typical in-unit usage.		Minor question: Are common areas accounted for in the commercial and or inductrial models? Probably not a big enough impact to influence one of the models. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		BPA has not yet built a commercial or industrial HVAC model, but anticipates developing a commercial HVAC model. Since these systems fall under commercial energy codes and perform more like a commercial system, we anticipate the future commercial model would include multifamily central systems and common areas. 

						28		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Question 1 Table 4		HP Heating: HSPF 7.2, 7.7, 8.2, 8.5, 9.0, 10.0+, and VCHP		Minor Point: 10.0+ HSPF borders on VSHP, somehting to watch as combining these two efficiencies or adjust the highest HSPF  in the future is a realistic possibility 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Based on our analysis at the beginning of this model update and discussions with the expert panel in 2021, we found that VCHP actually did not correlate well with HSPF 10+. We matched model numbers in the NEEP, BPA, and Energy Trust of Oregon product lists with our sales data and found most variable capacity units fell in the 9.0-9.9 HSPF range, which led us to disaggregate our approach to VCHP from HSPF/SEER.

						29		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Question 1 Table 4		HP Cooling: SEER 10, 13, 14.5, 18+, and VCHP		Minor Point: 18+ SEER borders on VSHP, somehting to watch as combining these two efficiencies or adjust the highest SEER in the future is a realistic possibility 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Please refer to the response to comment #28.

						30		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Question 1 Table 4		CAC: SEER 10, 13, 14.5, 18+		Minor Point: Would it improve the model to treat CAC & HP the same on the VSHP equipment?		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We didn't add VCHP as an efficiency tier for CACs since the VCHP model lists we used to match to sales data didn't include CACs. This is certainly something we could improve in the next model with better VCHP CAC data. 

						31		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Footnote 7		[1] The team considered additional configurations, such as DHPs paired with indoor air handling units or other ducted systems but chose to exclude them from this model due to the low prevalence of these systems during the analysis period. 		Minor Point: Rapidly growing application in the market		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Yes, we acknowledge DHP applications appear to be rapidly changing and something we will want to focus on in the next model. For this model, based on feedback from the panel, we concluded that these configurations are new enough (without good data) that they would have a small impact on the model, but will be something we'll want to add in the next model.

						32		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Step 4 Product flow 		1.     During the calibration process the team increased the assumption of gas furnaces serving as secondary applications to ASHP from 10% to 20% of ASHP.		This is a big increase, not completely unexpected.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for your feedback.

						33		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Table 10		Model as equivalent to Full DHP energy consumption because these technologies have similar COPs		I understand why we use DHP. PTHP's have poor performance at lower outdoor temps than DHP's 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		This is a really good point, that PTHPs could have different consumption than DHPs due to their efficiency at low OATs. Since the saturation of PTHPs is relatively low and their consumption has a relatively small impact on the overall model, we decided not to make any changes to the PTHPs, but this will certainly be a good update to make in a future model. 

						34		Mark Jerome		Methodology Report		Table 12		CC&S		100% Standard Practice is not realistic. My assumption is and has been that the 2019 BPA HP Field study was flawed 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Our "standard practice" baseline assumes some components of CC&S are naturally occurring outside of programs, which we felt was important to include in the baseline. The study found airflow and sizing practices to be very similar within and outside of programs. The study did find differences in controls practices, specifically auxiliary heat lockout, in programs vs outside of programs, which is where we have differentiated CC&S in the model. The model does assume 24% of installation have controls correctly locked out as part of standard practice, consistent with BPA's study findings. 

						35		Mark Jerome		Slide Deck		Slide 60		Recommendations		VSHP & ASHP ratings converging and more application types will require more attention in upcoming models 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you, we will continue to explore ways to improve our VCHP UECs in future models as this technology evolves. 

						36		Mark Jerome		Slide Deck		Slide 27		Dual Fuel HP		I think the growth could be overstated, large increase since last model		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Based on our available data and other panel feedback, our current estimate appears to be a middle ground when considering other approaches. The future model will update our assumptions regarding dual fuel heat pumps based on data from RBSA III and any new data sources.

						37		Mark Jerome		Export Tables		Table 6		Row 24 & 25		18SEER & VSHP basically the same product		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Please refer to the response to comment #28.

						38		Mark Jerome		Export Tables		Table 7		Row 19 & 20		10HSPF & VSHP converging on the same product		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Please refer to the response to comment #28.

						39		Havala Hanson		Methodology report		p.9		Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		Sampling for multifamily homes in RBSA was inadequate for drawing conclusions from analysis. These data are excluded from NEEA analyses. It could be helpful to add this data limitation as a caution for interpreting results and/or area for further investigation. Or, to state how it was addressed (BPA lighting model?).		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This is a good point. We've added language in the methodology memo to speak to this limitation and how we've relied on alternative data where available to reduce uncertainty. However, since multifamily units represent less than 10% of the Market and Momentum Savings, we also don't believe the uncertainty associated with multifamily has a significant impact on model results.

						40		Havala Hanson		Methodology report		p.13		Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		Consider the frequency of which fuel mix assumptions will be updated. Does not impact current results, but will alter future iterations if this is done. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We agree, the fuel mix is a crucial part of the model and something we'll continue to improve in a future model.
Can you clarify your comment so we can better understand what exactly you're suggesting we update? The model does have annual saturation of technologies, including the split between gas and electric technologies, which change annually based on the trend between the two RBSAs and our sales data. We hold the saturation of gas the same in the baseline as the market scenario to avoid attributing savings to fuel switching. Are there specific assumptions about the fuel mix that could be improved in the future?

						41		Havala Hanson		PowerPoint		Slide 50		Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		It looks like utility programs are not included in the "programs" share. Do you think the results would hold if they were?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The results do actually include units associated with utility programs. A more useful slide might have been quantities inside and outside of programs, either supplemental to, or instead of the % graph. If we include quantities, it shows both program activity and activity outside of programs increasing over time. But the activity outside of programs is increasing at a much higher rate than program activity, which contributes to the perceived drop in programs as percentage. Based on our market actor engagements, we think this sharp increase in ASHP activity in general is driven largely by people's desire to add cooling to their homes, which adds efficiency improvements but might not be the primary driver like it used to be with programs. Additionally, we think the increase in activity outside of programs could partially be attributed to some forms of fuel switching, which the model doesn't count as savings, but does show up as increased ASHP activity outside of programs since those units would be ineligible for program incentives.

						42		Havala Hanson		PowerPoint		Cooling slides		Our data indicate a significant growth in CAC sales in the region over the analysis period, resulting in 70% of homes in the region having a form of cooling (including technologies like RACs), and 50% of homes having whole home cooling.		This is unsurprising given external factors on consumer behavior. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for this insight, which helps corroborate the model results.

						43		Havala Hanson		PowerPoint		Sales slides		Are there additional data indicating HVAC replacements are occurring more frequently in recent years?		Consider statistical analysis that accounts for population growth, new construction, and other factors that could influence this trend. In addition, the uptick in sales during COVID and especially in 2021 is not likely to be indicative of a new rate of increase.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		The model does allocate sales to new construction, which is certainly part of the increase in sales, but even after allocating sales to new construction, the data indicate rapid growth, suggesting an increase in demand for cooling, increases in remodels, and potential replacements as a result of the pandemic, all which suggest replacements occurring more frequently than previous periods. 

						44		Ryan Brown		All		All		What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		It is surprising to see gas furnaces maintain half of sales in new construction given local and state decarb policies in motion. Use this as one data point among many to inform inputs around fuel choice. Clear cooling sales trends align with market research and RPP data. Over time assumptions about the share of savings allocated to cooling may need to change. Be cautious about interpreting efficiency mix in sales data over time by examining the practices and trends within the distributors who have participated in the data collection. Interesting results all around; happy to see and be a part of this work. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for this feedback. We've responded to the gas furnace comment in comment 46 below. Regarding cooling savings, the model doesn't derive savings from changes in cooling technologies (e.g., a home changing from one cooling technology to another, or no cooling to cooling; it only derives savings from cooling efficiency improvements entering the market via the product flow. We appreciate your other notes about cooling sales trends and savings, and efficiency mix, which we will revisit in future model updates.

						45		Ryan Brown		PowerPoint		slide 21		1. Our results indicate a growth in ASHP, DHP, and gas furnaces sales over the analysis period, resulting in a 2-5% increase in these technologies in the stock. Does this align with your understanding of technology growth in the region?		When considering the calibration knob to adjust product flow for secondary applications of specific technologies you might consider thinking about decreasing product flow of DHPs that are assigned as the primary heating source in the home. I'm not totally clear on how DHPs installed to displace a portion of the heating load are factored into the model results.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Our DHP product flow approach inherently excludes units associated with secondary applications because of the way we develop our product flow estimates related to the stock turnover. We use the stock turnover to determine the magnitude of the product flow needed to maintain replacements in 2011-2016, then we apply the year-over-year product growth from the sales to 2017-2020 (as a % increase each year). Since we start with the number of primary systems turning over in each year to estimate product growth in later years, we don’t need to subtract units associated with secondary systems. We have updated the methodology memo to better describe this process.

						46		Ryan Brown		Model Results Workbook		Heating Summary		4. Are you aware of any forthcoming research that could inform model updates? e.g., Studies or data collection on ASHP, DHP, VCHP, CACs, weatherization, thermostats, etc.		NEEA will be releasing a study in June that sought to gather a snapshot of how builders are responding to WSEC 2018 residential code in terms of options selected and fuel choice. This study indicates that as few as 12% of new homes in WA are being built with natural gas heating or water heating (astonishingly down from around 80% of homes built with gas under the prior code). This could mean the flow of gFAF in 2021 is overestimated in the model. This probably would have a minimal impact on model results overall given the short timeframe at the end of the plan that the code is effective and being built to, but it might mean up to 10,000 new homes you are assuming get gFAF in WA in 2021 are getting electric heat instead.  A more comprehensive compliance study will be conducted on this code in 2022 by NEEA.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		We found the recent study interesting as well in light of the model's new construction gas saturations. Since the study focused on homes built under the 2018 code which went into effect in Feb 2021 and compliance likely started late summer 2021, and the model includes new construction homes from 2016-2021, we think our current estimate falls nicely between the previous study and the most recent trends away from gas. These estimates are also specific to Washington, where we think this trend is happening more rapidly; other states are likely lagging. But it does help us confirm our current estimates based on HIRL saturation data are reasonable estimates.

						47		Ryan Brown		Model Results Workbook		Cooling Summary tab		3. Our data indicate a significant growth in CAC sales in the region over the analysis period, resulting in 70% of homes in the region having a form of cooling (including technologies like RACs), and 50% of homes having whole home cooling. Does this align with your understanding of cooling growth in the region? 		NEEA's retail sales data shows significantly more volatility in the sales of RAC in the region. Specifically in 2021 the retail sales of RAC doubled from the 4 year average from 2017-2020. This is likely driven by massive heat waves in recent years.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Thank you for this feedback, which helps confirm the rapid increase in homes with cooling (RACs and forms of whole home cooling) from 2016-2021. We hold 2021 product flow as the same as 2020 to be conservative in absence of sales data, but this feedback helps confirm the trend likely continues into 2021. 

						48		Christopher Dymond		Model Results Workbook		Table 11		1. Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		NEEA's estimates of total DHP sales (in all applications, not just residential) track pretty closely with the totals in this workbook but our estimates include those that are installed in commercial applications (estimated at 35% of the non-incented DHP units according to installer survey) and many applications in res where DHPs are used as secondary add-on systems. Perhaps NEEA is just being more conservative with our estimates, but I suspect this model might be over-estimating flow of DHPs into residential applications. Can you remind us how the model inputs or the model itself accounts for the volume of DHPs going into non-residential applications? 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Related to the previous comment, the model excludes DHPs in secondary applications because the stock turnover uses primary systems as its starting place, with the year-over-year growth seen in the sales data applied only to the primary systems. We reviewed the RBSA II, BPA's 2018 Installer Survey, and Energy Trust of Oregon's 2021 study, and they indicate the secondary systems aren't increasing as a percentage of total units (around 20%). 

We also revisited the MPER data we reviewed together in the fall, and 35% was related to DHP units outside of NEEA's scope. Most of these units are likely within BPA's scope: Multifamily units, Full DHPs, units going to New Construction. The MPER said 17% of units were associated with commercial. We revisited our comparison of the model's product flow (primary units only) with the MPER data and found   our estimates are within the residential ranges estimated by NEEA's data.

						49		Christopher Dymond		Methodology		p 8				Nomenclature could use clarity --- single family homes include attached homes up to 4 units, multifamily are housing with 5+ units		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you, we've added this clarity to the methodology memo.

						50		Christopher Dymond				table 3		ASHP, DHP, VCHP, VSHP, Minisplit, Hybrid, Dual Fuel		Product definitions are not really consistent with industry naming convention. There is potential for confusion by market actors		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for this feedback. We've tried to use consistent terminology through the model materials, and sometimes those terms might be different than industry terms. So we've added clarifications in the memo to better clarify interchangeable terms. 

						51		Christopher Dymond				table 5		advanced smart thermostats		Another possible product definition shift is occurring in the market, manufacturers now offer these features in some of their own thermostats but are not differentiated as such. Savings might be larger in real world than estimated by only retail sales of advanced smart thermostats		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Thank you for this insight; Expanded thermostat definitions, and the savings associated with those definitions, will certainly be something we will revisit in future model updates. If you have specific thermostats in mind, please send those to us so we can review for consideration. For this model update, we focused on definitions and savings consistent with the RTF. 

						52		Christopher Dymond		workbook		Heating Summary				Baseline  Product flow - ASHP declines from 80,023 to 56,025 from 2016 to 2021 --- seems counter intuitive as ASHP (all types) were increasing		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		We agree the baseline product flow is confusing (it's just a byproduct of the model that's not reflecting what actually happened.) So we've updated we've updated the export tables to include the stock baseline, or the baseline saturation of technologies in the stock, which is a more accurate representation of the baseline scenario and does show ASHP increasing.

						53		Christopher Dymond		workbook		table 9				gFAF stock increase in 2020 and 2021 is not consistent with my understanding of market, it suggests eFAFs are being more frequently replaced with gFAF rather than ASHPs		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The sales data do show a sharp increase in gFAF (and ASHP) sales in 2020, which could suggest some conversions from eFAF to gFAF (in addition to conversions from eFAF to ASHP). However, based on the collective panel feedback noting this surprising trend, the team increased 2020 and 2021 replacement rates for gFAF, ASHP, and DHPs by 10%. This update results in those systems replacing each other at a faster rate, rather than other systems, with the assumption that consumers replaced HVAC systems during the pandemic more frequently than earlier in the analysis period as a result of more extreme weather events each year and people spending more time in their homes during the pandemic, leading to more remodels and early replacements. This update lessened the incresae in gFAF stock saturations between 2019-2020 (and 2021). 

						54		Christopher Dymond						1. Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		Yes - table 9 implies that eFAFs are being more frequently replaced with gFAFs than ASHPs --- how does this comport expansion of gas service to homes?				The results show gFAF holding steady over the analysis period. However, as we note in comment 53, as a result of panel feedback, we did implement a change to our replacement rate assumption that results in gFAF replacing itself more frequently than replacing other systems. Conversions do still occur, but the increased replacement rate lowers this occurrence.

						55		Christopher Dymond						b) We are specifically interested in input on the cooling trends and ASHP, DHP, and gFAF results.		Contractors are definitely being asked for cooling solutions more than in prior decades				Thank you for this feedback, which helps confirm the rapid increase in homes with cooling (RACs and forms of whole home cooling) from 2016-2021. 

						56		Christopher Dymond						2. What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		Cooling additions were driving most of the shift in 2015-21. IAQ and comfort improvements (using minisplit heat pumps) many be an emerging trend				Thank you for this insight, which helps us interpret the results and corroborate findings.

						57		Christopher Dymond						4. Are you aware of any forthcoming research that could inform model updates? e.g., Studies or data collection on ASHP, DHP, VCHP, CACs, weatherization, thermostats, etc.		UEC values should be adjusted in the future.  ASHP ranges defined by HSPF 9, 10, 11, and VCHP designations are dated. New product features and capabilities may also shift designations		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We will certainly look to improve our UECs in future model updates, and look forward to NEEA's forthcoming research on the product characteristics that impact consumption more than HSFP/SEER. We've aligned our UECs with the data we have available, but hope new data will help us continue to refine them. 

						58		Christopher Dymond						a) Is there additional evidence of a rapid decrease in Electric Forced Air Furnaces decreasing significantly in the stock?  
b) Are there additional data indicating an increase in dual fuel heat pumps?		not that I am aware of				Thank you.

						59		Christopher Dymond						3. Our data indicate a significant growth in CAC sales in the region over the analysis period, resulting in 70% of homes in the region having a form of cooling (including technologies like RACs), and 50% of homes having whole home cooling. Does this align with your understanding of cooling growth in the region? 		generally, yes - lots of AC sales - anecdotal				Thank you for your insights, even if anecdotal. 

						60		Christopher Dymond		Methodology		page 21		namely gFAF units assuming 20% of ASHP are paired with a gas furnace as backup heat.[1] 		How do you differentiate between HPs added for cooling (not primary) and those paired with gas furnaces as primary heating systems?  If a contactor installs the unit for cooling, the lockout temp may be quite high (40F) which would greatly diminish the role of the heat pump as a heating device (more for cooling)		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The stock turnover model starts with systems identified in the RBSAs as primary heating or cooling systems, so if there are ASHP that aren't used as the primary heating source, those would be defined by whatever the primary heating source is. 

For systems with the ASHP as the primary heating source and gas furnace as backup heat, the ASHP is the primary system, and the gas system is the secondary system, whose impact on electric consumption is captured by SEEM's phase II calibration process, which adjusts for secondary non-electric fuel use. 

						61		Christopher Dymond		Methodology		page 23				What does the term "Efficiency Shares" mean?		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We've updated our terminology to be more consistent - using "Efficiency Mix" instead of shares. We also added a more explicit definition. This refers to the mix of efficiencies of ASHP and CAC in the product flow data (or the percent of equipment sold that fall into each efficiency bin). 

						62		Christopher Dymond		Model Results Workbook		ASHP Detail				UEC values are declining except in climate zone 3?  We are getting increased sales of cold climate HPs - would they not be used in climate zone 3 - resulting in steeper declines than in climate zone 1 and 2?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We aren't seeing UEC values decline in climate zone 3 on this tab. Can you point out the row/cell where you're seeing this? 

						63		Christopher Dymond		Savings Estimates		non specific				Momentum savings may be attributable to increased use and regional awareness of heat pumps for heating (not just cooling or wood heat displacement).  Field studies have shown when HPs are used the way a home is heated/cooled shifts --- one can make a reasonable case that some of this shift was made possible by the more energy efficient nature of the variable speed heat pump. The RTF savings values for climate zones 2 and 3 are skewed by takeback - might some of this benefit be attributable to momentum of EE products?		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		This is a good point, thank you for these insights. We do see ASHP being installed in climate zones 2 and 3, likely as a result of increased awareness and influenced by programs, and the UECs are calibrated to billing data that would including behavioral changes.

						64		Mitt Jones		Draft Results PPT		Side 40		Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		I'm skeptical that fully weatherized homes more than doubled from 2015 to 2021, especially given that program support for wx was relatively meager during that time period. I suggest further work on the assumtions going into the analysis of the insulation sales data in the future. 
My comments focus mostly on building shell and are probably good examples of what you didn’t want – fairly vague comments about results not feeling right, without much in the way of concrete suggestions. I gave detailed comments way back when about certain R-value assumptions, etc. I have not taken the time to dive back into the analysis to see which changes were implemented and which weren’t. In general, the Principia analysis seemed to have a good bit of uncertainty. My comments suggested that as an area where more focus and work is warranted in the future.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We appreciate your past review of the analysis and your feedback on the weatherization inputs, and acknowledge that the inputs do come with uncertainty, which is why we tried to quantify that uncertainty in the sensitivity analysis. We thought critically about your past feedback and in our responses noted where our assumptions were conservative, or based on current regional assumptions and practices. We feel confident in the doubling of the weatherization activity for a few reasons: 1) The doubling of fully weatherized homes does include new construction homes, which we assume to be fully weatherized and accounts for 60% of the growth. 2) Reminder, a "fully weatherized" home is the equivalent of multiple homes receiving a combination of insulation, window, and air sealing upgrades. While the number of fully weatherized homes does double, the overall quantity of newly-weatherized existing homes over the plan period compared with the total number of homes in the region is relatively small. (275K upgraded homes out of the total 5.4 million existing homes become fully weatherized). 3) The doubling doubling of Fully Weatherized Homes is consistent with our market data sources: RBSA data and insulation sales data.

						65		Mitt Jones		Draft Results PPT		Slide 52		Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		This is perhaps related to the above, but I'm also skeptical of the finding that 60% of wx activity occurss outside of programs. Of course I don't have any data to the contrary. I suggest further work on the assumtions going into the analysis of the insulation sales data in the future. . 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Our 2020 weatherization research and installer survey focused on exactly this topic - weatherization occurring in vs outside of programs. This metric is backed both by our direct installer survey (who said a third of their jobs were incented by programs) and our comparisons of market and program data. We will continue to improve our weatherization estimates with the next RBSA, additional sales data, and hopefully additional research in this area.

						66		Mitt Jones		Draft Results PPT		Slide 55		Do any results misalign with your understanding of the market?		Maybe other sensitivity analyses were performed but the summarized sensitivity analysis around Building Shell Upgrades evidently involved scenarios only with windows. I suggest include a sensitivity analysis that also provides ranges based on insulation values. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The sensitivity analysis for building shell upgrades included both a high and low scenario. The high scenario only included windows, which is an area the model currently doesn't account for outside of programs. The low scenario removes the insulation improvements seen in the RBSA analysis to understand the relative impact those improvements have on consumption and savings.

						67		Mitt Jones		Draft Results PPT		Slide 56		Based on the results and sensitivity analysis, what inputs or areas of the model should BPA focus on in future model iterations?		See my comment immediately above. I think there is enough uncertainty in the building shell upgrades that it warrants additional focus in the future. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		See response to comment 66.

						68		Mitt Jones						What are your main takeaways from the results about the market?		Lots of good info and insights. Regarding my comments on shel above, perhaps 60% is happenign outside of the programs because program support hasn't been great (given the low cost  of gas). One potential side effect is that for the majority if insulation work there are essentially no checks on installation quality, which would certainly result in decreased installation quality and likely result in decreased  weatehrization efficacy. There could also otentially be health and safety ramifications. 		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		This is an interesting point that we haven't explored before but would be good to investigate in the future, not just for weatherization, but for other technologies installed outside of programs where installation is important to achieving savings. Potentially savings might be different for technologies installed outside of programs, and that's something we could look into in the future. 

						69		Mitt Jones						Our results indicate a growth in ASHP, DHP, and gas furnaces sales over the analysis period, resulting in a 2-5% increase in these technologies in the stock. Does this align with your understanding of technology growth in the region?		Yes				Thank you.

						70		Mitt Jones						 Our data indicate gas furnace and ASHP sales have increased significantly over the analysis period, and want to ensure our model allocates those units correctly in the model. 		I don't have access to additional dataa for the Northwest that shed light on your questions here. 				Thank you.

						71		Mitt Jones						Our data indicate a significant growth in CAC sales in the region over the analysis period, resulting in 70% of homes in the region having a form of cooling (including technologies like RACs), and 50% of homes having whole home cooling. Does this align with your understanding of cooling growth in the region? 		Yes, We are also seeing a consistent upward trend in CAC installations in other parts of the country. 				Thank you for this insight, which helps corroborate the model results.

						72		Mitt Jones						 Are you aware of any forthcoming research that could inform model updates? e.g., Studies or data collection on ASHP, DHP, VCHP, CACs, weatherization, thermostats, etc.		Not at this time				Thank you. 

						73		Kevin Madison		Model Results Workbook		Table 3, Table 9				Looking at the decreasing amw for multifamily and manufactured housing, this means that heat pumps are being installed in about 3/4 (a 3 to 1 ratio) of the new units and that a significant number of new units are being retrofited. According to Table 9, ~67,000 heating installations were added to the building stock in 2022. It is clear that some of those are retrofits from 1 system to another. I think it would be useful to add some discussion analysis on the factors contributing to these decreased electric usage because I think they are split between new construction migrating to heat pumps; electric going to gas; electric going to heat pump. I know this is an electric study, but there should be an estimate of the total gas consumption as well. If electrification is the goal, all of these systems need to be switched (as well as growth stopped) at some time in the future.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for these insights. You are correct that the decrease in consumption comes from a combination of factors, including the trends you noted like more efficient systems in general entering the stock (ASHP and DHP), but it's also a factor of increased weatherization and thermostat installations and the slight increase in gas technologies in the stock over time.

Since this is a topic raised by a number of panelists and has high interest to the region, we will be sure to include more of this story in BPA's final model presentations to the region. While the model doesn't estimate gas consumption specifically, we can still note the trends we see in gas saturation and the potential impacts that has on electric consumption and opportunities for future program interventions.
Speaking more specifically to the ASHP trends, the ASHP detail tab speaks to which building types are receiving ASHP more granularly - that tab shows that all three building types are receiving ASHP. While that tab doesn't break down units by new and existing construction, our data indicate new construction accounts for about 30% of new ASHP units entering the stock each year, like-for-like replacements account for about 40% of sales each year, and the remaining 30% of units are replacing other systems (eFAF, zonal, or other systems). The trend varies a little by building type--MH receive a higher percentage of ASHP in both replacements/retrofits and new construction than MF because they have more ducted systems in general, and MH have a higher saturation of eFAF. 

						74		Kevin Madison		Model Results Workbook		Heating Summary		Editorial: Are the bars in "Annual, Regional Heating Equipment Consumption by Technology - Baseline Scenario" labeled correctly? It looks like PTHP is a different color.		I didn't review all the graphs, but probably worth a pass through for this editiorial item				We double checked and the label is correct, but confusing since it is a different color than the market scenario graph and similar to the other technologies with red shading. We updated to make this less confusing and more consistent across the two graphs. 

						75		Kevin Madison		Model Results Workbook		Last 6 graphs on system detal		Question: Is it possible to estimate market vs baseline saturations in gas furnaces?		Comment: I think there is something fundamentally lost when comparing saturations of gas vs electric heatings systems. The gas shows no difference between market and baseline saturations, which to me implies that increased saturations of heat pump technologies are having no impact on gas saturations, and I think we can all agree that can't be true. I don't suggest we should enter the fray of gas vs. electric politics. I just think that this needs to be analyzed and presented similar to the other systems. I would expect the market saturations to be lower than the baseline, but this is just a guess. There are ~67,000 gas installations 2020-2021 but there are ~75,000 ASHPs and ~63,000 DHPs. I would think a lot of those those HPS (both program and momentum counted units) were selections to replace existing or new instead of gas furnaces.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We agree, comparing the baseline and the market scenarios can be confusing.  The best place to look for understanding market trends and what is changing over time for both gas and electric technologies is the market scenario, which represent changes in the stock based on the trends between the RBSAs, the product flow entering the stock via sales, and the stock turnover process. The gas saturations in the baseline are made to equal to the market, in order to avoid savings associated with fuel switching, which makes it less useful for comparisons. However, that doesn't mean we can't draw meaningful conclusions about what is actually happening based on the market scenario. While the growth in ASHP and DHP are having an impact on the stock, we also see from the RBSAs and sales data that gFAF isn't going away. You are correct that those new systems are entering the stock as a combination of new construction units, like-for-like replacements, and units replacing other technologies (conversions from eFAF, zonal, gFAF, or other systems).

						76		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 15		Question: Is it possible to examine the relationships between heating and cooling source?		The biggest increas is CACs but nearly all of those systems will have some type of heating system. Do you have that information? Do you know how many of these are retrofit on existing furnace systesm vs new shipments combined with a furnace? To me this shows an opportunity for market intervention.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		The structure of the existing model disaggregates the heating system from the cooling system, so the results don't tell us exactly what CACs are paired with. However, in analyzing the results, we think the majority of the CACs are being paired with gas or electric furnaces. 
The model cannot tell us how many of these installations are a retrofit of an existing furnace, or if a new furnace is installed, but this could be a powerful part of the story coming from the model, as you suggest, regarding the opportunities for market interventions to push these systems to install an ASHP. 

						77		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 29		Question: Can you add a little more clarity on the differences of VCHPs?		My engineering understanding is that most very high efficiency heat pumps are variable capacity due to them using variable speed compressors. For example, I think most SEER 18 units have variable speed compressors as well as higher efficiency DHPs also.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Based on our analysis at the beginning of this model update, we found that VCHP actually did not correlate well with HSPF or SEER. We matched model numbers in the NEEP, BPA, and Energy Trust of Oregon product lists with our sales data and found most variable capacity units fell in the 9.0-9.9 HSPF range or lower than SEER 18, which led us to disaggregate our approach to VCHP from HSPF/SEER.

For the purposes of this model, VCHP refers specifically to an ASHP with variable capacity. DHPs are inherently variable capacity and are treated separate from variable capacity ASHP. 

						78		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 43		Question: Can you tease out how much of the decrease is due to shifts to gas?				Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		For this slide, the decrease doesn't include any impacts from shifts to gas since it only compares the number of homes with electric heating and the consumption of those homes. The decline in electric consumption per home comes primarily from the shifts to more efficient electric heating technologies, new ASHP and CAC getting more efficient, and increased weatherization and thermostat installations. 

While the other slides and results in the export tables that show overall regional electric heating consumption declining do include impacts from increased gas technologies, in addition to efficiency improvements, it's difficult disaggregate the specific impact of gas trends in those results. But in BPA's presentations of the final model results we can be sure to speak to fuel trends where we can pinpoint the data, like changes in gas technology sales or stock.

						79		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 47, 49, 51, 52		Observation		There is a difference between savings that occur within a program and savings that occur BECAUSE of the program. On the other hand, there is also a portion of the momentum savings that occurs outside the program but also occurs BECAUSE of the program. I know this study is not a program evaluation, but nevertheless it is likely these types of results will be taken out of context, probably to claim how effective the programs are. I think you need some clarifying language and, ideally, I would like to see these columns divided into 4 sections:
1. Programs: Influence by program activity
2. Programs: Not influenced by program activity (free riders, or zero net savings)
3. Momentum: Naturally occuring adoption (to me this eventually needs to be added to the baseline and removed from the market)
4. Momentum: Spillover or market effect due to indirect influence of program activity		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		We agree that there are a number of reasons activity occurs outside of programs. BPA's Momentum Savings market models do not differentiate these reasons; Momentum Savings are savings that occur outside of programs, above the baseline, not already attributed to NEEA initiatives. BPA is not required to calculate or track attribution, instead we are interested in the total energy efficiency resource, including program, NEEA, Momentum, because in the Northwest energy efficiency is considered as a resource. 

						80		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 51				Smart Thermostats: It was curious to me that with momentum installations so high in 2016 why the IOUs decided to put a program together here. The presenter duely noted that these are noramalized graphs and do not indicate quantities. SmartStats are complex because the reasons for installation are varied AND do not always yield saving and actually are very close to be gross of zero accross a population. That is, depending on your sample demographics there could be as many installations that increase energy use as decrease it. A recent double blind study in CA showed a gross increase and a very low NTG. The four segment column discussed above would be more informative here.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		What might have been more useful to present in these slides were quantities within and outside of programs rather than percentages. Total installations were quite low in 2016, both within and external to programs (1K program installations, 20K outside of programs). The quantities indicate it wasn't that momentum installations were high in 2016, but that program activity was low. Compared to 2020 where programs incented 20K and 55K were installed outside of programs. As the technology evolved and they showed proven savings, programs were able to influence the market in a way that grew both within and outside of programs. 

You raise an interesting point, though, with regards to savings outside of programs, which might be different than savings within programs where more rigorous vetting and evaluations are done. We have noted this as an area to explore more in the next model. 

						81		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 54/55		Recommendation: Leave out the saturation of smart thermostat		I don't think this is a reasonable approach because, as discussed above, savings can often be negative. Depending on where those installations go, an increase in saturation could actually cause the gross population savings to decrease, not increase. Would it be better to vary the savings of the smart thermostats up or down? Furthermore, why do savings decrease when smartstat saturation increases? I thought RTF savings were always slightly positive.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		We aligned our thermostat savings with the RTF values, but we have noted non-program savings as an area to explore more in a future model. 

With regards to the sensitivity analysis, we're not seeing what you observed "savings decrease when smartstat saturation increases": the analysis says consumption decreases with the increased saturation of smart thermostats, which results in an increase in savings.

						82		Kevin Madison		Presentation		Slide 68		Question: Can you provide background on DHP increase 2019-2021 and DHP eFAF/Electric decreases? Do you have ideas of why these are so different?		I think I made a similar observation a couple of meetings ago and the electric difference, if I'm remembering right, has gotten a little smaller, but it's still a pretty big number. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		This slide shows the UEC difference between the last model (the Interim Model) and the current model (2021 Model Update), not the differene between UEC in years 2019 and 2021. Since the Interim Model, we have updated our model's DHP UECs to align with the RTF's DHP savings values. The increased UEC for Full DHP resulted from our SEEM updates, and decreased the UECs for DHP Zonal and DHP eFAF resulted from aligning with the RTF's estimates.

						83		David Baylon		wookbook		Table 9		The saturation of ASHP in the market has declined by about 10%.  It is also true that the efficiency increased but the Federal standard driving the minimum efficieny was mostly in transition during this period.  		Initial comment: The decline in saturation may be countered by the efficieny change but that looks like it would be a push. At least in this case the net savings would suggest no monentum savings.
Follow-up comment: I have gone over my notes and I think you are right.  Apparently I made and error in computing the saturatiions. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Initial Response: Please clarify where you are seeing the referenced decline in saturation. This is not what Cadeo sees in the table.

Follow-up response: Thank you for double checking.


						84		David Baylon		workbook		Table 9		It appears that the DHP saturation has doubled mostly in ER zonal homes.  		This would compensate for the ASHP saturation (at least partly). What is clear is that for the most part the DHP saturation increase is in electric zone heated homes.  Thus the DHP is not so much replacing the ER system but enhancing it.  This is required in the WSEC. And was the "displacement" approach used in the NEEA and BPA programs .  In effect the home DHP raises the COP of the system to about 1.8 from 1.0. to the extent that these programs are no longer part of the BPA portfolio that should be the basis of that savings.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Thank you for clarifying your comment. Our UECs do include the electric consumption from a home's zonal electric system in these configurations (as do the DHP with eFAF UECs), consistent with the RTF's DHP measures. They do not assume these homes only use the DHP and therefore have higher electric consumption than a "Full DHP," but lower consumption than a zonal-only system.

						85		David Baylon		workbook		Table 9		1.5 million more units with cooling 2016-2021 and ~65 aMW of increased cooling consumption		the cooing is more effcient but the saturation out weighs those savings. I'm questioning the wisdom of taking momentum savings in a sector that may have more efficient equipment but the energy use of the has increased dramatically with the cooling saturation. 		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		See response to comment #86 below.

						86		David Baylon		Workbook 		CAC Detail		The estimates of net savings from the 80% increase in CAC in the population from 2015 to 2021 strikes me as counterintitutive.  It seems that all the new equipment is SEER 14+ and that half the SEER 10 equipmenet is replaced with SEER 13.  That is also an increase of about 25% over 2015.  The net is said to be a savings of 5 aMW by 2021 adds to the momentum savings.  		I doubt this accounting is right although I did not follow the calcualtion through the population and energy use model. It looks like final SEER average is probably high by enough to at least zero out the "savings" and maybe change the sign of the effect. Yes we have more efficient equipment (largely because the changes in federal standards) but this more efficent equipment is replacing no equipment.  It is an entirely new load and we're taking savings base on "it could have been worse"?		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		The 5 aMW you referenced is the difference between market and baseline energy consumption in 2021, which includes cumulative savings from both program and Momentum savings across 2016-2021. This difference is NOT due to the increase in cooling loads but only from CACs that are more efficient than the current practice baseline, defined by the efficiency mix of CACs in the product flow (or sales data) in 2015. This is the equivalent of "upgrade" savings in program measures where programs incentivize consumers to purchase higher efficiency equipment. It is noteworthy that the current practice baseline is higher than federal standards, so we don't believe efficiency gains are only from federal standards. 

You are right that added cooling is a new load, and that we are estimating savings above a theoretical baseline, but our application of both the baseline and the savings are consistent with regional practices, to estimate efficiency gains above the counterfactual baseline. 

Note that the model also derives savings from more efficient ASHP this way, not just CACs.

						87		David Baylon		workbook		Heat/Cool Summaries		I believe that the SEER 18 units and the variable speed VSHP are essentially the same product.  In fact, so is the HSPF 10 and VSHP.  I think this is an improtant transition uisng the DHP compressors with the central air handlers.  Whether this transition is already  underway is debatable but it wiil be an increasingly important technology.		The problem is that the VCHP technologies that were introduced by US companies (Carrier, Trane, Lennox, etc. 20 years ago)) are different technologies from the new products from Mitsubushi, Diakin, LG, etc. They have better controls and they manage off cycle use so they get better perfromance overall.  It is that technology that will be the dominate VCHP soon (in my opinion).  Thats because it works way better and the engineering behind it is more advanced.  That said the AHRI testing standards for VCHP are not well developed so the meaning of SEER and HSPF is not that reliable.  I think (in general) this technology would out perform the ratings.  That probably isn't true of the previous generations. If I were going to put my eggs in one basket for the long term electrification of the residential sector these newer compressors would be the basket I would choose.  BPA would be well advised to pay attention to that.		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		Based on our analysis of actual VCHP sold in the region between 2017-2020, VCHP sales were not all SEER 18/HSFP 10 units (25% were < HSPF 10), which is why we disaggregated VCHP from HSPF/SEER. But note that these are just for ASHP efficiencies, not DHPs. DHPs are modeled independent of HSPF/SEER. 

You're correct that the pairing of DHP compressors with indoor air handlers appears to be increasing, but until we have another RBSA, we aren't able to quantify this trend yet. As we discussed in the panel session last year, this is a very recent trend and likely a small impact on the overall stock for this analysis period, but will be important to follow, in addition to Variable Capacity ASHP, in the next Plan Period. 

						88		David Baylon		workbook		Table 9		I find the reduction of saturation of ASHP to be inconsistent with my understanding of current trends particularily with the increased demand for cooling. The saturation of gas furnaces has increase modestly but almost as much as the saturation decline in ASHP		Initial Comment: This trend is not consistant with my understanding as it suggests an ongoing fuel switch from heat pumps and EFAF to GFAF.

Follow-up Comment: This comment was part of the math error I made in calculationg the saturation of ASHPs. I do think that conversions to ASHP of one sort or another will be a feature of the next decade.  Those technologies are here now but which of them takes precedence will depend on market forces or a committment to the high efficieny VCHP.  BPA and the region has experience with influencing these market forces.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Initial response: Can you  point us to where you're seeing this since we're not seeing this decrease.

Follow-up response: Thank you for this clarification. You are right that these will be important trends to follow in the next plan period. 

						89		David Baylon		workbook		table 10		The saturation of cooling throughout the region is shown as almost 75%.  That seems high.  There is no doubt that the growth has been substantial but this  saturation indicates an increase of 1.6 million households ( a quarter of all dwellings) in 5 years is suprisingly large and given cooling saturations in the eastern half most of this growth would need to be in the western part and most of that growth in central AC. 		Initial Comment: I think this should be reviewed carefully; although I also think that even if it is an over-estimated the trend will certianly deliver these staurations in the near future. 

Follow-up Comment: I am not convinced that window shakers are the long term spolution to rising cooling demand.  The saturation of central ducting and the rising temperatures will probably lead to more long term investments that don’t involve going to Home Depot every summer.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		Initial Response: The 75% includes zonal cooling techs like Room Air Conditioners, which have seen sharp increases in sales in the region. Do you have alternative data we can look to  support what an acceptable trend would look like? Our sales data and market research all point to significant growth in CACs, RACs, and cooling in general, corroborated by data from the American Housing Survey that corroborates the model's estimates, but if you have data that suggests otherwise we'd like to review it.

Follow-up response: We agree zonal cooling technologies may not be long term cooling solutions for the region, but our data indicate very large growth in sales and saturation in the stock, so it appears consumers are choosing these units as perhaps an interim solution. 

						90		David Baylon		TO41 Report		Sensitivity Analysis		Smart thermostats are mentioned as a source for monmentum savings.  They are said to have little or no impact on the savings estimations.  I agree with that assessment.  There is interest in this technology as it could provide better control over ASHPs and thermostst settings.  I have yet top see a convincing study that actually supports the hypothesis that it saves conditioning energy. 		Th advanced smart thermostats have a great deal of potential in allowing demand management and enabling communication with utility customers.  Savings are at best uncertian; in some studies even the sign of the savings are uncertian		Market Insight, not related to changes in model results		The model's savings with thermostats are relatively small, but will continue to be an area of future research, particularly with ASHP, to better refine savings estimates. Until we have better data on savings, we have chosen to align with the RTF's most recent thermostat savings estimates.

						91		David Baylon		workbook		Non-Equipt Summary		I believe that the observation that Wx and other building shell upgrades can have a significant impact on the energy used for space conditioning is correct.  The measure used here however is a set of estimates based on the RBSA and Principia.  Neither of these directly measure Wx and only the RBSA relates to window and airtightness that is only part of "fully Wx". 		The region is admonished by the Council to weatherize everything.  RBSA should be upgraded to collect better data on insulation and air tightness.  This would make the current estimation procedure more accurate and provide a better baseline for the extent of Wx. I assume this factor had little impact on your estimate of momentum savings.  If it did the impact should be reduced.

My only concern is that this method of calculating weatherization is not very reliable although it may be an unbiased guess (with a very large error bound).  It is important to continue to state that we need to do better when collecting stock information for the region.  BPA ( as a major funder of this activity) should be clear with NEEA and contractors what is required.		Deserves closer look, might not impact model results.		We agree that the RBSA is crucial to getting better data on Wx trends, and we certainly plan to use RBSA III's findings and trends in the next model. BPA and other stakeholders have been working closely with NEEA on RBSA III to hopefully improve data collection for weatherization information. 

For this model, we recognize the limitations of the RBSA, so use the RBSA trends carefully, only including improvements where statistically significant at a 90/10 confidence interval to take a conservative approach. Additionally, a reminder that for insulation activity in single-family homes we collected additional insulation sales data to estimate Wx upgrades in that market segment, since the RBSA results were not statistically significant.

						92		David Baylon		Workbook		gFAF detail		This sheet included an ongoing increase in gas FAF in the population as a whole.  While I realize this is based on various market informants I think it is not reflective of recent market trends toward ASHP and DHP.  Since all the other major components of the heating sector are also showing an increase in their saturations in the populations it appears that we must be double counting to get a comparible increase in the gFAF.		We should be seeing a decline (marginally) in the saturation of gas heat across the SF sector. I admit to being confused by the saturation tables versa the sales tables.  It seems there is a substantial growth in sales of all HVAC types sales at the expense of electric zonal heating.  I find that hard to square with the saturations which hold zonal systems at a nearly constant share of the total systems when the DHP growth is taken into account.  That is not true of sales.  It looks like gas furnaces benefit disproportionately.The only recent data I have seen is a survey done by NEEA of new home permits in WA (over 80% of new homes across the state have selected heat pumps as their primary heating system). The WSEC favors electric heat pumps but it seems likely that the shift has more underlying market shifts. I anticipate this trend will be more significant in the 8th Plan review as a result of both the codes andthe increasing concern about CO2. 		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		Our sales data indicates 10-12% year over year growth in gFAF, ASHP, and DHP, and the model correspondingly incorporates that growth for each technology, so it does simultaneously capture the growth in ASHP and DHP, and the fact that gFAF isn't going away, consistent with the trends seen in the RBSA. NEEA's most recent WA code compliance study does suggest a decline in gas in new construction homes permitted under the most recent code cycle, but since our model focuses on homes constructed between 2015-2021, we don't think homes specifically in WA under that code cycle are significant in the model. 

To your point that the growth in gFAF, ASHP, and DHP appear to be displacing eFAF and zonal systems, please review our response above to comment number 7.

						93		David Baylon		Workbook		Table 5		It seems that the increased saturation  of heat pumps and DHPs is coming as a result of conversions from other forms of electric heat.  I'm doubt that is true I think some of this is probably fuel "switching" (shudder)		I believe that this trend will be much more signioficant in the next planning period but it has already started. It will raise the question how do we account fuel switching especially if we get much more efficient heating at the margin.		Could change model results, action on this comment should be prioritized		The model does see a decrease in the saturation of electric zonal and eFAF as a result of the increase in ASHP, DHP, and gFAF. In the case where gFAF might be switching to ASHP, we account for this by holding the baseline saturation of gas technologies equal to the trends seen in the market case. This means the baseline is the mix of electric heating technologies in the stock, and savings only come from the increased saturation of efficient electric technologies. 
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BPA Market Research & Momentum Savings 


Residential Expert Panel 


Expert Panel Session #4: Market Data Updates – October 27, 2021 


Began recording meeting 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for a panelist. 


ACTION ITEM – This highlights an action item for BPA and/or Cadeo. 


Attendees:  
BPA: Joan Wang, Bonnie Watson 


DNV: Andrew Wood, Tyler Mahone, Brielle Bushong 


Cadeo: Bretnie Eschenbach, Elizabeth Daykin, Fred Schaefer 


Experts: Mark Jerome (ClearResult and member of RTF), David Baylon (Independent and member of 


RTF), Chris McKinney (FE Company), Mitt Jones (Cadmus), Christian Douglas (RTF CAT), Tina Jayaweera 


(Council staff), Jennifer Light (Council staff), Ryan Brown (NEEA), and Havala Hanson (NEEA) 


Agenda 
• Review NC HVAC Allocation (60 min) 


• Review Market Sizing Updates (20 min) 


• Preview of Weatherization Updates (20 min) 


• Review Next Steps (10 min) 


Market Data Overview 
Cadeo is working on making the updates to the UEC values that were discussed in the previous session. 


This session will focus on updates we’ve made to our market data. After this session, BPA/Cadeo will 


merge the updates to UECs and market data together.  As a reminder, today we will be focused on the 


primary HVAC unit as the model’s unit of account. 


David asked if we have any data on secondary HVAC systems, that could include things that significantly 


effect UECs. Joan and Bretnie responded that their UECs capture the total consumption that could 


include a secondary system. Secondary systems are not a direct output. Woodburning secondary 


systems are included in the SEEM calibration. David noted that woodburning secondary heat systems 


are an important topic for Zone 3. Tyler noted David’s concerns, and reminded that the focus today was 


on new construction sales allocations. 
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New Construction HVAC Sales Allocation 


HVAC Market Model background 
Developed in calendar year 2018 and it tracks regional HVAC stock from 2011 through 2021. The model 


uses the following assumptions for allocation of HVAC sales: 


o 2011 to 2016: align regional stock with 2016 RBSA 


o 2016 to 2021: continue 2011-2016 trend for all homes (existing and new vintage).  


▪ Cannot use 2016 RBSA alone to estimate HVAC system saturation in new 


construction 


▪ Sales data do not identify the building type or vintage that the sale goes in to 


BPA/Cadeo received mixed reviews on this approach, so today the team wants to address concerns. 


Focus area for current HVAC Market Model Update is improving how HVAC equipment sales are 


allocated in new construction by using better data sources. New data sources include the Home 


Innovation Research Lab (HIRL) builder survey and Code Compliance studies from PNNL and NEEA.  


2016 RBSA is still the most current stock assessment; we will not update the HVAC allocation for existing 


construction. We are not updating allocation of HVAC sales to existing construction or discussing in this 


meeting. 


Feedback from Expert Panel 
The team's literature review revealed HIRL as the most comprehensive data source for identifying HVAC 


equipment types being installed in new homes.  


Feedback Requested: Are there additional, unbiased data sources BPA should consider to improve the 


allocation of HVAC systems to new homes? 


David is concerned that the HIRL survey is too small. Ryan noted that NEEA conducts new code studies 


whenever a new code is implemented in one of the states. NEEA has created a database on above-code 


programs, but most of the program data is not very granular. David asked about the detail of the HVAC 


system data in these databases and Havala responded that there is very detailed HVAC system data for 


these programs. However, these are above-code programs so they will be skewed. David asked whether 


similar data is included in Code Compliance studies—Christian responded that the data is generally 


really good, but most of the homes are gas-heated, so you get a limited sample size for electrically 


heated homes. Mark wasn’t clear on whether the NEEA Code Compliance studies were used as a source 


for the new construction sales allocation. 


Havala noted that NEEA is looking into BuildFax, a database for underwriting and insurance purposes 


that may include permit data. NEEA is planning to speak with a sales rep in the near future to see how 


viable it would be for tracking market adoption for our res HVAC programs. Will have to see how far 


back their data go. Fred responded that Cadeo had not looked into the source, but he wrote the source 


down for future modeling.  
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HVAC Sales Allocation Approach 
Based on available data, our overarching approach for allocating HVAC Sales is to start with total HVAC 


sales (i.e., number of CAC, DHP units sold in region), then allocate sales to new construction (SF, MF) 


first. Next, allocate remainder of sales to new manufactured homes and existing homes using 2011 to 


2016 RBSA trends. 


The new construction HVAC allocation approach follows three steps: 1) fill any HIRL data gaps with 


reliable secondary sources, 2) disaggregate NC HVAC system saturation by climate zone, and 3) use 


averages rather than annual saturation. BPA has shared a workbook with the panel 2 weeks prior to this 


session for panel review and is seeking panel feedback today. 


For step 1 (fill HIRL data gaps), the HIRL Builder Survey is very broad, and cannot go into the level of 


detail that our HVAC market model does. BPA asked HIRL for guidance, and they confirmed the data 


gaps identified by Cadeo. Cadeo will use code compliance studies and RBSA 2016 to fill data gaps. 


Step 1: HIRL Data Gaps 
PTHP is not broken out in the Heat Pump category, which is mainly a multifamily issue. Electric Zonal 


and Furnaces are rolled up into one category—single family issue. “No AC” could end up including Room 


Air Conditioners once occupied, which is mainly a multifamily issue. And the survey only gives “ducted 


AC” or “no AC” which doesn’t give respondents an option for PTACs.  


David asked if the PTAC gets categorized as a heat pump, Fred responded that HIRL doesn’t categorize 


PTACs at all.  


David asked if BPA/Cadeo is only using PNNL for code compliance, Fred clarified that “code compliance 


studies” is being used as a blanket term for all (NEEA, PNNL, etc.) code compliance studies.  


Code compliance studies focus on new construction and are best used for filling Multifamily HIRL gaps. 


Single family HIRL gaps in uncommon system types are not found in code compliance studies, so the 


team will use RBSA data instead.  


Regarding the HIRL Builder Practice Survey disaggregation, BPA/Cadeo assume builders would most 


likely respond with ducted AC over no cooling if they had installed PTAC because the survey doesn’t 


have a category for ductless AC or PTAC.  


Room AC units are typically a retail product, so the builder would not install. So Cadeo split the No AC 


System HIRL category between Room AC and no cooling. 


Tina asked if Cadeo parses the RBSA data for new homes, and Fred responded that the new home data 


is too sparse to do that. Tina recognized that the sample is small but noted that almost all new homes in 


Washington with zonal electric heating will also have a ductless heat pump. Joan noted that BPA is only 


looking at 4% of all new homes with either electric zonal or eFAF, which needs to be separated into 


zonal vs. eFAF [Post-session correction: This number is 10% in OR/WA and 6% in ID/MT, not 4% as 


stated]. Tina recommended looking at the RBSA data through the lens of code compliance.  


Mitt asked if Cadeo did interviews with HIRL, and Fred confirmed.  
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Feedback from Expert Panel 
The team's approach uses HIRL, code compliance studies, and RBSA 2016 to derive the allocation of 


equipment sales to new homes.  


Feedback Requested: Does the panel have suggestions to improve this allocation approach for new 


homes? 


Fred noted that there are about 120 builders in the region, so the sample for HIRL is relatively large. 


BPA/Cadeo will look into how HIRL designed their sample and share with the panelists. Joan asked the 


panelists if the overall approach of using HIRL raises any concerns. David has concerns with the size of 


the new construction heat pump market indicated by the final allocation estimates because it does not 


seem consistent with the RBSA or any of the code compliance studies. Mark agreed with David and 


noted that he doesn’t know of any better data out there and said that this data seems to be the best 


source available.  


Christian responded that he agreed with BPA/Cadeo’s methodology and approach to using the HIRL 


data, but said some of the numbers were surprising. Bonnie in the chat asked to hear from Tina and 


Jenn since she thought this topic was something they each expressed concern about in the past. Tina 


responded in the chat, “Bonnie - glad you are trying to enhance the data around NC and don't have any 


alternate data sources/approaches.” Jennifer responded in the chat: “Ditto what Tina said.” 


Step 2: Climate zone disaggregation 
The HIRL data received provides information by state, but the market model relies on climate zones in 


order to better estimate HVAC UECs in the region. BPA/Cadeo propose using the state information as 


proxies for climate zones: OR+WA for HZ1 and CZ1, ID+MT for HZ2, HZ3, CZ2, and CZ3.  


David asked if BPA/Cadeo is not treating Boise separately. Fred agreed that Boise is large, but that the 


model is state-level, and this is the best approach to model climate zones. 


BPA/Cadeo determined that using these state combinations as proxy for climate zones is the best 


approach to allocate HVAC sales within each climate zone. OR and WA see new construction heavily 


weighted toward large metro areas, which are in HZ1. ID and MT are more heavily weighted to HZ2 and 


HZ3. RTF also rolls up HZ2, HZ3 for some measures (i.e., SF weatherization). Cadeo notes they will use 


same approach for cooling: OR+WA represents CZ1, ID+MT represents CZ2+3. The alternative approach 


of same assumption for all climate zones is less desirable due to regional differences in NC HVAC 


installations.  


David asks why Boise is not separate from rest of Idaho, as it accounts for ~60% of population and is in 


HZ1. Fred reiterates that all of ID is being mapped to CZ 2 and 3, and that the alternative is to apply the 


same assumptions to all climate zones. 


Step 3: Use averages, not annual saturation  
BPA notes that annual data is noisy and have opted to use averages to avoid the changes in annual 


saturation. For example, ID and MT have a lot more electric heat than OR/WA. So, trying to account for 


differences like that.  
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Feedback from Expert Panel 
Feedback Requested: Does the panel recommend BPA apply the state proxies as proposed, or would 


regional-level aggregation be preferred? 


David noted that the industry has spent a lot of time convincing builders that HP would work in their 


climates. Look like it stuck in recent years. But asks how much of that is specifically Boise? Jenn states 


that we know codes are different in these states. If we’re going to lump it all at a regional level, then 


we’re going to lose that granularity. Cadeo’s proposed approach does capture the granularity at the 


code level. She likes that this approach captures that. Havala agrees with Jenn, noting that HZ may not 


be the most important determining factor for the selection of an HVAC system across state lines.  


Mark asked if there are differences in the trends year to year, so we are losing some accuracy by 


applying the average. Fred agrees that some years will be overrepresented, and some will be 


underrepresented. Christian says the gFAF saturations in OR and WA seem low to him, based on what 


he remembers from the compliance studies. He thinks the range is closer to 80-85% compared to the 


60-70 shown in the slides. David agrees with Christian. Cadeo will double check gFAF saturations and 


compare with the compliance studies and sales data. 


Andrew clarifies the question that is being asked of the panel. HZ 1 would be represented by the trends 


seen in OR and WA (the orange line), HZ2 & HZ3 would be represented by the trends seen in MT and ID 


(the grey line). Question to the panel: is there a better way to do this or should we revert to region wide 


averages? Bonnie notes the BPA recognize the granularity of these models isn’t as granular as some 


people would like. And there’s reasons why it would be better to be more granular. These are long-term 


goals, but for now, we’re trying to wrap these up with the data we have right now. David comments 


that the granularity may be false, especially with gas and HP saturations. For these technologies, he 


would rely more on the code compliance studies than the HIRL data. 


Bretnie clarified that the state proxies are not being proposed for UECs, just for the sales data 


allocation. David’s preference would be to use the Region average for the equipment saturations, rather 


than the state-level averages. Christian would prefer state-level data but is concerned that there is false 


precision in the state averages. Mark agrees with Christian and commented that the Region averages 


might be the best option. Jennifer agrees, but struggling with using the regional average for DHPs 


because it would not show impact of code pushing for more DHPs. Cadeo will consider reverting back to 


regional assumptions, potentially with CZ adjustments for DHPs. 


Market Sizing Updates 
BPA/Cadeo is looking at market size (sales volume) of primary HVAC units flowing into the region. They 


are proposing new methodology for 2018 onward because they now have 5 years of sales data (rather 


than two) collected by NEEA and their contractors, making it a robust market data source. 2018 is the 


starting point for using this data as market estimates since that’s where there is the most reliable 


starting point with market data. For 2017, will continue to use the stock turnover estimate that relies on 


the 2011 and 2016 RBSAs. 


Data Sources 
• HARDI (confidential) 
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• D+R Estimates of HARDI data’s market coverage for 2018 


• NEEA-collected sales data 


Market Sizing approach: the timeline view 
BPA/Cadeo is using best available sales data for each year in the 7th PP action period.  


For 2018 estimates, they summarize the HARDI data by state and technology. Then scale HARDI sample 


to full region based on D+R estimated coverage.  


Joan clarified that Table 6 in slide 23 is not saturation data, but it is used to estimate the total market 


sales volume (D+R Estimates of HARDI data’s market coverage for 2018). Tina asked for clarification on 


how these values were estimated. Cadeo stated that D+R provided the estimates but did not explain 


how. [Cadeo supplemented more information after the session: D+R estimated the market coverage 


factors based on invoice data from participating distributors and the Residential Energy Consumption 


Survey (RECS) and Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) data.] 


For 2019 estimates, BPA/Cadeo calculates ratio of NEEA-collected sales data in 2019 to 2018 for each 


technology and apply this index to HARDI’s 2018 estimates.  


Havala asked, would you extrapolate this differently at the state level? Elizabeth responded that we look 


at it at the state level, then aggregate to the region. Currently, the NEEA-collected sales data has low 


representation from Idaho and Montana. The 2018 estimates are developed at the state-level, but 2019 


onwards are not due to data gaps.  


The same approach for 2019 is used for 2020 and 2021 is a forecast. 


Data Gaps: DHPs 
D+R does not provide a specific estimate for the HARDI data’s market coverage for DHPs, so Cadeo’s 


proposed solution is to use D+R’s CAC market coverage estimate as a proxy. It is likely that cooling is the 


driver for DHP sales, so results are more believable than using heat pump coverage and align with our 


assessment of HARDI coverage and market knowledge. Mark is unsure if this method is good for the 


areas east of the Cascades, but he can’t think of a better methodology. Mark said he doesn’t believe 


people in Idaho buy DHPs for cooling because they already have cooling equipment. Elizabeth clarified 


that we do have sales data for DHP, but we don’t have an estimate of what percentage of the market 


that sales data represents. And that’s at the state level. So we could compare by states to see how 


reliable that approach is. Elizabeth also added a caveat that we’re still gathering sales data and we don’t 


have it finalized yet since the numbers are going to shift.  


Tina asked for clarification regarding HARDI data, and why that data is comparable for DHP and CAC. 


Elizabeth explains D+R gets this data through participating distributors but we don’t know who these 


distributors are. The only comparison point we have is NEEA sales data but we don’t know how or if 


those datasets overlap. Ryan notes that NEEA used to collect more comprehensive data just on DHPs. 


Could go back and compare what we collected vs. HARDI to corroborate coverage. Ryan will look into it 


and follow up, needs to confirm no confidentiality issues.  Joan noted that we could look at the end 


result numbers and compare DHP sizing with NEEA data to evaluate the reasonableness.  
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Data Gaps: Montana 
HARDI data does not include Montana. Cadeo’s Proposed solution is to add NEEA-collected sales data 


for MT. This will create better representation, but still underrepresents Montana since we do not have 


full market coverage in the sales data. MT accounts for less than 1% impact for most techs, and around 3 


to 4% impact for gas furnaces. David remarks that if it is such a small fraction than perhaps it is not as 


important.  


Finally, Cadeo notes that the proposed method converts the number of units sold to number of primary 


HVAC units using RBSA. Mark asked if this was the entire market or just new construction and Elizabeth 


noted it was the entire market.  


BPA/Cadeo previously included slides to show draft total market volume estimates for key technologies 


but proposed to postpone draft results discussion until later because Cadeo is still waiting on final sales 


data from NEEA. 


Feedback from Expert Panel 
Feedback Requested: Does the panel see any gaps in the data used to inform our updated market 


sizing? 


Mark was surprised ASHP results dropped so much. Looked like in the draft numbers, the HP dropped 


off significantly. Cadeo responded that the draft numbers may change, but will note down this reaction 


to the preliminary numbers. 


Weatherization Updates 
Weatherization is another portion of work BPA/Cadeo completed this fall. They didn’t plan a full panel 


session on this topic as there are not substantial questions for the panel on this topic.  


They still welcome your review and feedback so we’re going to quickly walk you through what we did 


and why we did what we did, then we’ll email you the workbook containing our analysis so you can 


review on your own. 


Building shell quality is an important aspect of the Res HVAC model. How much energy an HVAC system 


uses in a home depends on many variables, with insulation, windows, and air sealing being very 


impactful components.  


The previous model had limited data on how residential insulation, windows, and air sealing were 


changing over time. Assumed the weatherization market was equivalent to program activity. BPA/Cadeo 


knew some weatherization activity happens outside of programs, but just didn’t know how much. 


Since the previous model, BPA/Cadeo explored potential data sources to better characterize the 


weatherization market. Sources include, RBSA I & II and (confidential) insulation sales data—


supplemented with installer interviews. The insulation sales data we received is in pounds of insulation, 


so we translated those sales into a common unit in the model. The raw data and calculations aren’t in 


the workbook, since the sales data is confidential, but please reach out if you have questions about the 


methodology after reviewing the workbook. 
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No single data source provides a total picture of the weatherization market, so Cadeo’s analysis layers 


the three data sources to estimate building shell upgrades in SF, MH, and MF buildings during the 


analysis period, 2016-2021. 


There is evidence of weatherization activity outside of programs, but the total market change relative to 


other HVAC technologies is small. Bretnie clarified that weatherization is happening, but it has a smaller 


overall relative impact on energy consumption compared to other HVAC equipment upgrades homes 


are installing. The incremental savings are going to be smaller for weatherization relative to savings 


from, for example, converting electric zonal heat to ductless heat pumps.  


BPA is sending the Weatherization workbook after the session. They request that the panelists focus on 


ReadMe and Inputs Calculations tabs, and to send any questions/comments to them by Fri, Nov. 5th.  


BPA/Cadeo will be presenting key insights from this weatherization research externally at the team’s 


Quarterly Call on Nov. 3rd 9-10am. Panelists are welcome to attend, but not required. The BPA Quarterly 


Call presentation won’t go through methodology or model results but is more focused on interesting 


outcomes of the research. This won’t be the forum for technical comments and questions – please send 


those through DNV. The call info is on https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-


Savings/Pages/Calls.aspx.  


Next Steps 
• BPA/Cadeo will follow up with anyone they have specific questions for NC HVAC Allocation. 


• Panelists will send questions/comments on Weatherization workbook by Fri, Nov. 5th  


• BPA External Quarterly Call: Wed, Nov 3rd on Regional Weatherization Findings 


• Next Panel Session: Friday December 3rd on UEC results 


 



https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Pages/Calls.aspx

https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/Momentum-Savings/Pages/Calls.aspx





